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CHAPTER 1

ISRAEL OWNS THE U.S.A.

Editor’s note: The following is a stand-alone one-page photo-ready document recently received at the CONTACT offices. All internal comments are theirs.

“...With The White House, The Senate, And ... The American Media In Our (Israel’s) Hands...”

Mr. Ari Shavit, an Israeli news reporter, wrote an article which recently appeared in the Israel paper Haaretz, and was reprinted in the May 27th issue of New York Times. While reflecting on the wanton Israeli slaughter of more than 100 defenseless Lebanese civilians in April, Mr. Shavit wrote:

“We killed [murdered] them with a certain naive hubris. Believing with absolute certitude that now, with the White House, the Senate, and much of the American Media in our [Israel’s] hands, the lives of others do not count as much as our own...” (emphasis added)

Mr. Shavit states as obvious fact, what an American can say publicly only at great risk of being demonized as a white-supremacist, racist, neo-Nazi, anti-Semitic or a member of a hate-group. So it’s not only surprising, it’s refreshing for a change, to see such factual honesty printed in one of America’s largest newspapers.

We Americans are told over and over that Israel is our most “reliable ally.” This claim is made in spite of Israel’s long record of double-dealing against this country—ranging from the killing of American sailors (“thoughtfully” not mentioned by the [Israelis’] mainstream news) to on-going espionage and technology theft. The word “ally” implies that a relationship exists because it’s in the interests of this country. But Israel’s gigantic lobby in Washington D.C., whom its agents wine and dine “our” congressional lawmakers to get legislation enacted favorable to Israel clearly indicates, its goals for U. S. laws are not those of us Americans.

After all, one would expect that from an Israeli lobby in Israel. But is it not strange, that Israelis are allowed to have a lobby in our county? We don’t have one in theirs! It’s unnerving that the White House, the Senate, and much of the American media are “in our [Israel’s] hands,” as Mr. Shavit puts it. Bill Clinton, a lover of peace since his college days, so he says, raised no protest when the Israelis terrorized and drove 400,000 innocent Lebanese out of their homes in “retaliation” for a rocket claimed to have been launched into Israel and wounding one Israeli. If it actually occurred, it was by a very small faction over whom those 400,000 innocents, had no control whatsoever. But Congress was not disturbed in the least by the Israeli’s misdirected and unconscionable retaliation. For congressional members too are: “in our [Israel’s] hands.” (Apparently quite a few of the Multi-Billions of American tax-dollars given to Israel each year—must wind up in pockets of congressional members for their repetitious re-election and their “Israeli correct” voting.)

A recent article in The Washington Post likens the Israeli lobby power to that of tobacco lobbies,
but there is a vast difference. Newspapers like the Post aren’t afraid to criticize American lobbies. They will say, with no holds barred, that some such lobbies seek goals which might harm the rest of us. But for some reason or another, its a no-no for them to say anything about the huge Israeli lobby that doesn’t even belong here!!

The press and electronic media really are “in our [Israel’s] hands.” For “the news” supplies (almost daily) misleading articles and TV orchestrations concerning the so-called Israeli democracy. While, completely ignoring Israel’s Nazi-like-harassment of Christians, Palestinians and other non-Israelis in the mid-east.

Because, the federal government and the news media are “in our [Israel’s] hands,” very few Americans are aware of how the little country of Israel pulls-the-strings of “our” Congress, “our” President and “our” news media. So Americans do nothing to change this insidious state of affairs. Isn’t it time that we 263 Million Americans Wake-UP, become accurately informed, and take-back our government!? And stop Congress from making tax-slaves of us Americans and our businesses to enrich Israeli Rulers?

(Please make copies to post...and to circulate)
CHAPTER 2

PATRIOTS BEND EARS
OF STATE LEGISLATORS

Editor’s note: See article “Some Justice” on p.13 in this week's News Desk for another example of how public outcry can force the politicians into better behavior.

RUSSELL STEPANCHAK
429 CHESTNUT STREET
COLUMBIA, PA 17512

PHN: 717-684-2458
FAX: 717-684-3467

DATE: 22 September 1996

TO: The Editor
Lancaster Sunday News

FAX: 291-4950

RE: “Patriots bend ears of state legislators”

There you go again, inserting that provocative buzzword “anti-government” into Sunday’s otherwise credible report by Don Collins [see this page]. Listen up.

We-the-people are the government. Our Constitution says so.

People in office are hired by us to manage our affairs, and to render service to we-the-people. Their responsibilities and their limitations are spelled out in our Constitution.

It is the duty of every American to monitor the performance of persons hired to serve us, and to bring them to task when they mismanage, exceed their authority, commit fraud, work against us, and especially when their activities smack of treason.

The word “patriot” is a most honorable term. A patriot is one who loves, supports, and defends his country and its interests. They who honorably discharge their duty in behalf of we-the-people fit the description perfectly.

/s/ Russell Stepanchak

REP. TOM ARMSTRONG IS AMONG THREE
WHO MEET WITH ANTI-GOVERNMENT GROUP
CHAPTER 3

SECRET SOCIETIES’ DESERT STORM
by R.S.  7/31/96

A relatively small group of bright, educated, dedicated, extremely powerful and wealthy people control the world’s economy, banks, labor, industry, natural resources, food supply, science, education, medicine, media, courts, governments, militaries, organized religions; virtually the world. They are secretive, cunning, sinister, and totally ruthless. They believe sincerely that they are vastly superior—even godly—and are destined to rule the world, absolutely.

They hail from the ultra-secret to quasi-secret societies of the Illuminati—the illumined ones, allknowing enlightened ones—the Ancient and Mystical Order of Rosae Crucis, the Rosicrucians, Prieure de Sion, Knights of Malta, Club of Rome, Order of the Quest, Jacobins, inner sanctum of Freemasonry, Round Table, JASON Society, Fabian Society, Order of the Skull and Bones, Scroll and Key, Committee of 300, Tavistock Institute, Royal Institute for International Affairs, Bilderbergers, Trilateral Commission, Council on Foreign Relations, the sister groups and progeny of the foregoing. Each conceivably believes that it is all powerful, but likely each unwittingly is also manipulated by an ultra-secret Committee of 100, or some such entity.

The biggest remaining obstacle to their grandiose plan for world domination is the U.S. Constitution. Unlike other peoples of the world who are subjects of a monarch or ruling body, we—the people of the United States of America are the sovereigns—the rulers. Our Constitution makes it so.

Public officials and service personnel take an oath to support and defend the constitution against all enemies, foreign and domestic. Our top government officials apparently sold us out, and so did the top military brass. But the vast majority of military personnel, both veterans and those in active service, are perceived to be faithful to the oath they had taken, and will fight to preserve the freedoms guaranteed us by our Constitution. Therefore, they must be terminated or emasculated before the final stages of a takeover can be consummated.

Veterans who sense a threat to our country from within, have formed citizen militias. Our media have demonized them. Several leaders were murdered. Others are being jailed without bail, or due process of law. In due time, a full scale confrontation will ensue.

Foreign troops are being trained and stationed in this country. Large numbers of our national guard and active service personnel will be engaged in contrived conflicts overseas where they will be out of the way. A number of the remainder may suffer from debilitating illnesses induced by chemical and biological agents introduced in the Persian Gulf War.

Of the 3,531,000 Americans that participated in the Persian Gulf War, 5,729 were killed in action. As many as 10,000 to 12,000 died after the war of what is generally referred to as the Gulf War Syndrome, according to Air Force Flight Nurse Captain Joyce Riley. Another 200,000 veterans
and members of their families are sick at this time, many critically. A high number of miscarriages and congenitally deformed children are reported among them. These veterans and their families are being denied treatment by the Department of Defense and the Veterans Administration. The V.A. suggests that 6,400 American veterans died since returning from Desert Storm, but denies the existence of a Gulf War illness.

The chemical and man-made germ warfare biological agents used in Desert Storm were engineered by American scientists, paid for by American taxpayers, produced here, and shipped to Iraq prior to the war. These germ warfare agents were used on our troops.

There is compelling evidence to indicate that shots and medications administered to our troops may have contributed to their illness. People became violently ill; people that didn’t go to the Gulf, or didn’t come in contact with anybody that returned from there, acquired the disease after receiving shots.

The diseases inflicted upon our troops are communicable. What better way to decimate an army? As the diseases spread into the general populace, what better way to render a citizenry impotent and docile, or to thin out a population of useless eaters?

Think about it.
Bush’s renewed raid on Iraq is more fraudulent and more sinister than his Operation Desert Storm.

To understand this, we need to look back to 1961 when Britain, posing as a protector, carved out a piece of southern Iraq nearly the size of New Jersey—proved to have 20 percent of the world’s known oil reserves—and turned it over to the Sabah royal family. This piece of real estate became the independent state of Kuwait. The Sabahs retained 50 percent of the oil profits. Americans died in Desert Storm to keep these despotics in power.

After Desert Storm, Bush and his cronies arbitrarily extended Kuwait’s northern borders to the 32nd parallel, thereby confiscating nearly half Iraq’s territory and half her oil fields. Another line was arbitrarily drawn at the northern border, relieving Iraq of the rest of her oil fields and 100 percent of her wheat and barley.

This further restriction of Iraq’s food supply can only exacerbate her already serious problems with malnutrition and the spread of disease. The death rate, especially among newborn and infants, is certain to escalate. None dare call it genocide.

The U.S. led bombing raid on Iraq, we are told, was precipitated by repeated incursions into U.N.-protected space along the Kuwaiti border. We are not reminded, however, that the alleged incursions took place at the newly drawn line through the middle of Iraq, and not into Kuwait proper. Nor are we told that this new border was never sanctioned by the United Nations. In fact, the matter was never presented to the U.N. General Assembly.

Whose war are we fighting? Note that Egypt, Syria, Turkey and all those other allies Bush purchased at a cost of tens of billions of dollars for his Operation Desert Storm did not participate in this exercise.

Also note that General Kelly in his critique for NBC News, proudly characterized his operation as the product of the New World Order.

Russell Stepanchak
COLUMBIA
THE NEWS MONITOR

No. 12, Volume 4/4
Publish and Conceal Not.  Jer. 50:2

FinCEN: BIG BROTHER’S ALL-SEEING FINANCIAL EYE

The following article by Mark Nestmann in the 2/95 issue of Low Profile paints an ominous picture of the government’s emerging Financial Surveillance and Enforcement Network.

As authorized in 1988 anti-drug legislation, in 1990, Treasury Secretary Nicholas Brady signed an executive order establishing the Treasury Department intelligence division, the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network [FinCEN].

FinCEN is a computerized operation, international in scope, that collects and analyses data to unearth criminal activity. Its efforts involve more than two dozen federal agencies; state, local, and foreign police agencies; and a variety of public and private data bases.

FinCEN’s computers use a program called and “expert system” whose reasoning mimics that of human experts, but millions of times faster. FinCEN’s expert system, the Customs Artificial Intelligence System [CAIS], investigates financial fraud and suspicious transactions. (A new program the “Artificial Intelligence/Massive Parallel Processing” System, [AI/MPPS], was scheduled for installation in late 1995).

FinCEN compares the unusual transactions flagged by CAIS with personal and financial information drawn from government, private, and foreign databases. Essentially, the system creates a financial dossier of individuals making large currency transactions, then matches these profiles against typical patterns of persons engaged in illegal activity.

To construct these profiles, FinCEN uses databases from the Internal Revenue Service [IRS], Federal Bureau of Investigation [FBI], Drug Enforcement Administration [DEA], Secret Service, Customs Service, Postal Service, Census Bureau, Central Intelligence Agency [CIA], National Security Agency [NSA], which intercepts data on international wire transfers; Defense Intelligence Agency [DIA], Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms [BATF], the Immigration and Naturalization Service [INS], National Security Council [NSC], the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation...
tion [FDIC], the comptroller of the Currency, the Federal Reserve, and the State Department’s Bureau of Intelligence and Research.

FinCEN also accesses state records of real estate ownership, property tax payments, motor vehicles, driver licenses, etc. along with commercial databases that assist it in obtaining credit records, telephone records, magazine subscription lists and even supermarket purchase data. All are available to FinCEN without a warrant.

FinCEN has negotiated a data-sharing agreement with interpol that gives it on-line access to worldwide criminal tracking data. Other nations have developed financial intelligence agencies that swap data with FinCEN: TRACFIN (France); NCIN (Great Britain); and AUSTRAC (Australia); FinCEN has built similar alliances with authorities in Japan, Italy, and Switzerland.

This level of computer matching is unprecedented historically, and indeed, was banned under the Privacy Act. But the databases exist, and FinCEN has US Congressional authority to assemble data in forms useful to law enforcement.

Initially, FinCEN’s mission was to help detect narcotics traffickers as they laundered money. However, its efforts have expanded to detecting all criminal activity. As a former Treasury official explained to me, “Nearly all crimes have a financial motive. FinCEN’s mission is to unearth that motive. If you can do that we can solve nearly all crimes.”

FinCEN BUSTS A DRUG DEALER AND A TAX CHEAT—The following is an actual case history of FinCEN in action: There wasn’t much to go on. The police salvaged the slip of paper that a small-time East Coast drug dealer tried to eat before being arrested, but on it they found scribbled only a telephone number and what appeared to be the name “John”.

This frustrated the police. They had anticipated more incriminating information on the man they believed was the supplier not only to the dealer they’d just busted, but also to dozens of other street corner crack peddlers.

With two slim leads, the police weren’t technically equipped to do much more than antiquated detective work that probably wouldn’t yield evidence they could use to indict John. So they turned to....FinCEN for the digital sleuthing they needed.

....A FinCEN analyst began the hunt. He started by querying a database of business phone numbers. He scored a hit with the number of a local restaurant. Next he entered...an IRS database...containing roughly 50 million Currency Transaction Reports [CTRs].

....The analyst narrowed his quest by searching for CTRs filed for transactions deemed “suspicious”...There was a hit. A series of “suspicious” CTRs existed in the restaurant’s ZIP [post] code...Punching up images of the identified CTRs on his terminal, the FinCEN analyst noted that the transactions were made by a person whose first name was John. The CTRs were submitted for a series of transactions each in the amount of $9,500, just below the CTR threshold of $10,000. This was hard evidence that John structured the deposits to avoid filing a form 4789...a federal
crime.
Selecting one of the CTRs for “an expanded review, the analyst got John’s full name, Social Security Number [SSN], date of birth, home address bank account numbers.

20? pages
ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT

GATT, APEC & NAFTA Part Of Push
For One World Government

Recent developments with the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), the Asia-Pacific Economic Community (APEC) and the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) are part of the push for a “Global Plantation”, a one world economic system run by the “free trade” imperatives of multinational consortiums and international financiers.

With the consent of representatives of 116 nations, including the enthusiastic endorsement of the Australian Government, the GATT aims to put the nail in the coffin of national independence and self-reliance. In the approving words of U.S. insider Strobe Talbott, the GATT will determine “trade, finance and development for a united world” under a One World Government.

From *The New Monitor*; No. 12 Volume 4/4, an Australian publication, [quoting:]

Talbott bluntly spelt out the GATT agenda in an article for *TIME* magazine entitled “The Birth of the Global Nation”. Talbott predicted: “I’ll bet that within the next 100 years, nationhood as we know it will be obsolete, all states will recognize a single global authority. A phrase briefly fashionable in the mid-20th century—‘citizen of the world’—will have assumed real meaning.”

Talbott echoes the sentiments of capitalist globalist apologists like ex-(Australian) Foreign Minister Gareth Evans, writing that national sovereignty is redundant in the New World Order. As he sees it: “All countries are basically social arrangements. No matter how permanent and even sacred they may seem at any one time, in fact they are all artificial and temporary.”

Part of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) is a plan to establish the World Trade Office (WTO). This international governing body would “police” a “world without borders” and have the power to intervene in member nations’ internal affairs.

US Trade Representative Mickey Kantor, briefing the press at the conclusion of the GATT meeting in Brussels, Belgium, said how North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and the Asia-Pacific Economic Community (APEC) will “fit in” with GATT is still “to be decided”. But it is already “decided”, according to an unnamed member of his entourage.
In a move to allay public fears over the pace of the globalist agenda, Kantor stated, “You can’t achieve everything in your first agreement.”

Kantor, however, assured journalists the Clinton Administration will move “expeditiously to expand NAFTA” throughout the Western Hemisphere and also strive to make APEC a “visible organization like NAFTA”. David Rockefeller previously expressed the view that NAFTA will expand to include the entire hemisphere by the year 2000. Kantor’s words, and those of his staff, in fact followed the script laid out in recent years by the Bilderberg group and Trilateral commission (TC), drafted at their annual secret meetings.

Back in July, 1973 David Rockefeller, Chairman of Chase Manhattan Bank, formed the Trilateral commission “to bring together the best brains in the world...to foster closer cooperation among private citizens of Western Europe, Japan and North America.” These “best brains” and “private citizens” were entrusted with the task of developing plans for the world capitalist system.

The agenda of these super capitalists calls for the evolution of NAFTA into an American Union similar to the European Union (EU). APEC is to become the “Pacific Union (PU),” the third great region of the world organized for the convenience of global economic planning.

ASIA-PACIFIC UNION

“The Asia-Pacific region should be a united one, not divided,” President Bill Clinton told the APEC meeting in Seattle in November 1993. Kim Young Sam, president of South Korea, agreed, stating that the APEC countries should “gradually develop into an Asia-Pacific Economic Community”.

Ex-Prime Minister Paul Keating and the Australian Labor Government have repeatedly voiced their commitment to the economic and social integration of Australia with Asia. This is an essential part of the global capitalist agenda.

The GATT, the most far-reaching free-trade agreement in history, effectively destroys national economies subjecting them to the imperatives of world trade and the control of the plutocratic elites.
The Age newspaper on February 5, 1994 reported that “An official review of Australia’s trade policies by GATT has endorsed the Government’s program of opening up the economy...The 200-page review, released by the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, registers a tone of admiration and surprise at the thoroughness with which Australia has unilaterally forced its economy into world competition despite a severe recession, high unemployment and a large current account deficit.”

The Keating Labor Government has forced the Australian working people to endure the hardship resulting from its “restructuring” of the economy to suit the “Banana Republic” scenario required by the board rooms of Washington, London and Tokyo. Australia’s oligarchy is eager to prove its loyalty to the quickly emerging “Global Plantation”.

For Australia the proverbial “writing is on the wall”. Fourteen years ago one commentator aptly noted:

“Australia is poised at a most dangerous moment in history. Strong pressures are operating, which, if successful, would integrate it even further into the world capitalist economy, increasing its dependence, reducing its capacity for self-reliance, and disintegrating its economy and society...Living standards are being reduced, and more and more people fear economic insecurity. Young people in particular are unable to see a future ahead of them, and are fast becoming ‘a lost generation’...”
The White man does not understand the Indian for the reason that he does not understand America. He is too far removed from its formative processes. The roots of the tree of his life have not yet grasped the rock and soil. The White man is still troubled with primitive fears; he still has in his consciousness the perils of this frontier continent, some of its vastnesses not yet having yielded to his questing footsteps and inquiring eyes. He shudders still with the memory of the loss of his forefathers upon its scorching deserts and forbidding mountain-tops. The man from Europe is still a foreigner and an alien. And he still hates the man who questioned his path across the continent. But in the Indian the spirit of the land is still vested; it will be until other men are able to divine and meet its rhythm. Men must be born and reborn to belong. Their bodies must be formed of the dust of their forefather’s bones. (End quoting)

Does the White man understand America any better today? Does he understand that America was chosen as the place for a great experiment in human freedom? A place where humanity would find out if they could withstand the pressures of those who controlled the rest of the world, and instead pursue a policy of truth, justice, liberty and freedom? A nation chosen to be a Light for the world?

Alas, Americans appear to have succumbed to those pressures, lacking the fortitude and eternal vigilance required to maintain their new-found freedom. The facade of freedom, our Constitution, is still maintained for show but honored by none in positions of power in government. Those in power in American Government today make a mockery of the Constitution by their every action. But there is yet a chance to turn things around.

We are still too far removed from the formative processes of Life. It is not that those formative processes are somewhere else, far away. It is simply a matter of our perception of those processes. They are right here with us, every moment, in the very act of breathing. Each breath is a miracle in itself, as it gives us the ability to do what we can to restore our freedom lost. The formative processes of Life are part of the Creative Force of the Universe, which provides all the living plant (and animal) life that human beings need to sustain their physical existence.
And we have all been born and reborn, if we are souled beings. If you are reading this you are more than likely a souled being, the only general exceptions being those robotic humanoids built by our Controllers. The thing is, we do not remember this and our Controllers do not want us to remember this. If we can remember this then we may get a glimpse of truth, and if we know the truth we cannot be controlled, and if we cannot be controlled then those who have controlled us become quite upset. They don’t like having their evil game ruined by an awakening humanity.

Well, the truth appears to be that we have all been here before and that we are back again to finish our lessons, because this is the time of the most critical testing. This is the time of our graduation if we can meet the current challenges put before us. From our Controllers’ point of view, however, you’re not supposed to know any of that.

What’s more, we are not just born once and come back again for a second try; we are eternal beings who come and go from time to time in this Infinite Universe of Existence. When is the last time one of your preachers in church told you that? It’s so obvious though, it stares us in the face. Go look into any mirror if you want to see an eternal being! Once you’ve overcome the fear of death and realize it is only a transition, then you understand another truth that helps to prevent you from being controlled by others.

What they really don’t want us to know is that we are entering the Photon Belt, just as we did 12,000 years ago, and that a Great Planetary Teacher is about to return, and their whole game of evil lies is built around our not knowing about any of this.

Let their evil lies be shattered then, for we must now digress a moment to talk about the Photon Belt. The accompanying drawing [see next page] first appeared in the May 5, 1992 issue of the PHOENIX LIBERATOR, precursor to the CONTACT. If you get this back issue of the PHOENIX LIBERATOR, read with caution, for a lot of the information therein is from government sources and is designed to scare and confuse you. David Icke also talks extensively about the Photon Belt in his book And The Truth Shall Set You Free.

Central to an understanding of the Photon Belt is the fact that our Solar System is a part of the constellation we call the Pleiades, also known since ancient times as the “Seven Sisters”. Dr. Halley, who studied the positions of the stars, began to stumble onto this when he noticed that at least three stars of the Pleiades were not in their positions as recorded by the early Greeks. Books on ancient Greek and ancient Chinese mythology are filled with references to the “Seven sisters” constellation. Our Solar System orbits around the Pleiadian constellation’s central sun, called Alcyone. Our Solar System takes approximately 24,000 years to make one complete orbit around the Pleiades. As you can see from the drawing, twice in that complete orbit we pass through the Photon Belt which is at right angles to the plane of our orbit around the Pleiadian constellation.
Our passage through the Photon Belt takes about 2,000 years. We have been in the fringes of this Belt increasingly since about 1962, and we are expected to have made full impact with it about the year 2011. So, just what is this Photon Belt?

From the point of view of the actual purpose of the Photon Belt, certain things appear rather obvious to this author. To start with, with the likelihood of there being billions upon countless billions of constellations in this vast Universe, it would seem that there are many ways of configuring the individual compositions of these constellations. This, if nothing else, would at least keep our CREATOR from ever becoming bored. One such possible configuration is the Pleiadian constellation with its Photon Belt, as shown in the drawing.

From an examination of the accompanying drawing, we see that there is a period of approximately 10,000 years between our periods of being within the Photon Belt. This is the period wherein there is the opportunity for civilizations to grow and develop. If we can comprehend the fact that our Planet Earth is but a school of life where growing souls can evolve to develop consciousness of their CREATOR, and that Earth is only one of many such planets in the Universe, then our ability to comprehend what is actually taking place in reality will thereby be significantly enhanced. There is a clue in that last sentence as to what is happening to us, and that is that we are evolving to develop consciousness of our CREATOR. This appears to be a very important part of, if not the overriding reason for, our whole being and existence here at this time. And to be conscious of our CREATOR is to be conscious of HIS abundant giving and regiving.

Indeed, when ones can fully comprehend their CREATOR, and realize that we are always AT ONE (ATONE) with that CREATOR and can never possibly be separated from HIM (there is no separation in reality), we will begin to realize that any power(s) we may perceive that we have are in reality only the power(s) that we have through our CREATOR. None of us has, or can have, any real power in and of ourselves. Any power that we do have is only possible through our CREATOR, and through HIM we can manifest ALL POWER, sufficient to turn around the evil One World Controllers about to swallow the inhabitants of Planet Earth. All we need do is get beyond our individual egos, beyond believing we are separate selves with separate power(s), and instead realize that only in our unity of purpose can we have real POWER to get this job done! United we shall stand into infinity, but divided we will most certainly fall, and it won’t take much longer.

So, these civilizations grow and flourish for a period of about 10,000 years, which appears to be enough time for individuals to realize their Oneness with their CREATOR. But look around you. Doesn’t it appear as though a majority have been deceived by the evil Controllers, with all of the systems of modern technology at their disposal to use to control the masses? Perhaps 10,000 years is not long enough? Well, in this case it has to be enough, for, you see, we have been given intelligence and we must use it to see beyond the manifested illusion now being used to deceive us. How many of the multitudes appear to believe that 9 to 5 is the way to go, with a beer in front of the TV in the evening, and sports programs on Sunday afternoon? Sounds a lot like the Roman Empire before the collapse, don’t you think??
Anyway, after the 10,000 years it’s final graduation time to see how many have learned their les-
sons of Light and Love, and just how many were tricked into seeing an illusory world of separate
selves. If we do not learn our lessons, however, we do not graduate. If a student in the 6th grade in
school does not learn the required lessons to graduate to the 7th grade, they do not graduate. They
would be lost in the 7th grade, not having learned that which is required to comprehend what they
will experience there!! The Photon Belt is a higher dimension with a higher vibratory frequency
wherein all is Light and all truth stands revealed. No one will be able to hide from the Light and the
Truth during that time. That is the realm of pure Light of our CREATOR, and it will be as heaven
compared to what we are living now. Yet another reason for us not to know this, for if we did it
would only be more difficult to control us.

From a literal point of view the Photon Belt will bring Eternal Light, literally 24 hours a day. You
may wonder how you will sleep? And then you may realize that you’ve been sleeping for 10,000
years! We may not need to sleep then; our Sun never sleeps. But prior to our actual full-scale
entrance around the year 2011 a great deal has yet to transpire.

Before completing entry into the Photon Belt we can expect the Earth to cleanse itself of all the
contamination which humanity has heaped upon it. Think about this. The Earth itself is a living,
breathing organism with an intelligence beyond our comprehension. It has allowed humanity to
grow and learn its lessons, but humanity has left a dirty mess in its wake. Since humanity has not
left the Earth as they found it, then the Earth will wash itself, and it will use its own water to do so.
People are tiny compared to the planet, so it can be expected that more than a few of them may
drown “in the wash”.

Accompanying this cleansing process will be floods, earthquakes, volcanoes and great storms, but
if you listen carefully to your inner guidance you should be okay. This is simply how a planet such
as Earth cleanses itself, just as it has done many times before. If we don’t do it, the planet must!
But let’s just see what this Photon Belt really is.

The Photon Belt is a huge, invisible band of highly charged, highly-concentrated, immensely pow-
erful photon (Light) energy. As we have been increasingly in the fringes of this band since 1962,
more and more of these photons have been impacting upon us. The increased ultra-violet (U.V.)
radiation we have been experiencing in the past decade or so is due to the Photon Belt, and has
nothing to do with our ozone layer in the upper atmosphere, which appears to be intact. We have
been told that the increased U.V. radiation is due to a depleted ozone layer. Yet another lie to
deceive us. And cosmic rays, usually measured in millions of electron volts, have recently been
measured by scientists at the Dugway Proving Grounds in Utah with an energy of 320 billion,
billion electron volts. This was previously considered impossible, and is yet further evidence of
the high energy we are encountering.

As we approach closer and closer to the Photon Belt, all molecular activity is becoming more and
more excited. Many people do not know how to deal with this, and we do not have to look very far
to see people running around like crazy. When we actually enter the Belt, all atoms will change and
things will become luminescent. This is when we will have the constant Light. We need to under-
stand something at this point. Available information indicates that, as far as we can comprehend,
there are three basic types of beings in existence within the Universe: what could be termed corpo-
real, like you, with a solid physical body; atmospherean, also solid to a point, but with a much finer and lighter molecular structure; and, etherean, who are beings with Light, or energy, bodies and no physical mass at all.

Now, when we finally actually enter the Photon Belt, we will feel a jolt or shock, similar to putting your finger in a light socket. In that instant you will have changed from a Corporeal person to an Atmospherean person, if your body can make the change. If you cannot, no need to worry, it’s guaranteed to be interesting no matter what happens. The real challenge will be to make it to that day, for the evil One World Controllers will probably use every trick they’ve got to eliminate as many of us as possible before that day arrives.

This is enough of a discussion on the Photon Belt for the present time. Just realize that you now know you are a Pleiadian. We will talk more about the Photon Belt at a later date, but right now we have incredible weather manipulation to deal with on a daily basis, and with winter coming on in America this subject is all important.

According to “One Who Knows”, the real war in space between Russia and the United States began on September 17, 1977, when Russia began destroying American spy satellites. President Jimmy Carter and Defense Secretary Harold Brown had previously poo-pooed information indicating that Russia was already developing Particle Beam weapons. Our “intelligence” seemed to show that such development was impossible.

Particle Beam weapons are similar to lasers, but instead of shooting a beam of electromagnetic radiation (light), they shoot a beam of sub-atomic particles (electrons, protons, ions, etc.). Because of the devastating nature of these weapons, whoever was able to put one of these into space first (properly controlled, of course), could control the world. Thus, any guided missile, or aircraft, including a Space Shuttle (i.e., the Challenger), could be zapped in a fraction of a second after launch or takeoff!

Fortunately for the American people, someone other than our totally evil U.S. Government (bent on destroying the planet) has control of space. What do you suppose was on board the Space Shuttle Challenger that required taking it out? Or did you expect our controlled media to tell you? Was that one of the flights where we were breeding salamanders? That must have been the reason. Readers need to be made aware of recently received top-secret “intelligence” information regarding the fact that these slimy little salamanders are believed to be some sort of extremely advanced intelligence from some region in the “Dark Skies” constellation! What a disgusting insult to anyone with real intelligence.

In February of 1980, the U.S. Government, under the Carter Administration, was involved in a grain embargo against Russia. The Bolsheviks in the U.S. Government were using hunger against the Russia they used to control. The Russians responded by producing incredible rainstorms in Southern California and Arizona to destroy crops. The embargo continued throughout the summer and so did Russian weather modification.

The summer of 1980 in America set records for drought and heat. Both crops and cattle died for
lack of rain and excessive heat. Millions of chickens died in the Southwest from the heat wave. Water shortages began to increase nation-wide. And to drive the point home to President Carter, the peanut farmer, the peanut crop failed (a first in America). The Bolsheviks running our government continued the grain embargo through the end of the year.

On January 13, 1981, there were news reports about “Siberian cold” spreading down into the Southeastern U.S. and into Florida, where a freeze there caused 25% of the citrus crop to be killed. This was only a taste of things to come.

That same month, January of 1981, Ronald Reagan was inaugurated as our new President. Three months later America’s rulers got the message and lifted the grain embargo, and the summer of 1981 returned to normal. The Bolsheviks were not initially in control in the U.S. Government under the Reagan Administration. That changed, however, and they were back in control by December of 1981, and Reagan began talking about a new grain embargo against Russia which would be controlled more tightly than before. If you will recall, President Reagan was staunchly anti-Communist. Perhaps he didn’t realize it was actually the Communists who were running our government? Russia was about to make a point with our rulers.

On January 13, 1982, one year to the day after the last “Siberian cold” in the Southeastern U.S., the area was hit again, only this time far worse. Florida citrus and vegetable growers estimated that as much as 84% of their crop froze with losses over $1 billion!

The Russians had learned how to take a huge air mass from one place on the planet (namely, Siberia) and transport it to another place on the planet (namely, Florida). No doubt more than a few of the Elite were hanging out in Florida because of the warm weather normally found there in January.

The Russians accomplished their remarkable feat by deploying 17 squadrons of Cosmophere over Northeastern Siberia where the temperature was 60-70 degrees below zero. The Cosmophere fired defocused electron beams over a period of several days to give a strong negative charge to the whole air mass.

More squadrons of Cosmophere were deployed at very high altitudes across the North Pacific Ocean at intervals of about 1,000 miles, all the way over to north of California. These Cosmophere pumped out vast quantities of positive protons, thereby attracting the huge Siberian air mass to America.

Other Cosmophere then guided the frigid air over the Continental Divide along the Rocky Mountains and then let it pour down from the ionosphere, over the Eastern U.S., to flood the land with super-cold air. This was called the Siberian Express. And the masses in America had no idea that this was all just part of the ongoing U.S. and Russian Weather Wars!

How many readers are aware of the secret complex of Russian Bases on the Moon? There, the Russians have, among other things, enormously powerful Particle Beam weapons which can be fired into the oceans on Earth to set off storms here. Squadrons of Cosmophere are then able to
utilize the generated forces to further build up these artificial storms, and then guide them to wherever they want.

This system may have been used along the California coast to cause heavy rains and flooding around January 5, 1982, just prior to the Siberian Express. Cosmospheres were deployed offshore as well as inland. Those offshore fired defocused electron beams to set up negatively-charged vapor clouds. Cosmospheres inland pumped positively charged protons into the atmosphere from defocused beam weapons (when the beam weapons are focused they can be used to hit some specified target, but when they are defocused, they spread whatever electrical charge is desired over a large area). This resulted in the movement of vast quantities of water to specific target areas for release as rain. With the control of weather in place today, they can make it rain for 40 days, or drought for 40 days, wherever and whenever they want. Wait till we get to the summer of 1993 along the Mississippi River!

The August 9, 1983 edition of the Washington Post included a report about James Wagner, meteorologist with the Climate Analysis Center in Washington, D.C., who explained the workings of early weather blocking systems that caused disastrous droughts and heat waves. What he was describing were Soviet-created giant standing waves. These can be made to remain virtually stationary, as high pressure blocking systems. Wagner stated, “Within this vast formation, air is moving vertically between the Earth and the atmosphere, without much lateral movement.” We will discuss standing waves in more detail when we get to the Great Flood of 1993, and in conjunction with human-induced earthquakes.

On August 11, 1987, Bernard J. Eastlund obtained a Patent (Pat. Number 4,686,605) for a “Method and Apparatus for Altering a Region in the Earth’s Atmosphere, Ionosphere, and/or Magnetosphere”. Eastlund had developed a way to produce and move standing waves of energy which could then move jet streams to control weather systems in any desired direction. His system could also be used to disrupt all forms of electromagnetic communications, to destroy missiles or aircraft, and to alter the Earth’s magnetic field. Eastlund was dealing with enormous amounts of energy, capable of raising the electron temperature of the ionosphere by hundreds of degrees.

Eastlund’s work became part of H.A.A.R.P. (the High-frequency Active Auroral Research Project), which, if ever fully implemented, will have a profound effect on the lives of every person on Earth. H.A.A.R.P. can produce electronic failures, major power failures, and confusion in the minds of human beings, on a grand scale.

Eastlund understood that certain magnetic field lines of the Earth extend out to desirable altitudes suitable for his invention. At a latitude of about 60 degrees north or south of the equator, these field lines reach appropriate altitudes. Alaska is in the range of 60 degrees north of the equator, and because of the abundance of large quantities of fuel necessary for the huge power requirements of his invention, it was chosen as the site for the H.A.A.R.P. Project.

In the later part of the 1980s, the U.S. began work on its Ground Wave Emergency Network (G.W.E.N.) system. The system consists of a series of towers, each 299 feet tall, around the U.S., which generate Very Low Frequency (V.L.F.) waves, ostensibly for defense purposes. As the name “Ground Wave” implies, the waves hug the ground (as reported in the November 1988 issue of the
Bulletin of Atomic Scientists). Unfortunately for Americans, the G.W.E.N. system appears to have been used, and is being used today, in conjunction with weather modification as well as for behavior modification.

The September 12, 1989 edition of the Washington Post reported on a conference held in Tokyo, Japan, on the “Global Environment”. The President of the World Bank, Barber Conable, a member of the Trilateral Commission, spoke at the conference, stating that, “While higher temperatures may cause a number of disasters, they might also warm cold and unproductive lands... into productivity.” Was this an admission of the real reason why weather engineering was continuously conducted since the early 1970s??

On August 24, 1992, Hurricane Andrew swept through South Florida destroying Homestead Air Force Base and the adjacent town of Homestead, Florida. The hurricane had hit the Atlantic Coast with sustained winds of 160 M.P.H.! It continued west and moved out over the Gulf of Mexico, picking up steam again, and headed toward New Orleans, Louisiana. South Florida came under F.E.M.A. (Federal Emergency Management Agency) control.

Andrew built up speed again, with 140 M.P.H. winds, and on August 25, 1992, it slammed into New Orleans, causing heavy damage and bringing more F.E.M.A. control.

Lawrence Patterson of Criminal Politics magazine had been writing very unfavorably about Henry Kissinger for some time. And why not, Henry the K. is an unfavorable character (and a Bolshevik, to boot). In 1993, Henry decided to put a stop to this Patterson fellow badgering him.

Henry the K. got in touch with the prestigious New York City law firm of Robinson, Silverman, Pearce, Aronsohn & Berman, with offices at 1290 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10104. The law firm decided to help Henry, and sent two of their attorneys down to Washington to see what they could come up with.

Well, lo and behold, the attorneys came back with their arms full of incriminating evidence on Henry which showed that Mr. Patterson was absolutely right, and then some. The law firm decided, for ethical reasons, that they could not pursue the case for Henry and they told him so. Henry, robot or no robot, was not happy about this. One thing you don’t want to deal with is an angry robot. What did the law firm have that was so damaging?

Allegedly, the two attorneys had documents from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (N.O.A.A.), signed by Henry Kissinger who authorized the destruction of Homestead, Florida and Homestead Air Force Base! Why would Henry do such a thing? Remember, he’s a Bolshevik, not a real American, and the Bolsheviks run our government and want to destroy the world. And, if you will recall, in Part IX of this series, the Hearing on Weather Modification before the U.S. House of Representatives in 1977 indicated that N.O.A.A. was involved. You just didn’t realize that their involvement was in destroying America. Once you understand the technology in place, you know that hurricanes and tornadoes are easy enough to make and to steer with pinpoint accuracy; after all, in our Universe all direction is curved and all motion is spiral.
When this author first caught wind of this in 1993, he wanted confirmation and immediately wrote to the law firm, to the N.O.A.A., to Secretary of Commerce Ron Brown (whose agency was supposed to oversee N.O.A.A.), and to *The Spotlight* newspaper in Washington to inform them and give them copies of everything. *The Spotlight* showed great interest and asked for copies of any responses. No one else had the guts to respond!!

We will continue with yet more of this insidious madness with the Great Flood of 1993 along the Mississippi, a big land grab for the federal government, and then begin to explore those man-made earthquakes.

The tit-for-tat war between Russia and the United States goes on today with few ever realizing it. Most appear to believe the explanations of events as portrayed on the television news, especially on C.N.N., the most controlled station of all. They couldn’t possibly be lying to us, could they?

*...to be continued*

### ADDITIONAL INFORMATION SOURCES


4. Various issues of the *CONTACT* newspaper, including, 7/20/93, 8/17/93, 8/24/93, 10/26/93, 11/15/94, 1/17/95, 1/24/95, and 11/28/95.


7. *Weather Modification, A Report prepared by the Militia Of Montana (M.O.M.).* Once the reader gets beyond the idea of guns, M.O.M. is a highly reputable source of information. This
Report is $5.00 and easily worth ten times the price. A must for the serious minded. Available from M.O.M., P.O. Box 1486, Noxon, Montana 59853, phone 406-847-2735.
CHAPTER 8

DID HAARP OR ELF DOWN THE AEROOPERU 757 ON 10/2/96?
by Jeff Rense (End of the Line) 10/8/96

“What’s happening? What altitude am I at? Why is my ground crash alarm on? Am I over land or sea?”

Captain Erick Schreiber’s voice was calm but his situation was desperate. His Boeing 757-200, carrying 70 people through night and fog, was lost. He appealed for a guide plane to show him the way back to the airport in Lima, Peru from which he had taken off on a flight to Santiago, Chile.

Then, with his cockpit crash alarms sounding, Schreiber told the control tower to prepare a rescue. Then, silence.

At daybreak the next morning, all that could be seen of the state-of-the-art, computer-intensive jetliner was a field of seats and other debris floating amid a fuel slick in the Pacific Ocean, 40 miles offshore. All 70 on board the flight had perished.

GRAVE ELF DANGERS TO AIR TRAVEL

It is perfectly clear that secret ELF weapons and the HAARP Project in Alaska can pose a grave danger to commercial jetliners flying anywhere in the world. In fact, these ELF/electromagnetic weapons systems and/or HAARP may have already been involved in air crashes which have cost the lives of hundreds of innocent people, including the 70 on board Captain Schreiber’s Aeroperu 757.

In the case of HAARP, the powerful transmitters are supposed to automatically turn off when nearby aircraft approach. In reality, the ELF waves generated by HAARP bounce off the upper atmosphere’s “mirror” reflector and come down to Earth and hit sites which are thousands of miles away from the HAARP transmitters. Think about it.

There have been warnings about ELF dangers as far back as the 12/81 newsletter of the Planetary Association for Clean Energy (PACE) which described exactly how ELF waves can interfere with airplanes:

“In-depth testing of representative ‘safety-of-flight-critical’ avionics by the Boeing Company has revealed that navigational and communications equipment will malfunction when they come under the influence of artificial ELF magnetic and voltage fields.”

“...Cathode ray tubes and magnetic flux valves employed in the gyrosyn systems are particularly susceptible. Other critical avionics are influenced at specific ELF frequencies and intensities. Even ground-based air traffic control systems (which use radar) can become unusable from ambient ELF fields. In automatic pilot (computer-operated) flight systems, both the amplifier and the
COMPUTER may demonstrate perceptible null deviations that are both frequency and intensity ELF dependent.

“This vulnerability is extremely hazardous where the earth-ionosphere resonant ELF standing waves undergo frequency and intensity modulation (exactly as HAARP’s ionospheric mirrors transmits ELF waves back to the Earth’s surface) while the aircraft passes transversely through their fields. Because, in that circumstance, the autopilot mode does not ignore ‘confusing information from the flux mode’ and LOCKS ONTO IT.

“Deviations (of flight) can be typically (off by as much as) 40 degrees. This vulnerability is also a major concern where aircraft approach airfields located near ELF transmission antenna and in the vicinity of remotely propagated ELF standing waves.”

The following aircraft equipment is affected by magnetic ELF: “airborne Loran system, airborne weather radar system (radar and controls); marker receiver, amplifier and computer of the automatic pilot system; flux valve.”

The following aircraft equipment is affected by voltage ELF: Oil quantity indicator, brake temperature indicator, EHF transceiver, ADF receiver, marker receiver, distance measuring equipment; airborne Loran system; airborne weather system radar; and inertial navigation system.”

HAARP and other ELF weapons systems clearly pose a grave and potentially catastrophic danger to commercial aviation or any aircraft flying through the distant returning-to-Earth fields of ELF that these systems generate.

FACT: Since the PACE article was written, modern jetliners have all become fully computerized and can literally take-off, fly to a precise destination, and practically land themselves automatically. The current generation of Boeing airliners are all fully computer-interfaced. 747’s have TRIPLE computer redundancy with each back-up having its own battery power source.

FACT: These computer systems are so electromagnetically sensitive and delicate that airlines have banned passengers from using carry-on electronics such as lap top computers and portable cassette players especially during landing and takeoff.

PERUVIAN AIR DISASTER ELF- CAUSED?

With the above information in mind, and realizing that Boeing 757’s are loaded with computer redundancy and back-up systems in case one system fails, read these excerpts from the following Associated Press news story of 10-3-96 carefully, (quoting:).

Captain Erick Schreiber’s appeal for help the early morning of October 2, 1996, came at 12:42 a.m., only five minutes after takeoff. Flight 603 was bound from Lima, Peru to Santiago, the capital of Peru’s southern neighbor, Chile.

“I don’t have any instruments,” Schreiber said. “What’s happening? What altitude am I at? Why
is my ground crash alarm on? Am I over land or sea?”
“You’re over sea,” the tower reported.

Schreiber calmly asked for a plane to guide him back to the airport. Then the tower lost contact with him. Peruvian Transportation Minister Elsa Carrera said Captain Schreiber never lost his composure during the entire 28-minute conversation with the tower. “The pilot’s calmness, his serenity, were incredible,” she said. (End of quoting.)
CHAPTER 9

THE NEWS DESK
by Dr. Al Overholt 10/15/96

SDF EXPERT BELIEVES 0-157 OUTBREAK AN ACT OF TERRORISM

Excerpted from MAININICH DAILY NEWS, Japan, 9/21(?)/96, [quoting:]  

More than three months have passed since mass food poisoning caused by the 0-157 strain of E. coli bacteria first broke out in Okayama Prefecture. But Japanese public health authorities are still at a loss as to the cause of the mystery epidemic which has killed 11 and left about 10,000 ill.

The unprecedented outbreak has led some to wonder if the epidemic is really a natural phenomenon. Shukan Hoseki listens to one of the doubters, counter-terrorism specialist Saboro Takai. The former Ground Self Defense Force instructor tells the magazine that the deadly bacteria might have been planted by secret agents trying to destabilize Japan.

According to Takai, it is extremely unusual for food poisoning to occur at such a high frequency in a country like Japan where hygienic standards are high. The suspicious SDF veteran also points out that the 0-157 outbreak is concentrated in pockets around Kansai, particularly in Sakai, for reasons no expert has been able to explain.

“The most important point for an attack using a biological weapon is to wipe out traces of the attack completely,” points out Takai.

Takai adds that the United States used typhoid bacillus against China during the Korean War and Britain planted dysentery bacillus in water sources during its attempts to occupy South Africa. “South Korean military chiefs recently told me that they suspect the outbreak in Sakai was a military drill aimed at creating a panic in Japan, a country that serves as a supply base for the United States in the event of an emergency,” reveals Takai. “Japanese public administrators will laugh at the suggestion that those outbreaks were terrorist attacks but military sources around the globe share my opinion.”

Shukan Hoseki supplements Takai’s and another informant’s shocking assertions with a report that U.S. security authorities have begun to look into the possibility that an enemy force plotted the 0-157 epidemic. (TI) [End quoting]  

It finally comes out that the U.S. and Britain were using biological warfare decades ago. It wouldn’t surprise me if the U.S. had a hand in this poisoning.

ZHIRINOVSKY: CLINTON
‘NO BETTER THAN HITLER’
Excerpted from THE DAILY YOMIURI, Japan, 9/23/96, [quoting:]

MOSCOW (AFP-Jiji)—Russian ultra-nationalist leader Vladimir Zhirinovsky, on Saturday, denounced Washington’s policy toward Iraq, comparing U.S. President Bill Clinton to Hitler as his supporters set fire to a U.S. flag.

Zhirinovsky delivered a vitriolic anti-American attack to around 150 supporters who had gathered outside the U.S. Embassy here. He addressed the crowd from a World War II armored car.

“Today the United States is our enemy and it will remain so until they have destroyed us,” said the leader of the Russian Liberal Democratic Party, blaming Washington for all the world’s ills for the past 50 years. [I would say Washington and London.]

“Clinton is neither better nor worse than Napoleon or the (Nazi) dictator Hitler,” said Zhirinovsky. “Four hundred children are dying everyday in Iraq through malnutrition and lack of medicines. Who is to blame? The Americans,” he told the crowd, who carried anti-U.S. slogans, a portrait of Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein and large Iraqi flag.

“The struggle against the United States is a duty for Russia, as was the struggle against Nazi Germany,” he thundered.

Zhirinovsky, who pulled less that 6 percent in the first round of the presidential elections on June 16, said Saddam Hussein had every right to send his troops into northern Iraq, and he compared the conflict there with Russia’s conflict in Chechnya. [End quoting]

Can you blame anybody for hating the Khazarian Jews that are running our country and dictating to the rest of the world as much as they possibly can?

BUREAUCRATS RAKING IT IN

From THE TORONTO SUN, 9/12/96, [quoting:]

WASHINGTON (AP)—At the U.S. Federal Reserve, the chief of maintenance earns $163,800, more than the secretary of state or the secretary of defence as well as the Fed’s own chairman. And that’s just a start.

In the last three years, the number of Fed workers paid more than $125,000 a year has more than doubled to 72, up from 35 in 1993.

The House Banking Committee’s top Democrat, whose staff gathered the information, contends the pay levels are exorbitant in this era of government downsizing. [End quoting]

They have to make the political payoffs someway that appears somewhat legit.
CO-DEFENDANTS TO TESTIFY AGAINST
ADM IN PRICE-FIXING CASE

Excerpted from THE NEW FEDERALIST, 9/9/96, [quoting:]

Two Japanese companies and one Korean company charged, along with grain-trading giant Archer Daniels Midland (ADM), with fixing lysine prices, have agreed to plead guilty or no contest, and to testify against ADM, the New York Times reported Aug. 28. The firms which have agreed to cooperate with the U.S. prosecutor against ADM are Kyowa Hakko Kogyon, Sewon America, Inc., and Ajinomoto Co. [They’ve got a lot of guts to take on ADM.]

According to “people with knowledge of the case”, it was an official of Ajinomoto who each month collected information from all the other participants about how much lysine they had produced, recorded the numbers in a single chart and sent it to all the conspirators.

With the testimony of the executives of the other companies, it would now appear that the case against ADM is air-tight. [End quoting]

It looks like ADM may at least get a slight hand slap after many, many years of monopoly practices.

JUDAISM—THE WORLD’S STRANGEST RELIGION

“NEVER FORGIVE—NEVER FORGET”
THE MOTTO OF JUDAISM!

Excerpted from TRUTH TRACT, No. 4, by Dr. E.R. Fields, [quoting:]

One of the great myths of our time is that a Jewish synagogue is the same thing as a Christian church. Even the Jews disagree with this. Most people think that the only difference is that Christians believe that the Messiah has already arrived in the personage of Jesus Christ while the Jews reject Christ.

JUDAISM’S SECRET BOOK—THE TALMUD

Most Christians believe that the Jews follow only the Old Testament of the Holy Bible and reject the New Testament. The truth is their “real Bible” is The Talmud. The Jewish book “The Mizbeach” states that “There is nothing superior to the ‘Holy Talmud’!”

WHAT THE TALMUD RULES ABOUT CHRISTIANS

The Talmud holds that only Jews are true human beings and Gentiles are the “goyim” who are on
the level with cattle and other animals. The following are shocking but exact quotes from the various books of “The Talmud”.

Sanhedrin 59a: “Murdering Goyim is like killing a wild animal.”

Abodah Zara 26b: “Even the best of the Gentiles should be killed.”

Libbre David 37: “To communicate anything to a Goy about our religious relations would be equal to the killing of all Jews, for if the Goyim knew what we teach about them, they would kill us openly.”

Yebhamoth 11b: “Sexual intercourse with a little girl is permitted if she is three years of age.”

Sanhedrin 105ab: “Jesus fornicated with his jackass.”

Gittin 57a: “Jesus is in hell and is being punished by being boiled in hot semen. Christians are boiled in dung.”

Schabouth Hag. 6d: “Jews may swear falsely by use of subterfuge wording.” [Kol Nidre oath]

Zohar 1,160a: “Jews must always try to deceive Christians.”

Kilkhoth Akum XI: “Show no mercy to the Goyim.”

Choschen Hamm 388, 15: “If it can be proven that someone has given the money of Israelites to the Goyim, a way must be found after prudent consideration to wipe him off the face of the Earth.”

Choschen Ham 266,1: “A Jew may keep anything he finds which belongs to the Akum (Gentile). For he who returns lost property (to Gentiles) sins against the Law by increasing the power of the transgressors of the Law. It is praiseworthy, however, to return lost property if it is done to honor the name of God, namely, if by so doing Christians will praise the Jews and look upon them as honorable people.

Choschen Ham (156,5 Hagah): “The Jew is allowed to go to the Akum (Gentile), lead him on, do business with him, to deceive him and take his money. For the wealth of the Akum is to be regarded as common property and belongs to the first who can get it.”

Sotah, 12a: “The money of the truly righteous Jew is more precious to them even than their own bodies.”

**FOES DESTROYED DURING THE PURIM FEAST**

The Book of Esther is the only true Jewish book in the Old Testament. It was the last book added to the Bible by the ancient sages who long argued whether or not to exclude it. (Dr. Martin Luther stated that it should be removed from the Bible!)
It is the only book which does not mention the name of God one single time! It tells the story of Esther who uses her guiles to win over the king of Persia. He then grants the Jews the power to hang his Prime Minister Hamen and his ten sons along with the slaughtering of 75,000 other Gentiles!

The Jewish feast of Purim is Jewry’s biggest celebration each year, the secret businessmen’s B’nai B’rith fraternity selects two Gentile enemies of the Jews who are to be hanged in effigy. Last year they hanged Yasser Arafat and Syrian President Assad. The year before it was Austrian President Kurt Waldheim and anti-Zionist U.N. leader V. Sofinsky.

How unprepared are we Christians in facing this “United Front of The Jews”. We are taught to be humble, to turn the other cheek, to be meek and mild—is it any wonder this small 4% of our population controls over 50% of our nation’s wealth and their political power expands with each passing day.

The Jewish Kabbala states. “The Jew is the living God, God incarnate: he is the heavenly man. The other men are earthly, of inferior race. They exist only to serve the Jew. They are the cattle seed!”

THE “JUDEO-CHRISTIAN” HOAX

Joint religious services under the auspices of “Judeo-Christian [oxy-moron term] programs are an affront to any true Christian. It is a cunning attempt to subjugate our faith beneath one which is anti-Christian in every conceivable way! Christianity has more in common with Mohammedanism, Hinduism or Buddhism than we do with Judaism. However, an ecumenical service with these religions would be unthinkable!

Hollywood and TV have done much to brainwash Christians into believing that the Jews are “God’s Chosen People”. [End quoting]

Hatonn has written about the outrageous words advocating unthinkable treatment of children, gentiles, etc., that fills the Talmud, in a number of our 183 Journals. The so-called Christians are being led to their slaughter and won’t even listen to reason. The evidence should be blatantly obvious from the Talmud itself!

FREE SPEECH WINS

From THE SPOTLIGHT, 9/30/96, [quoting:]}

A federal court in Boston ruled the constitutional rights of a 73-year-old retired carpenter were violated when he was banned from a library on Martha’s Vineyard. U.S. District Court Judge John Lindsay said the due process rights of David Wayfield, who believes Zionists exert undue control over U.S. government [emphasis mine] policy, were violated. The library had claimed Wayfield caused a disturbance and was involved in the disappearance of a menorah and Star of David, which were later found in the library. Rather than a monetary settlement, he may ask the library to stock
books that examine “historical revisionism”. [End quoting]

Occasionally some good court decisions are coming down, and hopefully many more will be coming down soon, as the Elite start feeling the pressures of people like you, our readers. Spread the good news and encourage others to stand up for what is constitutional without guns.

WHILE L.A. CRUMBLES

From THE SPOTLIGHT, 9/30/96, [quoting:]

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu appealed to Los Angeles Mayor Richard Riordan and that city’s community and business leaders to invest in a sweeping privatization of Israel state-owned companies and public land. Riordan and a delegation of more than 20 Los Angelenos met in Netanyahu’s office in Israel. “Ninety-three percent of the land of this country is government-owned,” the prime minister said. “We are going to liberalize the land.” [End quoting]

Los Angeles area businessmen would have plenty to do to take care of their home state and city.

PERSONAL...FROM THE EDITOR

From THE SPOTLIGHT, 9/30/96, [quoting:]

There is a move afoot among “conservatives” and “liberals” alike to legalize drugs. The reason given is that it would “reduce crime”. What it would actually do is free up thousands of FBI agents and other lawmen who are currently involved in anti-drug enforcement. Do you think these idled bureaucrats would be fired? Of course not. They would be redeployed to “anti-terrorist” activities.

Who’s a terrorist? Ask the BATF and the FBI. You are and anyone else who supports the Constitution and who thinks the government is trying to override it. The worst examples of terrorism in America were the massacres of Ruby Ridge and Waco—and these were not perpetrated by “anti-government terrorists”; no, the terrorists worked for the government. And frankly, we suspect that the facts, in time, will show that the Oklahoma City federal building bombing was also the work of federal agents.

If THE SPOTLIGHT helps readers see the other side of the [story] we are doing our job whether the enemies of liberty like it or not. [End quoting]

Thank you, Spotlight, for saying it like it is.

BRAZEN VOTE FRAUD BY GOP; BUCHANAN DELEGATES QUIETED

From THE SPOTLIGHT, 9/30/96, [quoting:]
Jim Condit talking on *Radio Free America*:

I cannot put over how corrupt the Republican Party is. The Democrats are corrupt, for sure, but I cannot convey how corrupt the Republicans are as well.

Bob Dole and his wife Elizabeth are joined by jack Kemp and his wife Joanne on the main platform to accept the accolades of the cheering multitude at the Republican national Convention in San Diego. Behind this facade of party unity, some politicking was going on.

I believe that most of these “leaders” belong in jail, not because they are robbing a convenience store but because they will destroy our rights without blinking an eye to keep their corrupt party in power.

I can understand why someone might suggest that these examples are insignificant or even petty. However, what I am trying to get across is that the regimentation is so serious that these political thugs risked doing this type of thing on national television, pretty much knowing that NBC, CBS and ABC would protect them.

The most outrageous example on the floor of that convention happened with the South Dakota delegation. Here’s what happened: After Buchanan’s name finally got on the floor in the earlier voting, a nice looking young couple, Allen and Leslie Unruh, who led the Buchanan votes from South Dakota (where there were 12 votes for Dole and 6 for Buchanan) repeatedly told Governor Bill Janklow that they would not switch their votes and that they would not vote for Dole. Right before the roll call the Unruhs were approached and asked again to switch, being told it was “important to the governor”, etc. They said, “No, we’re not switching.”

However, when the lights were turned on to the South Dakota delegation when South Dakota was called, one of the governor’s men, Dwight Adams, came up to the mike, surrounded by the five people in the red suits, and said, before the national television audience, “South Dakota casts all 18 votes for Bob Dole.” So there they simply falsified the vote. I don’t know that this has been reported anywhere except here on *Radio Free America*.

So what we have are normally upstanding people (family people, businessmen, etc.) among these Republican delgates—the alleged creme of the GOP crop—will cheat (blatantly) for the party.

This happened on national television. Leslie Unruh was so outraged. No one in the press could talk to her, but here I was with my tape recorder and I took down her comments. I could see that it was kind of therapeutic for her and others to be able to tell their stories to somebody. She told me:
“The thing that hurts me the worst is that we collected 50 cent and five dollar contributions from little old ladies and businessmen and others to come here and my own children were watching television and they think that we sold out to Dole since I haven’t been able to reach them by phone.”

That outrages me. And I believe that what they did to Leslie Unruh and the others at the convention is what they are doing to us on election night when they manipulate the vote count.

We have evidence, that we’ve accumulated, and evidence that the Collier brothers have covered in their book, *Votescam*, that the *Voter News Service* (VNS) is helping to manipulate entire elections. [End quoting]

Both parties will go to any length to win. I don’t know why anybody is surprised by these shenanigans anymore. It’s been going on for ages. I have a feeling the time is coming, in the not too distant future, when things are going to be turning around so don’t give up working to change it. Remember, God has HIS “Plan 2000”. Who do you think will win?

**KOSHER FOOD LAW UNCONSTITUTIONAL.**  
**SA ys FEDERAL COURT**

From a Flyer; no source given.

*Whenever you purchase a product with a “K” or “U”, you have paid a tax to a rabbi!*

[Quoting:] BALTIMORE, MD—A federal appeals court has issued a ruling that raises questions regarding the constitutionality of various state laws recognizing and giving enforcement powers to various Jewish community organizations over Kosher food. This court has struck down one such law as a violation of the separation of church and state doctrine of the Constitution.

The decision by the U.S. Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals upheld a federal district court ruling in Baltimore, striking down that city’s Kosher certification law. Even more interestingly, local Jewish leaders declined an appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court, saying that an unfavorable outcome there would “cast doubt” on Kashrut (Kosher) laws effective in 21 states.

Two years ago, New Jersey’s state Kosher certification law, which created a special agency with police powers to enforce Kosher practices was struck down and the U.S. Supreme Court declined to hear the case.

This means the Kosher certification laws existing in 21 states are subject to challenge by citizens on the grounds that state participation in such a certification is a prohibited mingling of church and state. While such rulings certainly do not eliminate the production of Kosher food, they remove the threat of state prosecution from those running afoul of the whims of the local Jewish rabbis given power to fine or jail those who do not pay the Kosher food tax.
In Jewish publications, clearly not intended for gentile eyes, controversies frequently erupt over which product is or is not kosher. If a company fails to pay enough the rabbis will purchase ads in Jewish publications urging a boycott as that product “is not Kosher”. There is also a great deal of hostility between competing groups of self-appointed Kosher certifiers. Kosher certification is a profitable perk, which has made millionaires out of some rabbis.

In return for having an item certified as “Kosher”, a fee is paid to a rabbi for an “inspection”. This fee is passed along to consumers in the price of the products. Since most grocery items are certified as Kosher, gentiles are the primary source of this forced tax to the rabbis. There are no health benefits to the consumer from having merchandise certified as Kosher. The Kosher food tax is widely regarded among Jews as a form of legal extortion.

This important court ruling sets precedent for other challenges to this Mafia-like practice. [End quoting]

They even admit that it’s legalized extortion. So what are you going to do to get these laws taken off the books of all states?
Dear Friends,

I started a newsletter in the mid-1970s. I used a manual typewriter, and my desk consisted of a board placed across my bed. The newsletter quickly became more than I could handle, so I turned it over to someone else and quit. In 1981, I printed stationery, got a P.O. box and designed a draft newsletter called WORLDLINE. I still was not ready, so put the idea on hold. I still have the problem of having the time to do a newsletter versus going full time on a newsletter and trying to make a living from it.

For now, I am considering doing an occasional private letter to friends to share some of the information that comes to me. What will be, will be.

When I say private, I do not mean secret; anyone is free to share the information, subject to your own wisdom and good sense. I do not copyright my information. It all comes from someone else anyway. Enough of that, here’s the latest.

IS IT REAL, OR IS IT HOLODEX?

In Fire From the Sky Part VI, we told about the Ron Brown plane crash, and brought up Cambridge Research Institute and William Perry and Norm Augustine and such being involved in computer simulation holographics. On the surface it might not seem that holographics have anything to do with what is going on in the sky with plane crashes, etc.

But consider this: on Jan. 31, 1996, CNN Worldwide News announced the development of “next generation” military defense weapons systems, as announced by the Secretary of the Air Force, “to include holographic projection of images in the sky to terrify or disorient the enemy.” Think of the possibilities, and wonder what they are not telling you.

MARS, BARS AND STARS

In Blackout, we wrote about Tesla and Marconi communicating with “Mars”. Richard Hoagland recently has been in front page headlines in other countries, talking about Mars and such, but was censored and suppressed in this country.

The latest in the Mars saga concerns the White House call-girl scandal that caused Dick Morris, Clinton’s top campaign adviser, to quit in the beginning of the big campaign push. What does this have to do with Mars?

Think a minute. The Clinton White House is one of the, if not the, most corrupt ever. Call-girls are
an open, “ho-hum, secret” around there. Yet a tabloid (the Star) comes out with a call-girl/politi-
cian scandal, the major media immediately pick up on it and promote the information before the
tabloid is even released, and Clinton’s campaign mastermind suddenly quits to go home and spend
more time with his wife (and less with the call-girl?).

Think maybe there is more to this story? Perhaps the real reason is revealed in the Star story that
tells that Morris let Rowlands (the call-girl) listen to some of his conversations with the President.
In addition to talking about things such as Clinton’s red nose (“...he was taking medication for a
skin conditions”-a “skin condition” often caused by snorting coke) and such as secret deals with
the Saudi Arabian royalty. The Star article said:

“Early last month, Morris told Rowlands about a ‘military secret that only seven people in the
world know about’—the discovery of life on Mars. Rowlands told STAR about that the next day-
and it wasn’t until a week later that NASA made the announcement and the rest of the world knew.”
(Star, Sep. 10, 1996, p. 8)

So what’s the big deal? Use your head! A MILITARY SECRET? Why is life on Mars a MILI-
TARY secret? Of what military significance is Mars? Reckon the troops on Mars would tell you?

BAD DAYS FOR HELICOPTERS

ORLANDO, FL (Reuter).—“Two Marine Corps CH-46E helicopters supporting the entourage of
President Clinton were involved in separate incidents on Friday, one rolling over and burning at a
local airport and the other landing in a nearby field after a warning light went on.”

The helicopter that just rolled over and died must have heard one of Clinton’s speeches. A pilot
friend said his pilot friends told him of a military exercise in which a group of copters crashed,
perhaps 6 or more, and the event was hushed up. I have noticed that there are crashes occurring
“everywhere” that are reported only in the local area and the rest of the country does not hear about
them. If you know of a local crash that is not being reported nationally, please send me the infor-
mation.

ANTI-SEMITIC BIBLE

The Manchester Guardian Weekly on April 13, 1995, reported that the International Catholic Bible
Society had published The Christian Communities’ Bible and on April 11, the Paris high court ruled
that it was “anti-Jewish” and the publishers would be fined F300 ($60) for each copy sold. The ban
was based on two passages, one was Galatians 2:3: “But neither Titus, who was with me, being a
Greek, was compelled to be circumcised.” The Catholic comment notes say: “God...cannot lock
us into quaint obligations to be circumcised or wear a hat, nor does he shut himself up in questions
of food and times of prayer.” The court ruled that using the word “quaint” to describe “obligations
that the Jews have been observing for generations as a sign of belonging to their religion cannot be
regarded as a mere stylistic slip, but shows a lack of respect for the Jewish religion as it makes a
mockery of its fundamental injunctions.”
The other objection was to a comment on the crowd crying out to Pilate to “crucify him”. The comment said: “Of course, this does not mean that they all wanted him dead, but there is a collective responsibility. In every group, the evil done by a few concerns all because the others are not courageous enough or intelligent and persevering enough to put an end to the evil. For centuries, the Jewish people have been spoken of in the Christian community as those who killed God. That was true in a sense since these people failed to control their fanaticism, partly because of what they have been through.” The court ruled that this statement amounted to a charge of deicide and “the commentary again takes up an accusation that in the past has been the cause of tragic discrimination and persecution.”

**AIR-HEAD TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS**

*Seattle Post-Intelligencer, 3/31/95,* (quoting:) A consultant who was paid $1.6 million in federal money used the teaching of Yelm-based “Channeler” J.Z. Knight, who claims to be a medium for a 35,000 year old warrior named Ramtha, to train federal aviation personnel, investigators said yesterday. Gregory May, 44, a clinical psychologist who obtained more than 200 noncompetitive training contracts with the federal Aviation Administration, reportedly is a follower of Knight and her Ramtha School of Enlightenment. Employees of the FAA and of a company that trained the FAA told a congressional hearing in Washington D.C. yesterday of May’s sometimes, allegedly “cult-like” teaching methods. Witnesses testified that training conducted by May in 1990 for employees of University Research Associates, a private company, included tying participants together for 24 hours, even for trips to the bathroom. The witnesses also testified they were subjected to verbal abuse.

Todd Zinser, deputy assistant inspector of the Department of Transportation, testified that an investigation by his staff disclosed that May was “a purveyor of ‘New Age’ and ‘Human Potential’ philosophy through his training” with executives of the FAA and the Transportation Department. (End quoting)

**MORE MIND CONTROL**

*The Olympian, 4/5/95,* (quoting:) Francisco Martin Duran, a Colorado upholster who raked the White House with semi-automatic rifle fire last fall, was convicted Tuesday of attempting to assassinate President Clinton. During the two-week trial, defense attorneys had argued that insanity drove Duran to pull the rifle from under his trench coat and open fire on the White House on October 29, 1994, as dozens of tourists stood nearby. After deliberating nearly five hours, jurors rejected the testimony of two psychiatrists and a psychologist who characterized Duran as a paranoid schizophrenic who didn’t realize his actions were wrong. During the trial, Dr. Neil Blumberg, a Washington area psychiatrist, testified that Duran shot at what he thought was an evil “mist” that hovered over the White House. He believed he was saving the country from the mist, which was taking control of Clinton’s mind and leading him to destroy the world. [End quoting]

A tourist filmed this event, but the film was suppressed in this country until several (?) months later, and when it was finally released, it had been censored. Right after the event, the film was
shown in Europe and South America. I just happened to be changing channels on the TV and saw a French language news broadcast with English subtitles that showed two men calmly watching Duran while he “did his thing” then they walked up and took Duran by the arms and led him away.

WEIRD WEATHER

July 25, 1996: Tropical Storm Cesar swirled to life on Thursday off the Venezuela Coast. With winds near 40-miles-an-hour, it became the first July tropical storm to be spawned in the central or eastern Caribbean Sea since records began in 1886.

ASHY OUT, ESTES IN, LONG LIVE THE KINKS


“Only problem is [only?], rumor around Washington is that Ashy is being replaced by Howell Estes at least two years early because of continuing problems with the bottle and sexual harassment. Word from at least one Washington publication is that Ashy has been informally charged with incidents of very heavy-profile come-ons to women at Peterson AFB in Colorado Springs, though local reporters are going nowhere getting sources for the record.”

You will remember (or else!), Estes was mentioned in Fire From The Sky Part VI as being operations director for the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the military mouthpiece for the Ron Brown plane crash.

ABB & PG&E

April 6, 1996: Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E) has signed a letter of intent with Asea Brown Boveri (ABB) Systems Control to develop and install a new computer system at PG&E switching centers throughout Northern and Central California. “The new computer system will replace a current system used to relay information about power outages from the field to customer service representatives at PG&E telephone Call Centers.”

You will recall (you WILL recall) that ABB President Robert Donovan was killed in the Ron Brown plane crash. Percy Barnevik, now President and CEO of ABB Asea Brown Boveri, attended the recent Bilderberger meeting in Toronto.

YOU’RE IN GOOD HANDS WITH RAYTHEON, TRUST ME

August 14, 1996: “Raytheon gets U.S. radar contract. Raytheon Co. said Tuesday it received a contract for up to $619.9 million over 11 years to build airport radar systems for the U.S. Government. The work will be performed by Raytheon’s Bedford, MA-based Electronic Systems subsid-
FLY THE FRIENDLY SKIES, AND CRASH

An article in *Aviation Week & Space Technology*, April 8, 1996, titled “Crew Fatigue Emerging As Critical Safety Issue,” p. 20-21, has the following statistics:

However, recent high-profile accidents are causing new concern among both crews and senior officers. So far in Fiscal 1996, the Navy has lost three F-14s, four F/A-18s, one S-3, a T-44 trainer and an EA-6B. Marine Corps Class-A mishaps [a Class-A mishap is one involving $1 million or more, and/or complete loss of aircraft, and/or a fatality] have involved three F/A-18s, four AV-8B Harriers, an F-5 midair collision, and an AH-1W Cobra helicopter. Both the Navy and Marines ordered several-day “stand-downs” after a rash of accidents in recent months (AW&ST, April 1, p. 21).

The Air Force has chalked up 15 Class-A accidents already this year, involving four F-16s, three F-15s, two F/RF-4s, an A-10 and a C-17. Of the 15 mishaps, 10 aircraft were destroyed. Last year, 32 Class-As were logged, with 29 USAF aircraft destroyed—including two F-117s, nine F-16s and four F-15s. The Army has lost two AH-64A Apaches, one MH-47E Chinook and one AH-1F in Fiscal 1996, and one safety official expressed concern that the service’s 0.79/100,000-hr rate this year is a disturbing trend.

“Three of those [Army] aircraft were national resources,” said Brig. Gen. Thomas J. Konitzer, commanding general of the Army Safety Center.

This does not take into account the many civilian aircraft crashes.


Aug. 23, 1996: Air Force Combat Command issued a stand-down “safety day” of all planes to investigate crashes. They mentioned “there have been a number of helicopter crashes”, without specifying how many, but there have been MANY. The Navy and Marine Corps had issued similar suspension of operations earlier in the year.


Aug. 22, 1996:  Air National Guard A-10 tankbuster crashed less than 100 miles away from the Marine F/A-18 crash.

Aug. 17, 1996:  A C-130 plane carrying Presidential equipment crashed at Jackson, WY, killing Secret Service Agent Aldo E. Frascoia and 8 others.

Aug. 7, 1996, a U-2 spy plane crashed in Calif. and killed two people.

July 17, 1996. TWA Flight 800.

July 11, 1996. Air Force jet crashed into a home in Pensacola, FL, and killed a 4-year-old boy.


April 3, 1996. An Air Force CT43, the military version of the Boeing 737, crashed into a mountain in Croatia, killing all 35 people aboard, including Commerce Secretary Ronald H. Brown.

There are more! Next time you fly the friendly sky, remember Raytheon, Ramtha and all the others that want you in their hands.

I SAW A UFO

On September 17, 1996, in the evening about 9:00 p.m., I was outside and saw a bright light in the sky that was changing colors—red, blue, green. I called my wife and she saw it and went back inside and got a pair of binoculars. When she came back out, we saw a glow in the sky something like the glow of the Pleiades to the naked eye, except this glow was moving. I grabbed the binoculars and looked at it. It was a large, triangular shaped object with about 10 (maybe 8, maybe 12) lights on each of the two leading edges. It was moving faster than a normal jet aircraft, made no noise at all, but was fairly close (based on the appearance of the lights). It was flying north to south, directly over the middle of Austin. The flashing star remained in place.

RUSSIA SAYS LBJ INVOLVED IN JFK ASSASSINATION

Extract from Wisconsin Report, September 4, 1980:  Article titled “Question: ‘What was shipped in 4 tractor trailer loads on 1/20/65, from Ft. Knox to Jeffersonville, Ind.?’” This was quoting from Dr. Peter David Beter who recorded the information July 15, 1975, (quoting:)

There is an official document obtained by us from the United States Mint with great difficulty some time ago entitled: “GOLD SHIPMENTS FROM THE UNITED STATES BULLION DEPOSITORY, FT. KNOX, KENTUCKY, January 1, 1961, to June 30, 1974.”

Based on our own strictly confidential information, and with pictures, we were able, recently, to ask the following question of the United States Mint under circumstances in which they were under great pressure to give us a reply. Our question was:
“What was shipped in the four tractor-trailer loads on January 20, 1965, from Fort Knox to railroad yards across the river to Jeffersonville, Ind.?”

This shipment does not show, my friends, on the official listing I named a moment ago, yet here is the astonishing answer contained in the letter from Mrs. Mary Brooks, the Director of the United States Mint, dated June 19, 1975, and I quote:

On January 20, 1965, 1,762,381.353-fine ounces of gold from the Fort Knox Bullion Depository was shipped by way of rail from Jeffersonville, Indiana, to the United States Assay Office, New York, New York.

There is no explanation as to why this nearly 2-million-ounce shipment does not appear on the official listing, but this violent conflict among their own statements is only typical of the entire Fort Knox fiasco. [End of quoting Dr. Beter.]

Beter had years of investigations and documents, interviews, etc., on this subject. He revealed what happened to the shipment in his report recorded in November 1979, printed in Wisconsin Report, October 16, 1980, (quoting:)

“The secret gold shipment from Fort Knox on January 20, 1965, took place the very day Lyndon Johnson was inaugurated President, as I reported last month; and I can now reveal, my friends, that this shipment did not end up at the New York Assay Office. It wound up, instead, in a ranch in Mexico owned jointly by President and Mrs. Johnson! And President Johnson arranged for the Treasury Department to give Mrs. Johnson a Special License to deal in gold bullion as a private citizen. Yet, at that time, you and I could not even own gold except in jewelry.”

This past week, Russia revealed that they had evidence proving that Johnson was involved in the Kennedy assassination.

ABSTRACT EFFECTS OF 835 MHz EXPOSURE ON CELL STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION
P.W. Franch, M. Doleelan, and J. A. G. Holt

Centre for Immunology, St. Vincent’s Hospital, Sydney, NSW-2010, Australia
Microwave Therapy Centre, Perth, WA 6005, Australia.

“Effects of exposure of a mobile phone microwave frequency, 835 MHz, were examined using three cell lines, a mast cell analogue (RBL 2H3), a human glioblastoma, and primary endothelial cells. Cells were exposed for 20 minutes, 3 times a day, for 7 days at a power density of 9.6 mW/cm2. For mast cells, it was observed that the rate of DNA Synthesis and cell replication increased, that actin distribution and cell morphology became altered, and the amount of B-hexosaminidase (a marker of granule secretion) released in response to a calcium ionophore was significantly en-
hanced, in comparison to unexposed cultures. In glioblastoma cells, the rate of DNA synthesis decreased markedly from controls, and cell morphology was altered. Endothelial cells showed no alteration in rate of DNA synthesis, but a marked alteration in morphology. It is postulated that exposure to 835 MHz may alter signal transduction events in these cells via effects on the cell membrane.”

Note 1: The fact that the effect increased with low dosage simply reflects the fact that biological systems operate in a non-linear manner. See Non-Linear Effects in Biological Systems.

Note 2: Cellular telephones operate in the 800 to 900+ MHz band using FM or digital modulation. The higher frequency range is also very close to the resonant frequency of human DNA, and as well as the resonant frequency of the human skull case.
CHAPTER 11

A TIP OF THE ICEBERG
(SOMETHING IS ROTTEN IN OUR CONGRESS,
AND OUR COURTHOUSES, AND IT AIN’T
LIMBURGER CHEESE.)

NO WONDER SOCIAL SECURITY IS BROKE
by V.K. Durham 10/6/96

Remember the Article which finally disclosed the Social Security Trust money being turned over to the Railroad Retirement Fund (the Mob also known as the Teamsters’ Bosses) by the impeached President, Richard M. Nixon? Well, take a good old-fashioned gander at Title 42 U.S.C.—she’s a pip! (She is also your Social Security Trust dollars hard at work.)

Remember, when the Social Security Treasury Trust was ratified by an Act of Congress, the U.S. Treasury Trust moneys deposited for Social Security (Old Age Pension) was mandated: “To be used only for these purposes, and no other.”

Yesterday, October 4, 1996, splashed all over the news media—Social Security “computer glitch”. People’s records lost since 1970, hundreds of thousands eligible for Social Security, but records were lost?! Hundreds of millions of dollars unaccounted for, due to a Social Security “computer glitch”. Well Daddy, pin a rose on me!

Looks like our moneys have gone into everything from waste management, public works, energy conservation, atomic energy, water resources (Ramsar Treaty), nuclear safety research, magnetic fusion energy engineering, ocean thermals, United States Synthetic Fuels Corp., biomass energy and alcohol fuels, wind energy systems, solar energy, non-nuclear energy research and development, etc., etc.

My goodness, I forgot one—the National Petroleum Reserve in Alaska. I’m certain in reading the list under Title 42 U.S.C. you will discover that I missed a lot! But, I’ll bet you don’t! Do you realize the profits generated from these investments of our Social Security moneys?! Do you realize how much that Alaskan Petroleum Reserve is worth?!

Every man, woman and child could receive $10,000 a month for the rest of their lives, and the damned reserve monies would not be used.

Now then, think about all the elderly, disabled, the homeless children and other American citizens, disabled veterans, etc., who go hungry, freeze to death, die from needing their Social Security disability payments or just plain Social Security.

And guess what?! It was all created under the Federal Advisory Committee Act of 1972.
Guess what else!? Bob Dole, and Bill Clinton and all the rest present in Offices of Public Trust are aware of this mis-appropriation of Social Security Trust money, and have authorized its use for these purposes while people go homeless, starve or freeze to death. Ain’t you proud of those old boys? Now, do you think that you want to re-elect the boys back into office?

THINK ABOUT IT

Editor’s note: Please scan the table at end of chapter before continuing the text.

Seems as though there is a bunch of conflict of interest, and U.S. Government in competition with the American citizens, in several of these operations.

Take a look at #84 in the table. That is the Department of Energy! What in the hell is importing and exporting of oil (remember OPEC?) doing under the Public Health and Welfare of Social Security?! Probably has their bank account at Riggs Bank.

Then, take a look at #82, Solid Waste Disposal (aka the Boys’ Operation of Waste Management). Look at #88, Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control. This should be under the Department of Interior, Bureau of Land Management.

All of these which are mentioned, and others not mentioned (but I am certain you kids will find them) are highly profitable industries. But your Social Security and other tax dollars go to operate these businesses, which, in fact, are highly profitable industries on their own.

Look at #44, Department of Housing and Urban Development (aka HUD). This is supposed to be for first-time home buyers, as assistance for the common man. Let a common man or woman try to get into this tightly knit organization of special interest groups. This organization is run in every congressional district as a private development operation of the Old Boys’ Club. This is what U.S. Congressman Jerry Costello has it “in the wringer” for, fixing the country supervisors and fixing the courts for his developer friends. Look at the ALLSUP building out here on Route 15, Belleville area, St. Clair County, IL—big corporation built with HUD Enterprise Zone Grant Funds. But, it’s our tax dollars that built the damned thing (and others).

ARE YOU TRACKING ON THIS?

Here are highly profitable businesses, generating hundreds of billions of dollars in revenue. Which is U.S. Government operated, in conflict of interest with the American citizens. Whereupon, in order to further impede the original general welfare provisions of the citizens of the United States, by protecting industry and manufacturing (jobs and manufacturing by the common man), these entities pass rules and regulations, which the common man cannot afford to fight, or compete with!

There are international treaties involved with some of these agencies.

ARE YOU CONFUSED YET?
Well, don’t be. When a good investigator investigates a crime, he gathers together the evidence (public laws, executive orders, Federal Advisory Committee Act of 1972, dates, events, who, what, when and where) and discovers why the dastardly deed occurred.

(1) Executive Orders by every President of the United States since Franklin Delano Roosevelt, which Roosevelt used, knowing the Supreme Court had adjudged Lincoln’s Executive Order for the Civil War as unconstitutional.

(2) Presidents, by and through misconstruction and abuse of powers, bestowed upon the executive, by circumventing a “rump Congress” and “rump Senate”. Knowing unconstitutionalities exist, knowing repugnancies are in full force, still prevails upon “By the powers granted to me by the Constitution”—when knowing no such power is granted. Also overwhelms “pork barrels” in the Congress and Senate, demanding the Federal Advisory Committee Act, which grants powers and privileges not contained in the Grandfathered Constitution for the United States.

(3) The Congress and Senate (Congress has never constitutionally or lawfully reconvened since the Civil War), is more concerned over a new highway, or a new bridge for their constituents. Not excepting the income into the congressmen’s or senators’ pockets, as related to U.S. Congressmen Jerry Costello, Dan Rostenkowski, Charlie Keating, and others who chose to resign, hoping to “get the hell out of Dodge”, before Dodge is overrun by irate peasants with pitchforks, demanding to know what in the hell went wrong which caused our courts to fail, our laws to fail, our rights to be impeded!

(4) When a Judge is impeached, his cases tried before him are impeached. Witnesses are also impeached, rendering their testimony worthless.

(5) President Richard M. Nixon was impeached—still the Federal Advisory Committee Act and impeached executive orders remain in full standing?

(6) The Federal Advisory Committee Act of 1972, implemented by Richard M. Nixon, an impeached President, leaves the President of the United States with the powers of a dictator when he imposes the Federal Advisory Committee Act.

(7) The President of the United States can invoke 6 of the Federal Advisory Committee Act, declare his actions as National Security, and tell any conscientious Congress or Senate investigating committee to kiss “where the sun don’t shine”. For he is immune under the Federal Advisory Committee Act, for any act he does.

(8) Up to 1972, our Social Security worked just fine, until the Federal Advisory Act, by Executive Order of Richard M. Nixon, cut a deal with the Teamsters’ Railroad Retirement Fund. Social Security went to Hell in a handbasket as stated on World News, C-Span, CNN: Ten (10) years of computer glitches destroyed records of Social Security payees.

(9) Instead of the Old Age Pension Fund Trust, Social Security was implemented under the Public Heath Welfare, Title 42, U.S.C. and the Teamsters (union bosses, organized crime) threw every-
thing, including the kitchen sink, into the Public Heath and Welfare Fund, which is your Social Security Fund, or Old Age Pension Fund. It's all there in *Title 42, U.S.C*. Add your own 2 & 2s and you will have the answers as to the who, what, when, where, and why Social Security is alleged to be broke. It’s called embezzlement of trust funds, misappropriation of tax dollars paid in for specific purposes, and used for purposes other than paid, and used for organized criminal activities, while back at the farm the peasants are trying to keep the wolf from the door!

You are not blind, dumb and stupid peasants as our “duly elected” think. Go check these issues out for yourselves!

You will discover a tip of the iceberg. V.K. Durham
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Editor’s note: The following writing is divided into two parts.

First there is a brief “pep talk” to the receiver by Commander Tomeros Maasu Korton. At the beginning of an 11/15/93 writing by Commander Hatonn (page 134 of Journal #82), he mentions that Commander Korton: “...steps in with several of you as you ponder rather difficult-to-answer questions. Maasu Korton is our ‘Head of Communications’.”

And in an 8/31/96 writing (in the 9/3/96 issue of CONTACT) Commander Korton himself explains that: “For those of you who are not familiar with my designation, I am a Communicator. That is to say, I specialize in establishing and maintaining operating communication links. I am able to cover an extensive spectrum of frequencies in order to help couple the third-dimensional expression with that of the higher-dimensional expressions. Consider me a facilitator, linguist and translator—all in one. I operate across many inter-dimensional and inner-dimensional frequencies.”

We share Korton’s introductory remarks to this receiver with you-out-there because many among the Ground Crew, who have been following this series of writings over the past several months, mostly from the “Rainbow Masters”, have been urged to—and are working diligently at this time toward—improving your own abilities to communicate directly with the Lighted Higher Teachers. Thus, what Korton has to say to this receiver in his short “pep talk” may possibly also lend encouragement to other serious students.

Korton’s comments are then followed by a longer discussion by the Ascended Master known as Violinio St. Germain, Master of the Seventh Ray (or Aspect) of Creator’s spectrum, the Violet Ray of Transmutation, among the seven great “Rainbow Masters” communicating at this time to help us get through Earth-Shan’s planetary transition and rebalancing.

In Journal #7, called THE RAINBOW MASTERS, Germain says: “I head up the program for the thrust of the Seventh Ray, for it is the transmuting ray. I am passionate about it, unbending regarding its use for purity, Truth AND FREEDOM—FREEDOM OF THY GOD SELF, IN THE SERVICE OF THE CHRISTOS, WHICH IS GOD—PURE AND SIMPLE: GOD FREEDOM EXPRESSED IN MANIFEST FORM IN THEE AND IN ME....

“If ye wish to sum the measure of my existence in all prior times, please let it be said, ‘He lived to make men free’....

“In all my times upon thy place, I have sought to stand squarely on a platform of basic human rights for a responsible, reasoning public education in the principles of liberty and equal opportunity for all. I have efforted to teach thee ones to espouse your inalienable DIVINE RIGHT to live life according to your highest conception of GOD. No right, however simple or basic, can long be
secure without the underpinning of the Spiritual Graces and the Divine Law that instills a compassionate righteousness in the exercise thereof. Always I have efforted to make thy country a fortress against ignorance and superstition, where Christ achievement could blossom, and devotion to THE ONE could prosper in the quest for the Holy Truth (Grail)....

“I have always efforted at being an immortal spokesman for your scientific, religious and political liberties. I believe that humanity shall accept as an axiom for its conduct the principle for which I have laid down my life: the right to investigate. It is the credo of free men—this opportunity to try, this privilege to err, this courage to experiment anew.

“We scientists of the human spirit shall experiment, experiment, experiment, ever experiment. Through centuries of trial and error, through agonies of research, let us experiment with laws and customs, with money systems and governments, until we chart the one true course.”

For more background on this important group of teachers, the “Rainbow Masters”, plus earlier writings by them, refer to the Back Page for Journal ordering information.

10/12/96 KORTON/GERMAIN

Greetings, my friend. It is I, Maasu Korton, come in the Radiant One Light of Creator God.

I have come to assist in the coupling of the Higher Energy source. Relax and clear out the demons, for you are under GREAT psychic attack. There are many ones who do not wish these messages of Lighted Truth to continue.

Know that God’s voice, or messengers acting on His behalf, canNOT be silenced! It would be infinitely easier to blow up your entire planet than it would be to stop God’s message. All that is required of YOU is to have a desire to serve and give we of the higher-frequency realms (Angelic realms) opportunity to commune with you.

Please stand by as there is another message yet to come forth.

* * *

Germain here in the Oneness of Creator’s Light, that ones may come to see the trickery of the adversary.

“United we stand, divided we fall.” Truth is truth! It is infinite and will stand the testings of time, governments and religions.

The adversarial forces are working diligently to distract, dissuade and detour you ones from seeing that which is truly taking place.

You have “holy” wars. You have “racial” wars. You have the “battle of the sexes”. Your family units are undermined due to economic stress. You are being bombarded via the media sources in such a manner that there are “experts” to convince you of a different viewpoint, on the same
subject, every day. This is MIND CONTROL in its most basic form — “Divide and Conquer”. There is no point in arguing over religion, sex, politics, or any of the other distractions presented to you ones. There are masses of people who haven’t a clue as to what is ACTUALLY taking place. Why? Because they are easily distracted by the sleight-of-hand of the evil “black” magicians.

The adversary is a master of the third-dimensional psyche. He knows exactly how and when to strike. This will always be when you are most vulnerable—ALWAYS!

He can easily trigger thoughts that will invoke memories of past emotional pain. This is usually subtle and happens at a time when you cannot easily release the pain or even realize what has happened.

Usually you will be busy doing something urgent that must get done. This, in turn, causes you to suppress the emotional trauma while you get done that which is before you.

The result of the suppression causes one to “seemingly” put the thought or emotion out of one’s mind. But, in fact, it remains until the emotional pressure can be vented or otherwise released.

The time sequence here is quite variable. These emotional pressures could build for days and weeks, or even just moments and minutes.

The adversary plants his seed and then waits for just the right moment to trigger another, usually less impacting, frustration that will cause you to lash out. Most often this triggered release is in a violent or vicious manner that causes you and others great discomfort and pain. In doing so, the adversary can drive the best of friends, parent and child, or husband and wife, apart if this goes unnoticed.

The adversarial dark forces are masters of their “black” art. The subtleness in their mental manipulations is the key to their success. Knowing of their methodology is perhaps the first line of defense.

You ones should monitor your thoughts closely.

All things happen for a reason. If you feel the urge to lash out against another, for whatever reason, I would suggest you go within PRIOR to doing so and ask yourself: “Why am I allowing myself to get this angry in the first place?”

It is fine to get angry. There are proper places for every emotion. It is not wise to be angry without CONSCIOUSLY understanding why you TRULY feel this way.

Your emotions are yours and yours alone. YOU are responsible for creating your own emotional state! If you perceive that another is annoying you or “needling” you, then remove yourself from the source, if possible. If you choose to remain in the “game” of another, then you have, in effect, chosen to get angry or frustrated. Thus YOU have allowed and caused your own personal emotional state.
Remember: you ALWAYS have a choice! Physical man may very well be able to lock your physical body in a physical cage, but only YOU can allow your mind to be enslaved, manipulated, or tortured. Man creates his own “hells” through the choices he makes. The worst “hells” are of the mind.

As a general rule of thumb, the following may help: “IF YOU CANNOT DO OR SAY A THING WITH LOVE IN YOUR HEART, THEN IT IS BETTER TO NOT DO OR SAY IT AT ALL!”

If you choose to do something begrudgingly, then you must realize that YOU, again, have allowed for the conditions which precipitate your mental frustrations.

Your greatest enemy is yourself in this regard. As we of the Higher Realms have efforted to convey to you, time and time again: KNOW THYSELF! Monitor your thoughts and be responsible for ALL your actions and emotional states.

Stop REACTING to another’s tauntings. Take the time to stop and THINK! Go within and seek your own personal balance FIRST. If you are unable to find balance, and act with love in your heart, then it would be wise to not do or say anything that would further irritate an already volatile condition.

Let us say the volatile condition is the result of a highly emotionally-charged conversation. Discern and acknowledge the intent (the real message) of the conversation, if possible—such as a plea that the other is confused, frightened or angry. But, do not give in to acknowledging the emotional tantrums of one who will not responsibly control their own trauma. Or, if I may put it another way: don’t play into another’s “control” drama.

This is a time of instant karma. Those things which you send out shall circle back faster and faster. If you choose to send out love, you will be amazed at how fast it returns to you. If you choose to send out anger, frustration or pain, you can expect the same returned to you—possibly even faster—since usually the tendency is to point out the faults of another much more readily than good features.

Each souled person is a reflection of Creator. We are ultimately one in the same. To beat your brother down would serve no useful purpose for, in the end, the only one that you hurt is YOURSELF.

The adversary is desperate and becoming more and more desperate with each passing day. He has and will tear apart friends and families. He has and will tear apart races and religions. He has and will tear apart countries and continents. BUT—he can only destroy that which you effort to create IF you allow him to do so!

Allow not your perceived differences with another to pull you apart. Forgive others and, MOST importantly, forgive yourself. To err is human—and all of you reading this have erred and shall continue to err. Make your mistakes; learn the lesson; forgive self; and MOVE ON! The key is to
NOT keep making the SAME mistakes over and over again.

Judge not another, for sometimes the perceived error of another is not, in fact, an error. Your perception of any given incident may be, and usually is, completely different than that of another.

For example: Sometimes quiet, shy people are mistakenly called “stuck-up” or are viewed by others as, “Oh, he’s too good to talk to me.” It is usually quite the opposite; the quiet, shy (introverted) ones often view themselves as not worthy or “good” enough to talk to others, or perhaps it is too painful because they are too often misunderstood.

Allow for realities outside your own. Stand ready to assist your friends and families, even if they do, from time to time, create conditions that make it difficult to do so.

Cast out the darkness and call upon Creator God’s Light. Unify in intent to do goodness for your brother. Unify with love in your heart—even for those ones who present you with your most difficult lessons.

God bless those of you on the front line. God bless those of you who send support in the form of kind, acknowledging letters. Ones here are tired and need your support now, more than ever.

Thank you! I am Violinio St. Germain, Master Teacher and Wayshower, come in a coordinated team effort with my brother, Maasu Korton, so that my receiver will have clarity and so that you ones can have example of how the Higher Realms unify in intent to get Creator’s messages out. SALU!
Prior to 1871, the Bureau of Indian Affairs (B.I.A.—a U.S. Government creation; recognized and respected by few Indians) was administered under the War Department (name changed to Dept. of Defense after World War II, although functionally the same as War Dept.). Since 1871 the B.I.A. has been managed by the Department of the Interior.

From time immemorial, the Hopi and Navajo have lived in what is known as the Four Corners Area, where the states of Arizona, New Mexico, Utah and Colorado join. Here are the largest Indian reservations in America. The Hopi and Navajo have traditionally experienced minor disputes between themselves, but have never sought outside help to resolve their differences.

In 1905, under B.I.A. approval, and against Hopi and Navajo wishes, oil and gas exploration began in the Four Corners area. Coal was discovered in 1909. As early as 1921, Standard Oil (a Rockefeller Company) was involved in trying to negotiate approval to exploit vast oil reserves. Eventually, companies like Exxon, Peabody Coal Company, Pittsburg & Midway Coal Mining Company, El Paso Natural Gas Company, and Utah International Inc. would get involved, as the area had substantial deposits of oil, gas, coal, copper and uranium. Today, these companies are ruining the land. The B.I.A. has helped these corporate interests in heavily exploiting the area by fomenting dissent between the Hopi and Navajo and fighting, to this day, for their relocation. The Native peoples do not want relocation and only wish to be left on their own lands. The fight today centers around Big Mountain in Arizona.

Kee Shay, a Navajo Elder, spoke recently of his feelings about the land around Big Mountain and the thought of relocation, (quoting:)

We the people that live here around Big Mountain, we have lived here for many generations from newborns all the way back to old people who go back to Mother Earth when they die of old age...

By the Creator’s law this land is ours. This is a holy place for us, Big Mountain. We believe in these things... We are going to stay. By Nature’s Law we were instructed to live here. One of our gods lives on the Mountain there. We don’t want to leave...

Our religion and our freedom is being taken away from us. Our four sacred Mountains are being
taken away from us... Our way of life is being swept away...

These people we call the “Ancient Ones” (the Anasazi) lived here before the Navajo or Hopi ever existed. They have disappeared because they made a mistake. They were taken back by the wind and the fire. We are beginning to understand. (End quoting)

And David Monogye, a Hopi Priest, had this to say regarding the B.I.A. generated problems, (quoting:)

The Great Spirit gave us a symbol of His law in the Sacred Stone Tablets. He told us to take care of the land. The Sacred Stone Tablets are in our possession and that means we still are the caretakers of the hemisphere...
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In our religious circles in the kivas, we pray, meditate and conduct ceremonies to keep life in balance. If mineral resources are removed or forests destroyed all life is affected. So we sit here in our circle to pray, meditate, and think of all things that live.

If we neglect our ceremonies, then terrible things may happen. Our prayer and meditation shows that the Spirits still remember us. They still take care of us. But if we fail, then natural disaster may destroy all life. This is why we must hold on to the Hopi way of life and beliefs...

We have mentioned many prophecies. Hopi prophesies and instructions about how to take care of this land for the Great Spirit to keep in balance all the natural elements. If we ignore the Elders advice, sooner or later the natural forces will let us know—cry out and warn us. There may be earthquakes. Wind destructive, cyclone, tidal waves. These are warnings to us. This is already happening and we should realize the danger and go to the leaders to protect the land and life of all people and leave this land alone until the purification takes place...

It’s... the Bureau of Indian Affairs that pushes traditional people out. It’s the government’s program. We’re not fighting out here. We’re not quarreling. The newspapers create the impression that we are fighting over land. It’s not a fight between Navajo and Hopi. It’s a fight between all Native people against the government. It’s a fight by all Native people who want to continue to live on the land in the traditional way...

Our prophecies foretold that we would come to a stage where we struggle for land and life. The last stages. We cry for help. We call on the world for support to put a stop to these wrong policies that take place all over the world against Native people everywhere.

We will not give up our way of life or belief. We have not turned away from the instructions of the
Great Spirit. We still have in our possession the Sacred Stone Tablets that were given to us by the Great Spirit. We are not going to let go of this land and life. (End quoting)

For those who think the Indians had their lands stolen by the White man in some distant time past, and that those days are gone now, think again. And the Hopi and Navajo are not the only Native peoples who suffer today. It is a sad day for America to know that this kind of abuse continues, even as you read this. You can still speak out to our government about this injustice against the Hopi and Navajo. The Great Spirit will honor you for doing so.

The Native people in America today are still abused and exploited for two main reasons. First, they live on lands that the White man has discovered to contain much needed natural resources. And secondly, the Indian cannot easily be trained to be a good, productive slave. He doesn’t happily adapt to putting his nose to the grindstone from 9-5, only to then end up giving away half of his pay to the government in the form of taxes. Apparently the rest of you don’t seem to mind too much working all day to give half your money away. Or, if you do mind, you certainly have not organized to put a stop to this obscene ritual. Oh well!

As far as the prophecies about earthquakes, etc., for our not living in harmony and balance with all things, it would appear that that time is now upon us. And our Elite Controllers continue to mess with Mother Nature as if she were some toy that will never react. She is beginning to react. Let’s continue with our study of weather modification.

Incredible damage was done in Florida and Louisiana from Hurricane Andrew in late August of 1992, thanks to Henry Kissinger (see Part X of this series). A little over two weeks later, on September 13, 1992, Hurricane Iniki slammed into the Hawaiian Islands with winds of 160 M.P.H., and the Islands came under F.E.M.A. (Federal Emergency Management Agency) control. If the reader has ever seen a globe or a map of the Pacific Ocean, you have to know where to look to find the Hawaiian Islands, so small are they. Yet this powerful hurricane found those tiny islands and headed right for them. It was almost as if the hurricane had a mind of its own. All of this is not so difficult to comprehend if ones realize that high-level sources have stated that our weather has been totally controlled and manipulated since at least 1988!!

1993 was an interesting year for weather, not soon to be forgotten. In the week of Saturday, March 13, 1993, what would become known as the “Blizzard of 93” pounded the entire East Coast of America. When it was all over, it left over 172 people dead. Pennsylvania and New Jersey both declared a state of emergency for their entire states. Florida had been hit with 50 tornadoes, and declared a state of emergency in 17 counties. Hurricane force winds were felt in many areas; off the coast of the Carolinas, there were winds of 90 M.P.H. Airports were closed from Atlanta, Georgia to Boston, Massachusetts. All of this occurred in the middle of the Waco, Texas standoff between Branch Davidians and the U.S. Government. The storm served as a bit of a distraction.

In late April and into May of 1993, an unusually high number of tornadoes struck in the Midwest U.S., along the general area of the Mississippi River. For example, on Friday, May 7th, about 50 tornadoes struck from Minnesota all the way down to Texas. This area is called “Tornado Alley”. The following day, Saturday, May 8th, there were 30 more twisters. This was about the time the
rains started in the area.

Tornadoes continued throughout the month and into June, with June 7th & 8th each seeing about 20 twisters in the same general area. By the end of May it was raining every day, often in torrents.

The July 18, 1993 issue of the New York Times reported that it had already rained 49 straight days, often heavy, all along the area of the Mississippi River. And the rains and flooding continued through July, and August and into September. Satellite pictures in July showed so much water that observers said the area resembled a sixth Great Lake.

Meteorologists stated that there was an unusual “Blocking Pattern” in place (that they could not explain) which caused all storms, which normally move from west to east across America, to dump their loads in the same area along the Mississippi.

This author watched The Weather Channel on television throughout the summer of 1993, fully aware of exactly what was happening as it unfolded. You could watch the weather move from the West to the Mississippi area and then dump. Consequently, the east, and especially the southeast, were left dry. What caused all this?

The Russians were operating their powerful “Woodpecker” Electromagnetic E.L.F. pulsing system, and set up a giant standing wave running north to south through the entire region. This acted as a block to prevent any precipitation from traveling east of the target area. One would suspect the use of Cosmospheres to further cause great amounts of water to be moved into the area. More precipitation was brought up from the Gulf of Mexico in conjunction with manipulation of the jet stream.

Most troubling, however, is the fact that evidence strongly suggests that the U.S. Government acted in concert with the Russians to achieve the devastating effects which were produced. The November 1989 issue of the Bulletin of Atomic Scientists listed some of the locations of the U.S. Government’s G.W.E.N. (Ground Wave Emergency Network) towers. More than a few of these towers were right in the areas of heavy rainfall. The Earth’s magnetic field can be altered within a 200 to 250-mile radius of the towers. It is a well documented fact that alterations in that magnetic field can strongly influence precipitation! Of course, the government will say those towers are only for defense purposes. Really? Readers can believe as they wish. But, has the government told the truth about anything else revealed in this series???

What was the net result of all this activity? The Bolsheviks running our government want to destroy everything, and they did a good job. Crops were destroyed in the entire area from heavy flooding. Crops were destroyed in the Southeast from severe drought. Because of sewer systems overflowing into the flood, diseases were spread everywhere. Of the 791 counties in the nine-state flood zone, 421 were declared Federal disaster areas, and came under F.E.M.A. control. Countless lives and businesses were shattered. The Federal government enjoyed a huge land grab as millions of acres were newly declared as Federal Wetlands, which automatically come under government control. And people were so preoccupied (and distracted) with all this, that they hardly noticed the incredible “suicide” of White House Counsel Vince Foster (on July 20, 1993), who apparently shot
himself in the back of the head, not once, but twice! Vince Foster must have been a remarkable man, as most men would be dead with only one shot to the head. This may be the first time in recorded history where a man required two shots to the head to be successfully “suicided”.

One other thing was pretty well covered up by all the flooding. People quickly forgot about the Waco, Texas Massacre on April 19, 1993, wherein 85 men, women and children were incinerated by the U.S. (Bolshevik-run) Government. The tornadoes began right after that, with 2 dozen occurring on April 24th & 25th. One of those twisters alone killed at least 10 people in Oklahoma. That was enough to immediately distract attention away from Waco!!

The December 17, 1994 issue of Science News ran an article entitled “Theorists Grapple With High-flying Sprites”. As the article states in part, (quoting:)

Physicists are struggling to explain recently discovered forms of atmospheric fireworks so colorful and bizarre that regular lightning looks drab in comparison.

From two airplanes, Davis D. Sentman and colleagues at the University of Alaska at Fairbanks pinpointed where and when the bursts appear, ... at altitudes of 50 to 90 kilometers... above thunderstorms. Ordinary lightning is restricted to the troposphere, at altitudes of less than 20 kilometers.

Researchers unveiled theories to explain the phenomena, dubbed red sprites and blue jets. (End quoting)

Although researchers from Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Stanford University, and Los Alamos National Laboratories (New Mexico) offered their detailed opinions of the phenomena, according to Mr. Sentman, “There are still problems with all of these explanations”. Nowhere in the article is there any mention of H.A.A.R.P. (High-frequency Active Auroral Research Project), which was active at the time in Alaska. This author believes that it is highly possibly that the scientists in Alaska were in fact watching powerful blasts from the ground-based H.A.A.R.P. equipment firing into the ionosphere!

There has been no let-up of manipulation of the weather. We could write volumes on this and still not exhaust the subject, but for the sake of brevity, let’s move ahead to 1996.

To more clearly understand the following, we need to understand that one of the functions of the Central Intelligence Agency (C.I.A.), around the world, is to write the version of news events that will be run in major papers. According to the New York Times of December 25, 26 and 27, 1977, the C.I.A. owns outright over 200 newspapers, magazines, wire services, and publishing houses around the world. Since they serve the One World Controllers, do you think the C.I.A. brings us the truth or just more propaganda?

On September 2, 1996, all major (controlled) news sources reported that Saddam Hussein, President of Iraq, ordered three armored divisions of his military to attack Kurdish Rebels in the north of Iraq. In New York City, the United Nations Security Council condemned Hussein’s actions. And
in Washington, D.C., President Clinton said the U.S. was ready to retaliate if necessary—quite a coordinated response, don’t you think? We are the world’s policeman, after all. (Funny they never mention the $250 million joint bank account that George Bush and Saddam Hussein held at B.C.C.I—or the $4 billion in illicit loans that Henry Kissinger arranged for Saddam through Banke Nationale de Lavoro—B.N.L.) 

We retaliated. On September 3, 1996, the U.S. fired 27 Cruise Missiles into Iraq. The following day, September 4, we fired 13 more.

It is not surprising that Russia considers Iraq to be within her sphere of influence, and was more than a bit upset by the U.S. actions. Imagine how we would feel if Russia fired missiles and inflicted heavy damage across our border in Toronto, Canada, or just south of the Rio Grande in northern Mexico?

On September 5, 1996, Hurricane Fran slammed into the coast of North Carolina with 100 M.P.H. winds and continued to move toward the northwest. It maintained winds of 65 M.P.H. over land, spawned numerous tornadoes, dumped heavy rains which caused major flooding (even in Washington D.C., where our leaders might get the message), and continued as a major storm all the way up to the Great Lakes, leaving 33 people dead! A high-level source has revealed that this was retaliation by Russia for U.S. actions in Iraq.

Immediately after this, another major hurricane was headed toward the southeastern U.S. Coast. Anyone who was able to watch the weather reports on television may have seen the satellite shots of the entire region. Along the whole southern Atlantic coast of America, a continuous strong flow of air moved from west to east. So strong did this appear on television that no hurricane could possibly reach the coast, and the new hurricane moved off to the northeast. Was this a move by the United States to prevent another Russian-made hurricane from doing yet more damage?

We can see that, indeed, whoever controls the weather controls those affected by that weather. For example, the government, working in conjunction with petroleum and power companies, can push up the price of oil, natural gas, and electricity, and then produce extremely cold weather, thereby generating huge profits for a few wealthy individuals. Insidious? Yes, but that’s big business today. Their concern is not with making a better world for people, but rather to increase the profit-margin while maintaining absolute control of the masses!! Enough of weather modification. Let’s now explore what has been, and what is being, done in the area of geophysical manipulations. The primary focus here will be human-induced earthquakes, as this is the main area of Elite interest. This is, of course, because earthquakes are so profound and have the most dramatic effects for purposes of controlling populations. Besides, most people may never comprehend the fact that human beings have the capability to produce such things, or that humans would ever do such things to each other. Thus, when an earthquake occurs, very few would even think of asking, “Was that natural or man-made?” Actually, now that we have progressed into a higher level of activity with respect to Earth Changes, it becomes increasingly more difficult to know which is which. In some places the ground seems to be shaking all the time!

As you will recall, in Part V of this series, we mentioned “Tesla’s Controlled Earthquakes” of 1935, called by Nikola Tesla “the art of telegeodynamics”. Tesla was able to cause “rhythmical vibra-
tions to pass through the Earth with almost no loss of energy”, and he could “convey these mechanical effects to the greatest terrestrial distances and produce all kinds of unique effects.”

The author has little information on developments over the forty years following 1935, yet something must have been happening because, as mentioned in Part IX of this series, a Senate subcommittee hearing, chaired by Senator Claiborne Pell, stated that “We need a treaty now... before the military leaders of the world start directing storms, manipulating climates and inducing earthquakes against their enemies.” Senator Pell would not have spoken in 1975 about inducing earthquakes unless he had some knowledge that such technology existed.

Also reported in Part IX of this series, on December 10, 1976, the General Assembly of the United Nations approved the “Convention on the Prohibition of Military or any Other Hostile Use of Environmental Modification Techniques”, and issued a report. Again, such a report would not have been issued if there were not technology in place capable of environmental modification, including the ability to induce earthquakes.

The June 5, 1977 edition of the New York Times described the great earthquake which destroyed Tangshan, China on July 28, 1976, and killed over 650,000 people. “Just before the first tremor at 3:42 a.m., the sky lit up like daylight. The multi-hued lights, mainly white and red, were seen up to 200 miles away. Leaves on many trees were burned to a crisp and growing vegetables were scorched on one side, as if by a fireball.”

Some investigators believe these electrical effects were associated with electromagnetic plasma and ball lightning and the strange array of flashes which result from Tesla-style technology and/or H.A.A.R.P. transmissions. Was this brilliant flash of colored light what Tesla was talking about in 1935 when he mentioned “all kinds of unique effects”? Was this earthquake just a test of the system, conducted on the unsuspecting people of China? It certainly does not appear like it was a natural earthquake.

In January of 1978, Dr. Andrija Puharich, M.D., LL.D., issued a detailed research paper entitled “Global Magnetic Warfare—A Layman’s View of Certain Artifically Induced Unusual Effects on The Planet Earth During 1976 and 1977”. In his paper, Dr. Puharich stated, “Of the many great earthquakes of 1976, there is one that demands special attention—the July 28, 1976 Tangshan, China earthquake.”

The January 1978 edition of Specula magazine ran an article which described an incredibly profound and powerful phenomenon that could be produced within the Earth by what is called the “Tesla Effect”, originally discovered by Nikola Tesla. According to the article, electromagnetic signals of certain frequencies can be transmitted through the Earth to form standing waves in the Earth itself. In certain cases, coherence to this standing wave can be induced wherein a fraction of the vast, surging electromagnetic current of the Earth itself feeds into and augments the induced standing wave. In other words, “much more energy is now present in the standing wave than the... amount being fed in from the Earth’s surface.” By interferometer techniques, giant standing waves can be combined to produce a focused beam of very great energy. This can then be used to produce earthquakes induced at distant aiming points.
It might be good to go back and re-read the above paragraph a couple of times. This is one of the things which greatly concerned Mr. Tesla, because this is exactly the type of thing that could easily get out of control once it begins vibrating within the Earth, and could actually cause the Earth to vibrate to pieces!! Our Earth scientists often do not know what they are dealing with. Could the use of this technique have been responsible for the earthquake in Tangshan, China in 1976??

One source (Dr. Peter Beter) has revealed that by 1977 the Russians had placed fission-fusion-fission Superbombs in certain deep undersea trenches around the Philippines. The source believes that the Philippines are in the position of a “keystone” within the giant Pacific Tectonic Plate. Russia had already been setting off lower yield undersea weapons in other areas around the Pacific Ocean, causing strong earthquakes. The source believes the intention was/is to relieve tensions all around the Pacific plate, except the Philippines, where the stresses would build to tremendous levels. Then, at a certain point, the bombs around the Philippines will be set off. It is expected that this will cause incredible earthquakes and tidal waves and ultimately devastate the American West Coast! Volcanoes erupting in the Philippines are an indication that stresses are building in the area. (Readers need to understand that earthquakes and volcanoes are intimately connected and work hand in hand, with the one sometimes triggering the other, and sometimes the other triggering the one. An earthquake can open vents deep in the Earth which allow lava to flow up. In other cases, the stresses driving volcanic activity can also cause earthquakes.)

The January 30, 1981 edition of the *Washington Post* reported that in 1979 there were 56 significant earthquakes in the world, and that by 1980 the annual figure was up to 71. Coincidentally, in 1980 there was an increase in E.L.F. (Extremely Low frequency) transmissions by both Russia and the United States.

In 1981, Lt. Col. Thomas Bearden, a nuclear engineer and the leading Tesla researcher in the U.S., gave a very interesting lecture before the U.S. Psychotronics Association. In part of his talk he was speaking about the standing waves produced by Tesla Magnifying Transmitters that were also discussed in *Specula* magazine in 1978. He was, in essence, describing how H.A.A.R.P. works. Mr. Bearden stated in part, (quoting:)

Then what you do is you change the frequency. If you change the frequency one way (by dephasing it), you dump the energy up in the atmosphere beyond the point on the other side of the Earth that you focused upon. As you start ionizing the air, you can change the weather flow patterns, the jet stream, etc. If you dump it gradually, real gradually, you influence the heck out of the weather. It’s a great weather machine. If you dump it sharply, you won’t get the little ionization like that. You will get flashes and fireballs (plasma) that will come down to the surface of the Earth. You can cause enormous weather changes over entire regions by playing that thing back and forth. (End quoting)

Mr. Bearden almost makes it sound like some kind of weather machine toy that’s fun to operate. But it also sounds like Tangshan, China, again, on July 28, 1976.

We will continue with Russian earthquake-generating cobalt bombs buried in the Northeast United States, and see who was responsible for the Kobe, Japan earthquake!
Isn’t it sad to see what absolute devastation and havoc the Elite One World Controllers have wreaked upon humanity? Because we allow it, it continues today, only worse.

_to be continued..._

Author’s Note—This author is deeply appreciative of all those who have sent words of praise and support from around the world for this series. Knowing you all care that much only increases the dedication to do a thorough job. Since responding to all of you would only detract from the great amount of time required to accomplish this task, I will take this opportunity to thank you all very much. I live to serve. With every good wish, I remain in Light—R.E.B.

**ADDITIONAL INFORMATION SOURCE**

(1) Cry Sacred Ground—Big Mountain, U.S.A., by Anita Parlow, 1988, published by the Sacred Lands Project of the Christic Institute, Washington, D.C. This book eloquently documents the ongoing struggle of the Hopi and Navajo to maintain their ancestral lands in the Four Corners area, under constant pressure from big business and the Government (as if there was any difference between the two).

This author has just received word from Navajo friends that President Bill Clinton has just signed legislation that would force the Navajo to lease their land to big corporations. The struggle continues. If enough of us voiced our outrage to Washington about this injustice, we could turn things around.
O.J. SIMPSON—INNOCENT OR GUILTY?

Now that the O.J. civil trial is underway and Robert Kardashian, a close associate of his for many years, is giving out his suspicions (on TV and in newspapers) that O.J. is guilty and he failed a lie detector test, thinking people should consider some other possibilities.

Let’s assume that O.J. is innocent. If true, how could they have so much evidence to make him appear guilty? According to reports, he made very suspicious actions and he refused to testify to his innocence, but kept insisting he was not guilty.

He also stated he was going to work hard to find the guilty party or parties, but there have been no reports, that I have heard of, that he was doing so.

Let’s just suppose that O.J. was in the wrong place at the wrong time and was seen witnessing some things or was told some things, by someone or someones who approached him before or shortly after the fact and warned him of severe consequences if he should talk or indicate he had any personal knowledge of how, why, when and where of the murders of his ex-wife Nicole and Ron Goldman.

Suppose the consequences are that he would never see his children again, or worse, that they would be tortured or/and murdered if he told anyone or indicated he knew anything personally about the murders.

With these suppositions would it not be understandable that he would “flunk” a lie detector test in that he would be trying to hide something and would be very nervous about making statements that might indicate he’s hiding knowledge and yet not having any personal knowledge of what happened. Even though he might have hearsay and/or personal knowledge, he could very well be innocent and dare not let it out because of the protection of his children’s lives.

Under the above assumptions, could you appear entirely innocent? Certainly, using these assumptions, an innocent person would have an awful time trying to live with himself, and yet—should they put their children’s lives in jeopardy by telling what they know? (Have you ever read about the poor protection the law enforcement agencies give you when you witness in court under similar-type situations?)

How would you react if the above scenario were true and you were in O.J.’s position? Do you think you could possibly appear entirely innocent and pass a lie detector test while hiding such an overpowering burden? Could you get on the witness stand, testify in your own defense, without committing perjury and appear innocent while trying to protect your children’s lives?
I would also ask you to reconsider these other factors when trying to make sense of what has been and is now going on in this **highly controversial** trial.

The ex-cop, Mark Fuhrman, (convicted as a felon for lying to the O.J. criminal trial court) who was a major player in obtaining evidence, is **highly** suspicioned of having planted evidence. Then add to this the fact that blood samples were grossly mishandled (the L.A. Police Department was found to have many discrepancies in their lab procedures), the glove did not fit, the Bronco was not locked up or properly cared for prior to finding a **tiny** amount of blood evidence in it (gross negligence on the part of the police). (Do you know that they can **clone** anybody’s blood? A tiny drop is all that is necessary to make gallons? How many times in the past do you suppose that doctors have taken a sample of O.J.’s blood—him being a professional football player?) Why wasn’t the Bronco smeared with blood?

Now if you think the underworld crime gangs wouldn’t use such kinds of blackmail threats—think again. This is a very common kind of threat they use to insure closed mouths under many circumstances. Could you think of a better method to shut someone’s mouth without murdering them? If it was done to you, could you really appear innocent when you have the knowledge but cannot risk the lives of your children by speaking out? Would you mount a serious attempt to find the real criminals? Would you have committed suicide or threatened to do so to get out of an overpowering hopelessness of being able to live with this knowledge bottled up within you for the next 40 or more years of life expectancy?

Would you also consider just what the media (who are the Elite) are accomplishing in pushing a guilty verdict down the people’s throat when the jury found him not guilty? The **Constitution** says a man is innocent until found guilty by a legal jury. Do you really think it is constitutional for him to be put in front of another jury to find out if he owes money to somebody when he was pronounced not guilty of the charge for which they are trying to collect the money? If our court system had any justice left in it they could not justify whatsoever putting O.J. on trial again. It is unconstitutional to put a man on trial more than once for the same charge.

By condoning these actions by the Elite we are condoning our own slavery. There is far more involved in this court case being pushed by the courts and the media than meets the eye. It’s best that we all wake-up and stop these miscarriages of justice because it won’t be long until any of us may be on the wrong end of this kind of judgement.

I suggest that you **really ponder** the above before condemning O.J. **Furthermore**, **CONTACT**, in issue Vol. 10, #9, Sep. 26, 1995, states, [quoting:]

As the farce moves into its near final show and tell—I remind you of several things of which **CONTACT** can be quite proud of its work, investigations and presentations.

Why was the lead defense attorney, Johnnie Cochran, in Florida instead of in court in L.A. on one of the most important days of Simpson’s trial last week? Perhaps I might point out that we have told you WHO murdered Nicole and Goldman. We told you who was behind the murders and we told you it was completely wrapped up in political manipulation, desire to incite riot, racism and
plain old “Mafia-type” CRIME. Why O.J.? Well, he is the perfect showpiece—ISN’T HE?

We had a silent “informer” send information through several other “informers” until we don’t have identity of the FIRST, but we do have the first handwritten information note still before us. You will note that we have to spell names according to the way they “sound” because we are dealing with both oriental origins AND Italian-type crime figures. We received this information in May (May 1, 1995) and passed it immediately to every member of the defense team, the prosecution, the media AND Gerry Spence, Rosie Greer, Attny. Grimes, Larry King, and, and, and.... We also told about the set-ups in both the higher political arena, the police AND the FBI. We offered, over and over again, the INVESTIGATIVE REPORTS OF GARY WEAN and sent them to every Tom, Dick and harry available anywhere—AND YOU CAN NOW SEE THEY ARE TRUTH. You have just had a dose of hidden courtroom work wherein the witnesses (Fiatto[s] [spelled by sound]) (Crime figures) came in to testify. They are in the witness protection program? No, they are simply part of THE operation! At any rate, did anyone notice that ALL methods of recording, audio and pictorial (even sketch artists) were tossed OUT OF THE ROOM? Worse, when Ito swore in the first Fiatto brother, HE HAD FORGOTTEN TO BRING IN THE JURY!

Ah, but what has happened? What has happened is that Nicole’s MOUTH (sister, Denise) has had a “relationship” with one of those “nice” brothers? What is going on here? Or, perhaps better, what is coming OFF here? Is O.J. a SAINT? Goodness NO, why do you think they set HIM up? He WILL BE after all this is over!

I suggest everyone go read Gary Wean’s writing AGAIN! Then keep this message in mind from May 1, 1995: “Ippolito got out of jail two weeks before the Simpson murders (he is supposed to have escaped!) The week before the murders Ippolito was with Paduano who is the owner of a ‘night club’, Fat Body Paduano. O.J. Simpson was the financier for Fat Body Paduano’s and Paduano himself.” O.J.’s “Paula” was sent to Florida where she could have bodyguards and protection when it became obvious the POLICE were a real hazard to her California health. The source of the “ring of operations” is out of Florida and the “opposition” or COMPETITION is out of San Luis Obispo County, Calif. and Los Angeles.

“Paduano’s son Anthony was BEST FRIENDS with Ronald Goldman and both had been on the TV show, STUDS.”

The message says that “Ippolito had Nicole and Goldman killed, thus eliminating Paduano’s son’s best friend and Paduano’s financier’s wife,” effectively setting the circumstances for the most hidden underworld war of all time and setting the stage for the worst race riots ever known. This WHOLE thing is THE STABBINGS HEARD ‘ROUND THE WORLD!!

“Sino Salvatori Sighisio WAS THE ACTUAL HIT MAN!” [The spelling of the name may be off just a tad as the “g” may be a “z” in the Surname and the “S” may be a “G” in the “Christian” or first name.] [End quoting]

Hopefully this will make you think and ponder a little harder before coming to any conclusion about INNOCENT OR GUILTY!! And hopefully those words will also help you to search for
what is behind the media’s purposes for attempting to **PUSH** their conclusions and explanations for so many happenings.

### JUSTICES OK ROADBLOCKS

From The Orlando Sentinel, 10/8/96, [quoting:]

Florida’s stopping cars to search for drugs was upheld by the high court.

WASHINGTON—The Supreme Court on Monday let stand a precedent-setting Florida ruling that states may establish roadblocks for the chief purpose of intercepting illegal drugs.

The court rejected a challenge that argued the roadblocks had been established on the pretext of ensuring compliance with traffic laws and violated the constitutional protections against unreasonable searches and seizures.

The case arose out of roadblocks Florida law enforcement officials set up on four state highways near the Georgia border in January 1984.

As part of the two-day operation, Florida saw enforcement officials set up temporary checkpoints along the highways to stop traffic and to use drug-sniffing dogs to check the vehicles.

About 2,100 vehicles passed through the roadblocks, of which about 1,300 were stopped. In all, one person was arrested for the possession of illegal drugs while 61 traffic-related citations were also issued.

The roadblocks lasted for several hours throughout the evening rush, causing backups and delays of up to 45 minutes.

A lawsuit was filed by two people on behalf of all motorists who were stopped. It sought compensatory and punitive damages for violations of their constitutional rights.

A federal judge dismissed the lawsuit and a U.S. Court of Appeals in Atlanta agreed. It said the chief purpose of the operation was to intercept drugs, but ruled the state does have the power to conduct roadblocks to check drivers’ licenses and vehicle registrations. [End quoting]

Every day the Elite become bolder in showing us that we have no freedoms left in this country. We are at their mercy, so long as we remain sheep.

### MEMO TO GOP: NO NEED TO FEAR CITIZENSHIP DRIVES

From *THE DAILY NEWS*, 10/10/96, [quoting:]

SACRAMENTO—For months, Republican circles have buzzed with speculation and concern about
the Clinton administration’s hurry-up effort to naturalize immigrants in California and other states and get them registered for the November election.

There’s no doubt that the operation dubbed “citizenship USA”, has a political orientation. The administration’s goal is to create more than a million new citizens this year, at least a third of them in California.

Leaked administration memorandums indicate that Vice President Al Gore took the leading role in pushing the Immigration and Naturalization Service to speed up citizenship paperwork, often using organizations connected to the Democratic Party to coordinate efforts.

One administration memo obtained by the Associated Press told President Clinton: “INS warns that if we are too aggressive at removing the roadblocks to success, we might be publicly criticized for running a pro-Democratic voter mill and even risk having Congress stop us.”

Those GOP fears may be groundless. As registration for the 1996 election closed on Monday, it became evident that Democrats have suffered a sharp decline in the ranks of their voters in California and that the gap between the major parties which has been narrowing for the last two decades, has closed even more. [End quoting]

No need to worry—the vote is probably already counted and ready to be given to the networks for announcing. Have you ever read the book *Vote Scam*, by James Collier?

**WORLD DRUG WAR AND DRUG-BUSTS**

The media are stepping up the news about the world-wide drug-busts going on and that Clinton is really cracking down on the drug kings. (Certainly this wouldn’t have anything to do with the election coming up in 3 weeks for Clinton and his gang and that Dole claims Clinton is soft on drugs.)

map of drug routes

**“COLOMBIA’S DEADLY GRIP”**

picture from *THE ORLANDO SENTINEL*, 10/6/96

Wouldn’t it be wise to use some common sense to understand what is really going on with these drug-busts and the Elite (who are the real drug kingpins) and how they’re working another one of their many scams? Wouldn’t it make more sense that they are just doing away with more and more of their competition so they can gain even tighter control. Do you ever hear of one of the Elite being arrested for drug-dealing unless they are a victim of internal rivalry?

Do you ever hear about the amount of drug imports going down? Then where are the billions of dollars given to fight drugs going? Would it be logical in your mind, since you see very little
positive results from all the money supposedly going into this “war”, that the drug kings are not only making tremendous profits from dealing the drugs but are also pocketing the money from the “war on drugs”? You say, “There’s no way they could get away with that.” Who do you think owns or controls the companies, foundations, “do-good” organizations, non-profit organizations, etc. that receive the billions of dollars for equipment supplies, personnel, etc., with which to fight the “war on drugs”? Realize that the Elite usually have both sides of a game tied up so that it’s a win-win situation—with you, as a taxpayer, always being suckered in as the loser?

You also have to realize that the Elite want drug addicts for making profits and to control whole groups of people.

The CIA drugs-for-guns programs have several objectives bound up into two main ones: greed and control power.

Over, approximately, the last eight years KCET (PBS) TV station out of Los Angeles has aired a documentary, about the history of drugs for the past few centuries, at least 3 times.

This program named the Elite owner\organizers and their drug fiefdoms, how they gained and maintain their control through wars, etc. (that were supposedly fought for goodly purposes), and any other devious methods they can think of in order to overcome any opposition.

These Elite groups involved rulers of many countries including England with their monarchs and top politicians, and U.S. rulers and top politicians. And the same goes for China, Viet Nam, Indonesia, Turkey, France, Colombia, Gautamala, etc., etc. There is hardly a nation on this planet where the top politicians and leaders are not involved in the drug trade.

The “war on drugs” has mainly been the “war FOR drugs” except for some “show and tell” raids for the peons. When will we wake up?

WORDS THAT CHANGE PEOPLE

From GUIDEPOSTS, P.O. Box 1479, Carmel, NY 10512,[quoting:]}

Everyone has some source of irritation that seems chronic. Several years ago, mine was taxi drivers. I felt I was forever being overcharged by Washington, D.C. cab drivers. who have no meters to register fares.

Settling back in a cab one day, I suddenly remembered something Dr. Emmet Fox, the famous author and clergyman, had said: “If a problem bothers you, try blessing it.” And so, silently I blessed the driver, thinking all the while that he would gyp me. Which he proceeded to do. It didn’t occur to me until later that my negative thoughts might have cancelled out my rather hesitant blessing.

But one evening, when traffic was heavy and I stood on the street signaling, three men moved into a better spot ahead of me. Instead of blowing my top as I usually did in such situations, I blessed
them. Around the corner came a cab. It passed the three men and pulled up for me. “How did you happen to stop by me?” I asked as I got in.

The driver grinned, “Perhaps the good Lord just intended it!”

Coincidence? Maybe. But try blessing it. Those words changed my whole approach to life. From that day on, I learned that by blessing people—especially those who wrong me—my life can be ruled by understanding, not by anger. —J.N. (Bill) Bailey, June 1959  [End quoting]

GORBACHEV IS “GIVING BIRTH”

Excerpted from THE FREE AMERICAN, no date given, [quoting:]

gorbachev

The convening of the State of the World Forum, hosted by the Gorbachev Foundation/USA, was not earth-shaking news. Dignitaries treading to the posh Fairmont Hotel in San Francisco from 50 far-flung countries, most paying $5,000 to be a part of the prestigious gathering, was deemed not newsworthy. As a matter of fact, an examination of the two leading San Francisco newspapers revealed very sparse reporting of the Sept. 27th to October 1st event [How about secret planning for what they have in store for us “peons”?]. The Bay area TV coverage was scarce as well, leading one to assume that San Francisco, and the rest of the nation, stifled a collective yawn at the goings on [What a sad state of affairs to be more interested in sports and the idiot box than what Gorby and his gangsters are planning for us.]. This underwhelming response to a group who claim that at this momentous juncture in history, “We are giving birth to the first Global [monster, Satan controlled non-] Civilization” whets the curiosity.

One of the purposes of this, the first of several forums, was to provide meaningful interaction between the participants. The intellectuals get familiar with the business executives. Has-been statespersons (euphemistically called “senior statespersons” by the Forum organizers) get to know the New Age scientists. The New Age spiritualists build up trust with the philosophers. The entertainers get spiritual with the youth. Vietnamese Buddhism meets Mongolian Buddhism meets Cambodian Buddhism. Consensus, and a new view of what reality is, [hell] is born. This was a “by-invitaion only get-to-know, trust-each-other/not-for-public-exposure [this is the key—always secrecy—WHY? If they were planning something good for Planet Earth they would want our input.]” kind of meeting. The five hundred attendees were exclusively hand-picked by Mikhail S. Gorbachev, Convening Chair of the State of the World Forum, and Jim Garrison, President of the Forum. Mr. Garrison, President of the Gorbachev Foundation USA, felt he was assembling “some of the most thoughtful [selfish, power hungry and greedy is far more accurate] individuals in the world...to analyze the current state of the world” and to articulate the fundamental priorities, values and actions necessary to constructively shape our common future [Has anyone asked YOU what
YOU want it to be?).” Garrison, founder of the elusive Christic Institute, also is credited with the edict that “we are going to end up with world government” and “we have to govern and regulate human interaction [Notice it is not “WE THE PEOPLE”].”

Carefully screened and Forum-accredited reporters were the only non-participants allowed to witness the likes of Esalen’s Michael Murphy, “country boy” John Denver, millionaire motivator, philosopher Tony Robbins, Shirley MacLaine (of Irma LaDouce and Out On A Limb fame) and her sidekick, Dennis Weaver, massage the egos of the Forum’s Co-Chairs [Since when do REAL do-gooders need ego-massagers?]: the Presidents of Costa Rica and Kyrgyzstan; prime minister of Turkey; ex-prime ministers of Japan and the Netherlands, Thabo Mbeki, Executive Deputy President of South Africa; Peace Prize winner & Marxist feminist Rigoberta Menchu Tum; and Chairman of the Earth Council Maurice Strong, media tycoon and world citizen Ted Turner, ex-Secretary’s of state George Shultz and James Baker III.

[others present] Ex-senators George Mitchell and Alan Cranston [Still doing his dirty deeds outside the spotlight?] New Age Dr. Deepak Chopra and Jane Fonda.

Zbigniew Brzezinski, President Carter’s former National Security Advisor, who earlier explained to a Forum audience how regionalism must come before world government, attempted to explain to a reporter why there were no Christian leaders at the Forum by stating, “I happen to know that President Gorbachev is a very good friend of the Pope—and I am too.” His reply, as did Gobachev’s, danced around the question but was revealing just the same. Christianity was not represented because pantheism (everything is god) was the order of the day.

They take their job very seriously, these one-world do-gooders. Evidence the well-fed, pampered Forum audience, at a plenary meeting on Saturday, and how they hung on to every word of New Age guru Sam Keen, who pronounced, “If we cut the world’s population by 90% [Not very good odds that you’re one of the 10%!! Furthermore, would you like to start pondering the kind of torture they’ll use to push you into the grave? Come to think of it, the ELITE KHAZARIAN JEWS “have a thing” for GAS OVENS!!], there won’t be enough people left to do ecological damage.” His proposal received enthusiastic applause [Do you still wonder why the CONTROLLED media didn’t give them a lot of publicity?? RATS don’t like the light of publicity!!]. The presumption was that Keen’s audience would be among the elect, the remaining 10%, the ones chosen to do the “cutting.” Another example of this blatant elitism surfaced last year, when Gorbachev was being interviewed by Audubon, when he declared that “Americans have to be more modest in their desires.” Coming from someone who lives a lifestyle resplendent with gourmet foods and catered surroundings makes his words reek of pomposity.

How many people buy the globalist government lie? Evidently the Forum promoters were anxious about empty seats that would reflect how meager the number of their committed clique really is [You’re a foolish person if you let this fool you into being complacent.]; three incidents reveal this concern. Sprinkled among the illuminaries were average people such as the delegation from South America, who, try as they might, could not account for their being invited to the Forum. Then there was the musician who proudly exhibited the esteemed press pass. He had been asked to play at an evening session and was not paid but was awarded the ID which allowed him entry to the meetings.
He chose to partake of only one meeting and admitted the subject matter was beyond his understanding. It would be interesting to know how many others in attendance were simply “fillers”, and not really in tune with the “transforming human consciousness” to which Gorbachev referred.

The final bash on Sunday, at the Masonic Hall, involving CNN’s Bernard Shaw and former leaders Gorbachev, Bush and Thatcher, revealed hundreds of vacant seats. TV monitors were set up and functioning to accommodate the large empty wing sections, so organizers must have hoped last minute arrivals would pay the $100 to view the one hour “discussion.” They didn’t. The lack of paying customers and the evidence that there really isn’t a large number of these elitists almost made up for the standing ovation the audience gave Gorbachev when he strode onto the stage.

When you burrow to the core of all the rhetoric, you discover how all this will directly affect you. Gorby claims “we must change the nature of consumption” by moving away from a technology-centered way of living. There is only one way to interpret this; his New World Order will dictate every aspect of our lives, forcing civilization back to the barbaric dark ages, before technology replaced human sweat and blood. His time frame gives the social planners five years to redistribute the world’s wealth, transfer all armaments to the United Nations peacekeeping FORCE, to further empower the United Nations, initiate a global tax, implement the overpopulation solution, and to eliminate nationalism (read “patriotism”) as well as nationhood’s border barriers [emphasis mine].

A HERO’S WELCOME

Excerpted from THE SALT LAKE TRIBUNE, 10/8/96, [quoting:]

Ex-SOVIET PRESIDENT IS OPTIMISTIC
RUSSIA WILL BE ALL RIGHT—SOMEDAY

Mikhail Gorbachev, the ex-Soviet leader who helped engineer one of the most dramatic periods in world history, basked Monday night in yet another brief shining moment of glory.

Before a capacity crowd at the University of Utah’s Kingsbury Hall, Mikhail Gorbachev, once Time Magazine’s Man of the Year, became Utah’s Man of the Hour.

For more than an hour, Gorbachev quickly summarized Russia’s immense history, delved into his tumultuous tenure as Soviet president and described a dark future for his homeland unless it undergoes major political changes soon.

“Russia is threatened with a long stagnation, similar to that experienced by most Latin countries in [this] century,” Gorbachev said through his longtime interpreter, Pavel Palashenkov.

He said industry and modernization in Russia have deteriorated drastically since he lost power in 1991 to a government that he said now is characterized by a “reckless, total liberalization and decontrol of the economy.” [End quoting]
What does this article say about how AWAKE we are when we allow him to “bask in glory” before a capacity audience in our country. Let us remember what an evil man he was as ruler of Russia. Let us remember he was brought over here and given an office at the Presidio in San Francisco to help RULE AND CONTROL US. When will we WAKE UP!
Most of you are aware of an ongoing case, in which I am the plaintiff, versus Illinois Power Company. This case, just in case you readers are wondering why I would get involved, at my age, is already won by procedures of law, whereas precedents stand in Res Judicata at Constitutional Common Law of Contracts.

Well, I will tell you why! The case was petitioned under Article III Jurisdiction (Constitutional Law, because the contract involved was executed in 1941) and Article 1, Cl. 10 (Prohibition of Impeding Contracts), Rule 56 (a), the Constitution for the United States, “grandfathered”. Marbury vs. Madison, “grandfathered”, Fletcher vs. Peck, “grandfathered”, Article V and Article VI, Cl. 2.

All are precedents of law, which have never been overturned by “inferior courts at U.S. District Court level”, for they are Acts of Congress and the U.S. Supreme Court, which are and have remained, the backbone of Rights cases (there are a lot more, but I chose these).

Also, this case represents (to me) the very essence of law performing at its peak. Why? Well, our Constitution is involved. The case presented was already won by precedents and procedures. The real issue is forcing the court to acknowledge our Constitution. Come Hell or high water, the Constitution must prevail.

“How is the case going?”, you ask. Well, it’s like this. Back in the 1960s, a group of friends and I went to the race track at Ellis Park in Indiana. The jockeys had “fixed the race”. A specific horse was supposed to win. The horses came out of the gate like a bullet. They went around the first turn, then the second, and on the back stretch the horse who was supposed to win stumbled and almost unseated his jockey. The other jockeys slowed their horses down to a slow gallop, until the fixed horse and jockey could regain their stride. When coming along side of the other horses, they all broke loose and ran like hell for the finish line, but the fixed horse won. There was an inquiry and the second place horse won.

In this particular instance of the case which is at issue, the jockey is the Bar Association member (law firm and individuals) representing a club member. So far, they are in default six times, still the court refuses to acknowledge that which was petitioned in the first pleading. The jockey/attorney and firm (constitutionally), are on an entirely different race track, trying to run a race on Thomas Law, or Bar Association Law, while the Constitution has a track all of its own. And the jockeys are holding up their horses until this six-times-in-default “fixed horse” can regain its stride.

I have no intention of allowing a horse on another track to come onto the track of the “Grandfathered” Constitution, and not follow the rules of the race.
Being a “little long in the tooth” (getting up there in years), to avoid 10-20 or more years of inquiry, a 28 U.S.C.A. ss1361 “Extraordinary Writ of Mandamus” was filed on the court, which orders an officer of the United States District Court to perform his duties of the United States Court, and to execute that which was petitioned.

Just for good measure, the same thing was filed at Appellate level (just to keep the old boys honest, no aces up the sleeve).

Why the Mandamus? Well, our *Constitution* is at stake, our laws of rights are at stake. As all of us know, the *Constitution* is laughed at, made a mockery of by judges, clerks, political entities from the top of the heap to the bottom, and laws foreign to our duly constituted laws are unlawfully imposed upon us. The harder We, the People scream the more repugnancies are heaped upon us by unconstitutional acts. Therefore, in the knowing of all this, I dug out my old class books (constitutional law; *Administrative Law Text, Hornbook Series*, by Kenneth Culp Day, West Publishing Company, 1959) and looked up ss23.09: Mandatory Relief in General, which in essence states: Mandamus intricacies do their deadly deeds, and somehow most federal courts continue to assume that mandamus tradition must be allowed to override what Congress has enacted. (Now 28 U.S.C.A. ss1316, or 28 U.S.C.A. Title V for appeals remedy.)

This method is not to be taken lightly. There is no person on this Earth, that has more respect for the laws of this land than myself. The constitutional laws of this great nation have been my safe harbor. I took an oath to uphold, protect and defend her, for she stands in harm’s way, in our conflict of interest, conflict of laws, courts of today.

**EVEN MORE REASON FOR MANDAMUS**

Remember all those utility bonds which have been, and are being paid for by the taxpayers? Well, take a look at the affixed pages [See end of chapter] exhibit 21 (a), subsidiaries of Illinova Corporation and Illinois Power Company. Approximately 50 companies are either owned, or Illinova/Illinois Power Company has stock in. Also, something else, which I believe is in violation of Illinois corporate law: Four (4) corporate title positions are held by one officer. The chairman of the board, the chief executive officer, the president, and director are one person. Which could possibly pierce the corporate veil.

Something else which bothers me: Back when Illinois Power and Iowa Power merged, Harris Savings and Loan Bank bought the trusteeship for $1.00 (1943-44 public records in Macon County, Illinois).

It is believed by me: A Howard Hughes “umbrella” is existing, which is in violation of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act and the Clayton Act, Section 8 (ss8).

Then, there is another problem. In Illinova/Illinois Power’s Annual Report to the Security Exchange Commission (pursuant to section rules and regulations of 1933-1935), prepared by Price Waterhouse, a failure to report UCC-1 Lien, and UCC-9-503, Default and Taking Possession of
Collateral Without Judicial Process, are not reported.

Have the taxpayers, paying for the utility bonds (a) had their utility rates decreased, (b) had their taxes reduced, or (c) enjoyed remuneration from these outside investments? No, they have not!

Utility bonds are resought every time something new is needed.

Taxpayer dollars are used for purposes other than collected and paid.

Taking into consideration there are allegedly 250 more of these instruments, like the one I have, out there in the public hands, which, according to the laws of 1941, are lawful tender (Silver Certificates), which are (12 U.S.C. ss411) convertable into lawful money at the U.S. Treasury, and the parity ratio between lawful money and legal tender (FRBNS [Federal Reserve Bank notes]) at $35.00 (lawful money) to $1.00 (legal tender, FRBNS), one would think our Congress or Senate would call an investigation!

Let’s look at it this way: That certificate/contract, which I have properly calculated is worth $3,812,792,613.70 in lawful money. Multiply that by 250.

Also, it is a strong suspicion that off-balance-sheet financing has been conducted on these outstanding deposit certificates, creating a secondary financing entity for sub rosa projects (under the table).

The only thing the U.S. Congress can do is rescind the Federal Advisory Committee Act, which allows the President of the United States to keep on keepin’ on and doing things with a stroke of his magic pen, which protects these corrupt activities from investigation and/or prosecution. For in his executive orders, one of the first things he protects are utility companies or energy based this-and-that, and then he loves to get involved in contracts. The President of the United States is estoped, barred and precluded by constitutional law from entering into and onto forbidden territory, that being the Bill of Rights!

Do you realize the amount of the outstanding lawful money involved in this?!

This is only one power company. How many more are out there?

There was a war going on from 1941 to 1947 (sic), then came the Korean “thing” (I cannot remember a time when we were not in a war of one kind or another, and I’m 60). People were worried about things other than certificates of deposit.

In my own family we were farmers. We could not kill the livestock for food. We worked our tillies off and when we were not working, we did another form of work, hunting and fishing for food!

We hunted squirrels, rabbits, chicken hawks, crows, but we made it. We would have a chicken on Sunday (that is where the old adage “chicken every Sunday” came from), for we could not often kill our chickens, we needed them for eggs. (Yes, chicken hawks and crows are very good when
skinned and soaked in buttermilk overnight.)

We did not have refrigeration (only city folk had electricity), so we would hunt before breakfast, just to have breakfast! (Didn’t know that, did you, kids?)

We did not have indoor toilets either, nor toilet tissue! We were the poor folks. We used burdock leaves (no chiggers), red and white corn cobs, and “Monkey Wards” and “Sears Sawbuck” catalogs’ black-and-white pages (no slicks).

Electricity was a luxury. We lived 15 miles from the nearest neighbor. Electricity was 25 miles away, but my aunt/mother had electricity.

She had a contract with Illinois Power Company and they defaulted on the contract. She died in near poverty because Illinois Power Company refused to pay on demand that which was due her, when specific performance was demanded.

She put no amount on the demand for payment. She trusted them to do what was right. All she wanted was enough money to get her dentures fitted, to afford quality health care and maintenance, and to die in her own bed.

The Power Company, knowing of her illness and her being bed-ridden, thought, here’s an old broad on her last leg, with no children, so “To Hell with the old bitch!”

Well, not so! When she took me from an abusive home, at the age of 3 or 4, with a black eye, blood on my “Buster Browns”, blood on my arms from being beaten (photo exists), with only visitation rights to the abusive family, she became my lawful “aunt/mother”.

And now, big power company, shall we dance?!

I named the price, the demand for payment (specific performance) was made. Non performance constituted default, upon which there is a secretary of state’s recorded lien and default and I have a funny feeling that, that is just what they deserve. As my aunt/mother would have said: “You shouldn’t have oughta done that to an ‘old folk’.”

V.K. Durham, the secured party

EXHIBIT 21 (a)
Editor’s note: The following writing is by the Ascended Master known as Lanto, the Sage, of the Second Ray or Aspect of Creator’s spectrum, among the seven great “Rainbow Masters” communicating at this time to help us get through Earth-Shan’s planetary transition and rebalancing.

In Journal #7, called THE RAINBOW MASTERS, Lanto says: “I have chosen the softness of the yellow refraction as my most comfortable vibration and am most easily identified from my ‘past’ (as you perceive it to be) experiences. My existence in mortal form brought me to your places that you now geographically identify as the Orient. I was given the great gifts of Insight and Wisdom from our Creator Source to experience upon this planet in the form of many most humble wise ones. My most revered service was to the one who came first as the Christos, The Buddha (brother and one with the Master Esu Jesus).”

For more background on this important group of teachers, plus earlier writings by them, refer to the Back Page for Journal ordering information.

Greetings, my friend, it is I, Lanto, the Sage. I come in the Radiant Oneness of Creator’s Magnificent Light.

Lessons shall be a continuous part of your life experience. The only TRUE purpose for expressing in the third-dimensional experience is that of SPIRITUAL GROWTH. You ones who write these messages have a tremendous responsibility, thus the impact of the day-to-day experience is great. The question is: Will you sit and write so that your brother might wake up, or will you get distracted by the daily impact of living? This is perhaps the hardest thing to face for you ones who write these messages.

Let me tell on my scribe. My scribe is relatively young to the physical experience and wishes to have a family someday. The thought of the work ahead allows for nearly no opportunity to pursue this sort of thing. The question as to what is more important will, from time to time, come around to distract ones, like this receiver, from their Higher Purpose.

This is always a problem for Ground Crew in general—especially on a third-dimensional planet, like the one upon which you are now experiencing, where the general moral and ethical standards have degenerated to a pitiful level.

There is, in effect, a substantial “illumination” difference between the energy fields of you of Ground Crew and those who are of this planetary mindset. This difference causes ones to be attracted to you because of your greater Light, much like a moth to a flame. But, just as a moth will get burnt if it gets too close to an open flame, so, too, will YOU burn another (or get burnt by another) if you are not properly suited to one another.
Relationships can be time consuming, energy draining, and distracting—to say the least. My scribe questions me as to why we are addressing such a SEEMINGLY personal topic. But KNOW that this is a matter of great general concern.

There are more and more Ground Crew members waking-up at this time. There are more and more physically young ones who are going through their own personal experiences with relationships and families. There are ones who are feeling lonely and rejected because they cannot seem to find the “right person”, or they are trying desperately to make an existing relationship work—when the other doesn’t even want to see or hear the Higher messages of spiritual Truth such as are brought forth in the CONTACT newspaper.

You CANNOT force another to see Truth if they are not ready for Truth—especially, of all things, not spiritual Truth! You can offer another a helping hand, but you cannot force another to take it. YOU must be responsible for all YOUR actions and choices. If YOU choose to ignore your “call to service”, then YOU must live with that choice.

If you have a spouse who is antagonistic towards your beliefs, then I must ask you: Why did you choose to commit yourself to such a challenge?

Some will become desperate in their attempts to hold a relationship together. They may even bring children into the picture in order to try to “solidify” the family unit. This is yet another responsibility, and if there is not balance PRIOR to the child’s conception, then you can rest assured that there will NOT be balance afterwards!

You must seek to understand EXACTLY who you are and why you are here, if you are to find stability. You must find your own inner peace and be happy and content with who you are—for if you are not happy with self, or you do not know what it is that makes you feel so restless, then how can you expect another to “magically” fulfill this for you?

Please know that it is quite natural to want to express within the family unit and have a balanced emotional exchange with another. But please keep in mind that you, if you are Ground Crew, have volunteered to go down there and fulfill a certain mission or role—not get wrapped up in the “typical” experience of the expression.

Many of the ones awakening now are having difficulties with family and friends not accepting them for who they are because these awakening Ground Crew are perceived to have, somehow, “wandered off into some spiritual kick”. If another cannot accept you for who you are, then that is THEIR problem, not yours. If YOU choose to react to another’s problem, then that is YOUR choice and YOUR problem.

I, Lanto, would suggest that, if another will only accept you IF..., then that person is, in fact, judging (placing conditions upon) you based upon their own prejudices and beliefs. You would do well to consider the LONG TERM implications of remaining in a relationship with such a person, whether it be friend, spouse, or other family members. By making this cautionary observation, I am NOT giving anyone permission or telling anyone to divorce or
anything else! YOU must make your own choices and deal with the resulting situations that YOU have created.

Many Ground Crew members get caught up in the day-to-day struggle to “just fit in” or “just be ‘normal’ “. Did you ever stop to think that you might not be “normal” and that you may NEVER really fit-in to the prevailing “normal” society?

Most of you who are disposed to read these messages are NOT of this world! You have come here to assist your younger (less awake) brothers. You did NOT come here to be LIKE your younger brothers! However, it IS quite normal to sense that you don’t “fit in” or that you don’t belong.

Realize that, while you are down there, in the physical, you will have ALL the impacting factors of the ego to deal with. Fear is the largest single factor: Fear of embarrassment. Fear of being different. Fear of being wrong. Fear for personal safety or the safety of others. Fear of being alone. We could go on and on.

The point is to show you that these are EGO-generated fears. If you have certainty in Creator God, then you truly have nothing to fear. NOTHING! Stop letting these ego-generated fears control you!

If another is trying to control you with fear, such as by giving ultimatums like, “Do this or that or else...”, then I would suggest you look at the actions of such ones and call it to their attention. If they cannot see what it is that they are doing, then YOU need to recognize with whom, exactly, you are dealing, for the adversary’s influence is often subtle. Even the best of Ground Crew are not immune to the pressures of the adversary.

I will also caution you who are reading this that you monitor yourselves closely and make sure that you are not trying to use subtle fear tactics to control another. God is not of force; He does NOT use fear to control anyone.

Religions may very well use fear to control their flocks. Governments most certainly do use fear to control the masses. Parents may use fear to control their children. Creator God does NOT!

It is your responsibility to pull yourself out of your own fears. This does not mean that you must do it ALONE. When the time is right, and you are ready, the teacher, guide or wayshower will appear. But you must be ready and accepting of the help when and where it is presented to you.

Remember the prior lessons about how “like attracts like”. If you are easily controlled by your fears, then you will attract to you someone who is also insecure with their own self. Thus, you will have two insecure people attempting to find security (from their fears) in one another, instead of finding it within self. And this only creates a larger problem, not balance.
Seek first to know and balance self. Rid yourself of your own fears PRIOR to entering into your next relationship. Then, if such is to be, you will find that you will attract “the person of your dreams” for, in a balanced state, you will naturally see through and repel those who are still trying to play their little control games. To do otherwise, you run the risk of being completely miserable and unfulfilled because you will have distracted yourself from your more important, Higher Purpose.

The adversary will exploit ALL of your weaknesses in an attempt to keep you from realizing your TRUE potential. Using the ego to distract you, such as with fear, is the oldest trick in the book. Why? Because it WORKS!

So, my message to this scribe, and to those of you out there (who are feeling lonely or rejected or have gone through relationship after relationship only to find yourself wanting or needing “more”) is to FIRST seek to balance self, heal from your past battle wounds, find your happiness within, and have faith that your Guides and God DO understand and KNOW what it is that you need. However, keep in mind that what you actually need, and what you may think you need, are almost always different.

Go within and ask for that which is for the highest good—and expect an answer. But now a caution: You may not always like the answer that you hear!

Please keep in mind that there are infinite journeys of the soul and that you have existed prior to this experience and that you have done all of this MANY, MANY times before. You HAVE had your families. You will again, if you so desire, have families. Some of you never stop to realize that you are a part of a much larger family out here among the stars. It is just that you are currently assigned to the “starship” Earth-Shan. You are, in effect, “out to sea” and away from “home”, on a mission.

So, next time you are feeling lonely or depressed, perhaps a nice trip out away from the city lights to look at the stars would be helpful. Even if you tend to perceive yourself as being alone, you are, in fact, NEVER alone. We of the Higher Realms are ALWAYS there, ready to assist, if you but ask.

These sorts of adversarial attacks are the challenges you must face and overcome. Be persistent in your endeavors to find balance for the adversary will not like that he is losing his grip on you. Keep in mind, also, that even when he cannot control you directly, he can attempt to influence and control those around you. Learn to recognize his subtle trickery and gamesmanship. He is a master of manipulation.

I am Lanto, the Sage. I am your Elder Brother, come at this time as one of the many Hosts of God, so that you might find your way.

Salu.
The Minister Louis Farrakhan used a two-hour speech in front of the United Nations yesterday, and a shorter Libyan-sponsored news conference inside, to paint the United States as an immoral superpower spreading misery across the world, starving young Arab children, enslaving Black Americans with drug addiction and generally plotting against anyone who stands up against it—especially himself and his followers.

Guarded by troops of uniformed and plainclothes security guards from his organization, the Nation of Islam, Farrakhan went through a mostly familiar litany of alleged American misdeeds including the invention of the AIDS virus, deliberate introduction of crack cocaine into Black neighborhoods and economic punishment of his followers.

There was little new in the speech, a mélange of scriptural verse, geopolitical theories and complaints that he is being victimized as one of the few people in the world able to stand up to the U.S. government, which he described as “a bunch of murderers and thieves, liars and deceivers.”

Citing a recent investigative series in the San Jose Mercury News, linking the CIA with two men accused of distributing crack to Black gangs in Los Angeles, Farrakhan accused unspecified U.S. presidents with intentionally bringing drugs into Black neighborhoods to weaken Black people. The plot was not carried out by the CIA, he said.

“That’s why there are no records in the CIA,” he said. “This is not just a smoking gun. It is a smoking cannon that leads straight to the White House.”

Farrakhan’s keynote at what organizers, principally his followers, termed the World’s Day of Atonement offered little personal atonement. He said he would not apologize “for telling the truth”. But, if anyone could prove he uttered falsehoods—especially Jewish leaders—he would atone for them,
he said.

In his press conference, Farrakhan expressed regret for anything he had said or done to create a climate that led to the assassination of Malcom X.

Speaking from behind a bulletproof shield, Farrakhan devoted much time calling on world political and religious leaders, especially Arabs, to stand up to the United States. He urged them to defy sanctions the UN has levied on Libya, Iraq and Sudan for threatening their neighbors with terrorism, assassination or unconventional weapons.

In a subsequent official UN press conference requested by Libya, Farrakhan appealed to about 50 international journalists to be “manly” and “womanly” and defy the United States, apparently mistaking them for delegates from UN member nations.

He was flanked by South African political figure Winnie Mandela, who said nothing. Farrakhan said the State Department had imposed silence as a condition of a five-day visa, but the U.S. Mission to the UN professed bafflement.

His plan, he said, was to change U.S. foreign policy—such as reducing Africa to “a footstool”—by rallying a “third political force” made up of 40 million American Blacks, Native Americans, Arabs and Hispanics.

Farrakhan appealed to the UN to act to stop an impending “War of Armageddon”, which he warned would take place by the year 2004 if nothing were done to stop it.

He asked the UN to look into 360 years of “genocidal” attacks on Black Americans and Jewish-Arab friction in the Middle East. He said what “the inability of the Palestinians to receive true justice” is behind what some would call terrorism.

“Terrorism, like beauty, is in the eye of the beholder,” he said, depicting Libyan leader Moammar Gadhafi as a victim of “European and American evil.”

**Thousands Rally at United Nations on ‘Day of Atonement’**

From *The New York Times*, by Charisse Jones, 10/17/96, [quoting:]

Seeking to show that the momentum sparked a year ago by a huge rally of Black men in Washington remains alive, thousands of people gathered yesterday in the shadow of the United Nations to extol the success of the gathering and to renew its calls for atonement and brotherhood.

In speeches, prayers and personal testimonies yesterday, the memory of last year’s gathering—which organizers called the Million Man March—was constantly evoked in Dag Hammarskjold Plaza, where an estimated 38,000 people convened for an anniversary observance that organizers called the World’s Day of Atonement. And though yesterday’s rally echoed similar themes, it averted some of the criticism leveled at last year’s gathering by inviting women as well as men, and
by including Hispanic and Native American speakers who spoke of unity and mutual struggle.

But the central figure at the two rallies was the same: Louis Farrakhan, leader of the Nation of Islam, who was both the magnet for enthusiasm at the gatherings and the lightning rod for criticism. His nearly three-hour speech yesterday began as a sermon on morality and the need for people and nations to atone for violence, murder and war, and soon became a vehement scolding of world leaders, with Mr. Farrakhan lashing out at the United States Government, calling for the lifting of sanctions against Iraq and Cuba, and demanding recognition of the Palestinians’ right to sovereignty.

“Somebody has to have the painful duty of pointing out to the kings and rulers and the people where we have gone wrong,” said Mr. Farrakhan, whose words were frequently punctuated by applause from the crowd gathered under a sunny, then hazy sky.

Referring to denunciations from Jewish group and others—including Mayor Rudolph W. Giuliani, who said he would not attend because of Mr. Farrakhan’s history of anti-Semitic remarks—Mr. Farrakhan said: “I have to tell it, whether the kings like it or not, whether the A.D.L. likes it or not, whether Mayor Giuliani likes it or not. I have to tell the truth.”

While Mr. Farrakhan’s speech—delivered from behind a bulletproof partition—ranged across the spectrum of international affairs and other topics, most of those in attendance were drawn by more domestic concerns. Some who had not made the trip to Washington last year came yesterday to get a taste of what they had missed, while others gathered to recapture the spirit of that day.

“I felt to keep the spirit of the Million Man March alive, I had to come out today, to continue my atonement,” said Harry A. Payton, who said he attended the rally last year. “That was my pledge there. There were times in my life when I wasn’t always doing right for my family. I’m trying to make up for that today.”

Uhuru McCray, a factory worker from Middlesex County, N.J., watched last year’s rally on television. “I made sure I was here today,” he said.

Benjamin F. Chavis Jr., national director of the Million Man March Organizing Committee, noted last year’s legacy, saying that more than one million Black Americans had registered to vote in the wake of the gathering on the Mall in Washington, while thousands of families heeded a call to adopt Black children.

Mr. Farrakhan also suggested that the spirit of last year’s rally had led to a nationwide decline in crime.

“I know Clinton wants to take credit for it,” he said. “I know the police want to take credit.”

“The real truth is that the spirit of the Million Man March should take credit.”

The Government estimated that 400,000 men attended last year’s rally, though organizers have
contended that the number was much higher. Yesterday, the police estimated attendance at 30,000, but organizers once again insisted that the crowd was far larger. “If they tell you 30,000, they’re lying,” Mr. Farrakhan said. “White men can’t jump, and White men can’t count.”

Second Avenue was closed from 42nd Street to 57th Street as the crowd stretched from the plaza toward Third Avenue and down Second Avenue to 43rd Street. Many in the gathering had to watch the day’s events on mammoth television screens because they could not see the stage set up in the plaza by the United Nations.

The global themes sounded by Mr. Farrakhan reflected a world tour he took in the wake of last year’s rally—a trip criticized by government officials and many Black Americans for including stops in Libya, Nigeria and other countries denounced as repressive. But rather than apologize for the tour, Mr. Farrakhan told the crowd yesterday that his travels gave him firsthand knowledge of the suffering within countries isolated by the United States.

FARRAKHAN AGAIN IS A MAGNET FOR MANY AND A LIGHTNING ROD FOR CRITICISM.

“I am asking the United Nations to stop using the taxpayers’ money to destabilize Iran and the other Muslim nations,” said Mr. Farrakhan, who also called on the United States Government to allow him to accept a $1 billion pledge from Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi of Libya. “I am asking the United Nations to stop the superior powers from interfering in the internal affairs of weaker, smaller, African, Caribbean, South American and Central American nations.”

Criticism of Mr. Farrakhan’s remarks was swift. “There was no atonement, if that’s what people were looking for,” said Abraham Foxman, national director of the Anti-Defamation League. “While in the past I was very much offended by the attacks on the Jews, this time I’m more outraged by the attacks on the American Government, American institutions, the conspiracy theories that are exaggerated.”

About 20 demonstrators from the Coalition for Jewish Concerns carried placards denouncing Mr. Farrakhan yesterday, and one protester, Ronn Torossian, 22, was given a summons by the police for disorderly conduct, police officials said.

But many in the crowd and on the stage said that the broad themes of the rally—reconciliation, personal responsibility and the denouncing of oppression—were more important than any single figure.

“This rally, and this movement and this struggle, is not about one personality,” Prof. Cornel West of Harvard University told the crowd. “It’s about the fact there’s too much pain and suffering in this nation.”

Winnie Mandela also attended the rally, but her remarks—which echoed the day’s themes of atonement and the battle against repression—were delivered by an aide, who said the South African
Government had ordered her not to speak publicly. Also among the invited guests were relatives of Anthony Baez, who died in a struggle in the Bronx with a police officer in 1994. The officer was acquitted in the case last week.

Though there were overtures across ethnic lines, the crowd was predominantly African-American. And the day’s strongest message was one of the Black pride and brotherhood, as the names of legendary Black figures laced prayers and speeches.

Kwame Toure, the Black nationalist, told the throngs to go back to their communities and organize. The comedian and human rights advocate Dick Gregory stirred the crowd with his humor and criticized what many believed to be an official undercount of last year’s rally.

And the Rev. Al Sharpton called on President Clinton and Bob Dole to begin an investigation of what he described as possible governmental involvement in the distribution of crack cocaine in Black neighborhoods in California.

But many in the crowd sought a more personal message in the gathering. Joseph McWilliams traveled all the way from San Francisco for the rally, staying at a nearby Y.M.C.A., so he could get a prime spot, but ultimately being forced to watch the rally’s speakers on one of the television monitors.

“At one time, I had a very unstable lifestyle,” said Mr. McWilliams, who said he once abused drugs.

While he broke those habits five years ago, he said that the struggle to live in a constructive, responsible fashion was constant. “When you have this support,” he said, gesturing toward thousands of men around him, “It’s a big help. It’s a big spiritual uplift.”

**Farrakhan Leads Rally Near UN**

From *The Boston Globe*, by Colum Lynch, *Globe* correspondent, 10/17/96, [quoting:]

NEW YORK—One year after the “Million Man March” in Washington, Nation of Islam leader Louis Farrakhan sought yesterday to parlay an anniversary rally outside the United Nations’ headquarters into a global appeal for financial assistance for America’s inner cities.

During a three-hour speech, Farrakhan vowed to cash in on a $1 billion offer from Libyan leader Moammar Khadafy to help finance Black businesses in America’s inner cities. And he urged other governments to follow Libya’s example.

The State Department has barred Farrakhan from accepting the money from Libya, which is accused by the United States of sponsoring international terrorism, including the bombing of Pan Am Flight 103 over Lockerbie, Scotland, in 1988.

At a news conference at the UN sponsored by the Libyan mission after the rally, Farrakhan charac-
terized Khadafy as a “freedom fighter” and said that “terrorism, like beauty, is in the eye of the beholder.”

Winnie Mandela, Rev. Al Sharpton and former NAACP president Benjamin Chavis joined Farrakhan and dozens of other black and Native American speakers at the New York rally, dubbed the World’s Day of Atonement.

Speaking from a podium inside a bulletproof shell, Farrakhan assailed the United States for imposing sanctions on Cuba, Libya, Iraq, Sudan, Iran and Nigeria. He said would ask the United Nations to investigate whether the US Government has engaged in genocidal practices against Blacks and Native Americans. He even got in a plug for a second term for UN Secretary General Boutros Boutros-Ghali, whose bid for a reelection may have been doomed by the threat of a veto from the United States.

The event, designed to urge governments to atone for promoting violence, war and slavery, began with an early-morning prayer vigil at the UN building. By noon, nearly 15,000 people filled Dag Hammarskjold Plaza. Thousands more gathered on Second Avenue to watch and listen to speeches displayed on a giant video screen. When the call came for donations they dug into their pockets and filled dozens of boxes and garbage cans. Police estimated the crowd at about 88,000 people.

For many of those attending, there was limited interest in Farrakhan’s foreign policy agenda. Most were concerned with more immediate problems—the poverty, drugs and violence that affect many poor Blacks in America.

The crowd roared its approval when Farrakhan talked about news reports linking the CIA with the sale of crack cocaine in Black communities. Farrakhan, who is considering launching a class action lawsuit on behalf of those who have been victims of drug abuse, alleged yesterday that the White House was involved in the scheme but offered no proof.

Annette McGarrak, 54, who participated in the civil rights movement in Boston in the 1960s, said she came to New York because she thought Farrakhan “was the only one saying anything positive about the Black community.” Like so many others at the event, she understood Farrakhan’s message of self-esteem and economic self-determination among Blacks.

But she differs with Farrakhan on many issues, she said. “I don’t think that White people are devils, for instance. But he is the only one who is saying anything positive about the Black community. The message is fine and I’m not going to complain about the messenger.”

Kenny Alston, a cook from Queens who attended the Million Man March last year, said yesterday’s event paled by comparison with the “electrifying” rally last year. And, he said, he preferred that Black leaders focus on the domestic problems rather than international ones. “We have to worry about the killing in our own neighborhoods,” he said.

Farrakhan touched on a range of domestic issues from abortion to adultery. He instructed his audience to live a pure life and he urged couples to attend a rally in Washington in four years where he would preside over 10,000 “divine” marriages.
CHAPTER 18

MINISTER LOUIS FARRAKHAN

Press Conference By Nation Of Islam,
Sponsored By Libya

From Press Release received 10/17/96, [Quoting:]

At a Headquarters press conference Wednesday sponsored by Libya, Minister Louis Farrakhan, the leader of the Nation of Islam, told correspondents that he was honored to be at the United Nations, which was dedicated to world peace but was struggling very hard. He said, to mark the anniversary of last year’s “Million Man March” held in Washington, D.C., the 16th of October this year had been declared: “A world’s day of atonement against violence, murder and warfare”.

What was his opinion of the situation in the Sudan where the government persecuted and killed Blacks in the south of the country, a correspondent asked. Minister Farrakhan said the question suggested people in the north were not Black, when the Sudan was a Black nation. He abhorred the killing of any human being by another human being. The long war between the north and south of the Sudan suggested there was a problem which needed to be addressed. He had visited the Sudan during three previous administrations, as well as during the current one of President Omar Hassan Ahmed Al-Bashir. But in all those years, he had never heard the word slavery mentioned. Former President Sadiq Al-Mahdi had given assurances that he could solve the deep problem between the north and the south, but had been unable to do so.

Mr. Farrakhan said he had met with Kenyan President Daniel T. arap Moi in Nairobi last year, after stopping in Ghana and Zambia, to seek the advice of leaders there on how to bring peace to the Sudan. He had also met with Ugandan President Yoweri Museveni and with the leader of the Sudan People’s Liberation Army, John Garang. In Khartoum, he met with Sudanese religious leader Hassan Al-Turabi and President Rashir. For a time, it had seemed there might be a breakthrough, but unfortunately that had not happened. In dealing with the problems in the Sudan, the United Nations should not allow itself to be a tool of United States foreign policy objectives. It should not impose Security Council sanctions against an entire people because it was alleged that some of those who had plotted to kill Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak were living somewhere in the Sudan. That was no reason to punish a whole nation of people. He hoped that the United Nations would strive to bring more justice into the dealings of Member nations and so avoid the cataclysmic war which was on the horizon.

Some Muslim Governments and leaders kept their distance and did not treat Minister Farrakhan as a mainstream Muslim leader, and the United States mainstream media portrayed him as an extremist, a correspondent said. Did Minister Farrakhan think there was something wrong with his message, he asked. “Something was wrong with the mainstream, not necessarily with me and my message,” Mr. Farrakhan replied. Those of the mainstream seemed to be American puppets and tools and cowered and ran from anyone who spoke the truth. He was like those prophets and
messengers of God who spoke the truth, he added. He was not calling himself a prophet or a
messenger, but he followed in that tradition. There was nothing wrong with his message. God had
given him the assignment to tell the truth.

A correspondent asked for Minister Farrakhan’s opinion of the “invasion and continuous occupa-
ton of Haiti”. Minister Farrakhan said his sympathy had always been with the Haitian people, who
had never been able to come out from under Western domination and humiliation. It was wrong
and a “mockery” that former Haitian President Jean Bertrand Aristide had been restored to power
by America, but had not been allowed to stand for reelection. The Haitians would continue to
suffer until someone rose up from the masses with the wisdom, knowledge and understanding to
untie them and throw off the yoke of imperialism, colonialism, slavery and dependence that had
weakened the country.

What did he think of the new Turkish Prime Minister and his foreign policy, a correspondent asked.
Minister Farrakhan said the Turkish leader was showing independence from Western dominance.
His visits to Iran, Libya and Nigeria were not the way to curry friendship. Turkey was too great a
nation to be cowed by Western powers.

The theme of the Day of Atonement was “Can the United Nations Avoid Armageddon?” Did he
think that the United Nations could do that, and if so, how, a correspondent asked. The United
Nations could not do it at the moment because it was in a very weak position, Minister Farrakhan
replied. He did not understand how the United States still had so much influence and a vote in the
Security Council when it owed over a billion dollars in dues. The way the United Nations was
going would lead to war, not away from it. There were two major problems in the world. One was
the very serious problem between Israel and the Palestinians, which could bring the whole world to
war.

Minister Farrakhan said since the United Nations, under a British mandate, had divided Palestine
to give Israeli people the right to a homeland, independence and sovereignty, while knowing the
Arab world would reject it, the problem had festered. The United Nations must never abandon its
role in the peace process to America. It must also recognize the Palestinian people’s right to self-
governance and independence. The borders of Israel and Palestine would only be secure when
there was true justice for the Palestinians. If Israel and its security was the cornerstone of America’s
foreign policy, then the weaning of the Arab world and pitting Arab nations against each other was
also part of that policy. And any peace would not give true justice to the Palestinian people.

The promise behind the Day of Atonement was that even the best people had committed errors
which they must confess and seek forgiveness for, a correspondent said. What errors had Minister
Farrakhan chosen to confess and seek forgiveness for, he asked. Minister Farrakhan replied that he
certainly would not confess to the error of not telling the truth. He would never repent for telling
the truth if it hurt the feelings of those who were guilty of injustice. Like all human beings, he was
a sinner and he had the right to repent and atone to those whom he had offended by his personal
actions. If, however, his actions had offended his own Government which chose to see him as a
“hate-monger” and a racist and an anti-semite, he could not repent for their “evil appellations” and
labels. He could only repent for something for which he knew he was guilty.
Minister Farrakhan said he had asked members of the Jewish community to hold a dialogue. If they did not, how would he ever know where they thought he was wrong, he asked. The silly “no talk” policy had gone on between the Israelis and the Palestinians for so long. When Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu had first come to power, he had not wanted to talk with the President of the Palestinian Authority, Yasser Arafat. And he only did so after the blood of 70, 80 or 90 Palestinians and Israelis had been spilled. “Must we bleed and die before human beings act civilly and talk to each other? I am willing to talk to the members of the Jewish community, and if they can show me where I am in error, I am not too proud to say I am sorry and repent and ask forgiveness,” he added.

A correspondent asked why Minister Farrakhan had been going to accept a gift from Libyan President Colonel Muammar Al-Qadhafi, who was a sponsor of international terrorism. “I guess terrorism, like beauty, is in the eye of the beholder,” Minister Farrakhan replied, adding that he saw President Al-Qadhafi not as a sponsor of international terrorism, but as a victim of European and American evil.

President Al-Qadhafi came to power in a bloodless coup d’etat and nationalized the oil industry, thus making enemies of British and American petroleum companies, Minister Farrakhan continued. He had used Libyan petrodollars to raise the living standards of his people and aid the liberation struggle of people all over the world who had been strangled by the corporate greed of Europe and America. The Libyan leader was a freedom-fighter, and it was the United States Government that was guilty of some of the worst forms of terrorism. He described President Al-Qadhafi as his “friend and brother” who had never done anything against Black people in America, although his own government had proved to be their enemy.

The United Nations should be ashamed for placing economic sanctions against a country on the basis of an allegation which had not yet been proved, he continued. When President Al-Qadhafi offered to let the Libyan nationals, accused of bombing PanAm flight 103, face trial in a third country, the United Nations should have offered to try them in either Lockerbie, Scotland, or in The Hague.

A correspondent asked if the march led by Minister Farrakhan on the United Nations was part of a plan he had always had to bring the issue of racial discrimination in the United States to the attention of the Organization. She also asked why he had his eyes on the Caribbean. Minister Farrakhan said he was from the Caribbean, the home of his parents. It was a vital area and had done much for America. Many great leaders had some connection with the region. He hoped that in America Black people could become politically and economically strong and leverage that strength against America’s unjust foreign policy towards the Caribbean. His movement intended to bring not only the question of discrimination, but one of genocide before the United Nations. “If we can prove to the world that our government had and was sponsoring the destruction of the lives and well-being of a whole section of its people and of the Native Americans and of others, then I think the United Nations should not be cowardly to take up this question of reparations and justice.”

What was wrong with the Muslim peoples and governments that they did not speak as he did, a correspondent asked. Minister Farrakhan replied that he loved the Muslim world and its holy
houses. Something was wrong with the world of Islam which had nothing to do with Israel or America or the United Kingdom. It had everything to do with the deviation from the principles of the Prophet Mohammed. Because of this weakness, the Western world had destroyed the Muslim world internally. The Muslim world would continue to be whipped by God until it recognized there was no God but Allah, and that Mohammed was his messenger. Minister Farrakhan said he spoke out boldly because he was free and he refused to recognize any God but Allah or any power greater than Him.

If the United Nations did not lift the sanctions against Iraq, Minister Farrakhan said he would ask Muslims to stand up, in the name of Allah, and defy them. Over 500,000 Iraqi children had died and more were dying every day because of the sanctions. They were still in place because America was angry it had not destroyed President Saddam Hussein and the love the Iraqi people had for him. He appealed for the United Nations to lift its sanctions against Libya and let its nationals be tried in a court of law under the supervision of the Organization, so the truth of who really bombed PanAm flight 103 could come out.

How was Minister Farrakhan’s position different from that of Martin Luther King or Mahatma Gandhi? Was he now preaching non-violence, the correspondent asked. Minister Farrakhan said the founder of the Nation of Islam, Elijah Muhammed, had always preached non-violence. He had stripped members of guns, knives and other weapons and made them solve their problems by reasoning with each other. There had been some violations of his teachings, but by and large his people were not violent. However, they could not lie down in the face of violence. In keeping with the teachings of the Koran, members of the Nation of Islam could not be the aggressor in word or deed, but they must fight if they were attacked; otherwise people would be overrun by tyrants and oppressors. He respected the philosophy of Gandhi and said Martin Luther King had learned much from him.

In response to another question, Minister Farrakhan said he was sorry for any of his words which had contributed to the atmosphere that led to the death of Malcolm X. As in a divorce, when children were forced to choose between two parents they love, Minister Farrakhan said he had chosen to go with Elijah Muhammed when he separated from Malcolm. When Malcolm attacked the moral character of Elijah Mohammed, Minister Farrakhan said he had felt he must defend his leader. But no one knew that the United States Government and its counter intelligence program was fostering the divisions between the two men. “In our innocence and in our zeal...we spoke words and created an atmosphere that allowed Malcolm X to be killed, and I am heartily sorry for that.”

Minister Farrakhan said Nigeria was one of the most important countries in sub-Saharan Africa. No doubt there was corruption and mismanagement of resources, and many Nigerian nationals living in Europe and America were deeply concerned. However, he had been to Nigeria and he saw a bigger picture. European nations had got together last century to carve up Africa, and he believed they had met again and decided to marginalize the continent. And the country with the largest material and economic potential was being decimated. The just crimes of many Nigerian nationals were being manipulated to balkanize Nigeria, making it weak and ineffective, so Africa would always be the footstool of Europe and America. However, with God’s help, the continent would
rise to take its rightful place in the next century, he added.

A correspondent asked him what he thought of the situation in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Minister Farrakhan said he would like to know more of what went on in that part of the world, as he was a victim of the American mass media’s portrayal of events. He could not agree with the ethnic cleansing of any people and would have to condemn it. However, he wondered what the root of the problem was. He hoped peace could be established in Bosnia as all people in the region were basically the same, if not genetically or biologically, then at least in the eyes of God. If there was no peace, the area could trigger a war in all of Europe.

As a private citizen, how did Minister Farrakhan plan to effect change internationally and what were his plans domestically, a correspondent asked. Minister Farrakhan said the little people knew more than the media and understood his trip overseas. “What happened to you, who are under the thumb of our open enemy, that you couldn’t understand?” he asked the correspondent. The little people had responded with joy when he went to Africa. He was attempting to get Americans, whom he described as the most learned and educated Black people on Earth, to use their knowledge and education and experience to develop Africa. That kind of strategic alliance was vitally necessary.

Attention must be paid to people in America, he continued. Many organizations were doing that, and the Million Man March spawned many more. But everywhere he went, he had seen the enormous power of the United States, especially since the decline of the Soviet Union. But America was not a moral superpower, so the power of 40 million inside America, united with Hispanics and Arabs and Asians, could yield a leverage that could change the country’s objective. Never again would the United States be allowed to develop foreign policies on Africa, the Caribbean and Central and South America without involving people from those regions, he added.

He had learned that 400 American corporations would have given the United States Congress over $1 billion by the end of the year to enact laws in the interest of corporate greed. He could not stand by and watch corporate America dictate how leaders in Africa would run their country and spawn coups which brought into power corrupt leaders who bowed to their will. “We intend to bust all of that up inside America. Watch and see. Our time has come,” he added.
Mandamus: One single word, used since time began, by sovereign people, instructing those either elected or appointed to govern them, meaning order yourself! Order yourself from infringing into and onto our rights. It’s a cease and desist order on those who oppress, who practice and impose despotism, by and through acts of tyranny, acts against constitutional policy, and moreover, against public policy of all our adopted laws, which prior to 1972 kept this nation in order.

Today, I picked up a book on Commercial Law (1918), let’s take a look at two (2) things in particular, (1) Rights, and (2) Law.

RIGHTS

1. Rights. Men are endowed with certain individual rights. These rights are principally of two classes, personal and property. Men have the right to live in peace and quietude. In so far as it does not interfere with the same privilege on the part of others, they have the right to be unmolested in the pursuit of happiness (the right to work, the right to enjoy one’s home in peace and free from intrusion). They have the right to defend themselves against the attacks of others, to satisfy bodily hunger and thirst, and to preserve their bodies in health and strength.

Besides these personal rights, men have the right to acquire and keep property. This right is also subject to the limitation of not interfering with the same privilege on the part of others. Men have the right to acquire property, both chattel and real. For the purpose of rendering their existence and enjoyment secure, they have the right to keep the title and possession of this property in themselves.

In primitive times, property rights were few. Personal rights were recognized and enforced by might. As the requirements of civilized life became more complex, property rights were needed and recognized. Rules of conduct and rules for the holding and transfer of property were recognized and enforced with regard to persons and property. These rules are known as laws.
2. Law. Law may be defined to be a rule of human conduct. It may be said to embrace all rules of human conduct recognized by courts of law. Laws are necessary to enable men to enforce and enjoy their rights, both personal and property. Customs of men become rules by which human affairs are regulated. Men may disagree as to what their rights are, or as to their exact scope or limitations. In this event, rules of conduct or laws must determine their scope and limitations. Disputes among men arise about their personal or property rights. The rules recognized by the courts in settling these disputes are laws. These rules or laws relate both to persons and property. A law which prohibits murder is a rule by which the state protects the lives of its citizens; a law which prohibits theft is a rule for the protection of property.

DIVISIONS OF THE LAW

There are two great divisions of the law, written and unwritten. The greater portion of the law consists of the customs of the people, as evidenced and preserved by the written decisions of the courts. These customs, to be recognized as law, need not be found in written decisions, but the most important ones have become embodied therein. New customs are necessary and are recognized to meet new and changing conditions. These new customs are continually adding to our unwritten law.

A LITTLE CHANGE IS SOMETIMES GOOD—BUT!
THAT FEDERAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE ACT OF 1972
MUST, BY MANDAMUS IF NECESSARY,
BE REPEALED!

The Federal Advisory Committee Act (5 U.S.C.) grants too much power to the Executive [branch of government], the president, his advisory committees, which in turn, by excessive misconstruction and abuse of powers of the office of the President of the United States, which makes laws outside the Congress, outside the sovereign states of the United States, which infringe and impede the inherent, inviolable, perpetual rights of the People, pursuant to an act of Congress, the Bill of Rights.

Recently, our President proposed to allow the Environment Protection Agency to confiscate the assets of suspected polluters. The same as the illegal, unlawful, unconstitutional Assets Forfeiture Law, which currently is employed as a tool for unlawful, repugnant, unconstitutional acts, imposed on the people by the Federal Government under the alleged Maritime Common Law.

THERE AIN’T NO SUCH THING!

Admiralty Law yields to Common Law. Admiralty 1.9. Rhodian Law (Maritime) takes anything in its pathway, as long as an existing law does not exist that can stop it!

Do we have existing law to stop this madness?! Can we get our Constitution back? Yes, we can!

The Federal Procedure Act! ss23.09 and ss23.10. Mandamus!
The Maryland District Courts (Washington, D.C.) inherited the Common Law Jurisdiction. Common Law Jurisdiction for Mandamus. The courts have the power, to override acts of Congress or of the President of the United States, if the Congress refuses to order itself and represent the people.

23.09. Mandatory relief in general. Mandamus intricacies do their deadly deeds not only by denying jurisdiction to district courts to grant mandatory relief when mandatory relief is needed, but also by confusing the law of availability (repugnant laws or oppressive laws) and scope of review. According to the Administrative (sic) Procedure Act, which is surely based upon considerable understanding of modern needs, availability of judicial review does not depend upon any such distinction as the supposed one between ministerial and discretionary action. But according to Mandamus tradition it does. And somehow most federal courts continue to assume that Mandamus tradition must be allowed to override what Congress has enacted.

**THINK ABOUT IT**

If our Congress refuses to abide by the wishes of the people, Mandamus, properly petitioned by the American citizens across this nation, can resolve and do away with unconstitutional repugnant acts imposed upon them, which impede the rights of the American people.

**SOMETHING ELSE TO THINK ABOUT**

All this disarming the American people! Well, we watched that same-old-same song-and-dance routine back in the 1930s. All of Europe disarmed. The arms manufacturers kept manufacturing arms. Hitler overran Europe like hot puckey through a hot tin horn. The answer is quit manufacturing the damned things.

Did you ever wonder what would happen if Israel was disarmed, as she disarmed the Palestinians?!

Aw shucks, that would make peace a simple thing. Are you thinkin’ about it?!

Grandma Herrman-Herman
CHAPTER 20

CALL FOR SPECIAL FEDERAL PROBE
OF GOV’T INVOLVEMENT IN DRUGS

all paste
CHAPTER 21

NOV. 8TH “SUNRISE SURPRISE”?
WHAT CLINTON MAY DO
TO BEGIN HIS NEXT TERM

The following information came by fax at mid-day on 10/28/96 to the CONTACT offices. It is from Joe L. Jordan of the National Vietnam P.O.W. Strike Force, a group which has, in the past, offered much information that has been good “food for thought”—at least in a general sense, if not necessarily borne out in every detail.

So, we ask you to consider the following through eyes of critical discernment, keeping in mind that the Elite of the New World Order are making, breaking, changing, and remaking plans these days faster than either main presidential puppet-candidate can spew out empty promises. The “Clash of the Titans” continues to escalate as the Elite controllers jockey for position and power in their very serious game of “King of the Mountain”, so variations on some of the items listed below are well within the realms of consideration of these power-mad Elite at this desperate time.

I cannot help but recall here a sobering thought I heard from a frustrated caller into Art Bell’s late-night radio talk-show program one evening this past week: “As voters, we’ve been trying to choose the lesser of two EVILS for so long now that it (evil) is finally catching up with us!” Amen.

—Dr. Edwin M. Young, Editor-In-Chief

NATIONAL VIETNAM P.O.W.
STRIKE FORCE
2616 WAUGH DRIVE, SUITE 217
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77006-2799
(713)680-3181 VOICE · (713)680-3185 FAX

WHAT CLINTON IS LIKELY TO DO THE
FIRST 72 HOURS OF HIS NEXT TERM!
by Joe L. Jordan 10/27/96

....With the disgusting and limp-wristed failure of Dole to seize the election, Clinton and his minions and pawns are burning the midnight oil with their diabolical schemes they know they must implement totally and swiftly before the comatose couch potatoes finally awaken and become enraged. Clinton is a cocaine-crazed, murdering nihilist, drunk with power and this time there will be absolutely nothing holding him back. All restraints will be thrown off and this madman will bring down the country.

You may recall, if you re-read “Silent Coup”, there were 30 generals and admirals mentioned by name, who orchestrated Watergate and brought the downfall of Nixon in 1973. Let us hope there is
another group of patriots somewhere with similar ideals. (The generals and NSA officials in the Lear Jet crash in Alabama, the day before Oklahoma City, were plotting against Clinton and that is why the plane went down.) As you read this, 423 flag-rank (general/admiral) officers have secretly been placed under 24-hour surveillance by the SS until after the election. Here are some of the agenda items the UN/New World Order/Zionist Wall St. banksters have put out for Clinton’s signature for implementation 7:00 AM, 11/8/96:

(1) Stock market will crash 4,000 points.

(2) Currency will be recalled. You will have 24 hours to surrender all green money, replaced with blue, now in warehouses owned by Perot in Ft. Worth, TX.

(3) PDD25 will be activated, all US military given to the UN.

(4) All radio talk shows cancelled, hosts arrested.

(5) All borders sealed and airports closed. FEMA activated and then placed under UN Control. 70% of the USA will be a “biosphere” and human occupation prohibited. Travel by public transportation only will be allowed if you have a permit.

(6) The 1996 election will be America’s last. Congress will be prorogued (dissolved). The UN will appoint colonial agents.

(7) North Vietnam will be granted most-favored nation trading status and given $800 million in foreign aid (part of the Indonesia/Ron Brown scam). Hanoi-lover Antony Lake will be the new Secretary of State.

(8) All gun ownership will be prohibited and citizens will have 10 days to surrender them or face 50 years in prison without possibility of parole. (This will be like the gold call-up of 1930.)

(9) All illegal aliens in the USA will be granted full U.S. citizenship. Public schools will be mandated to teach in the Nigerian, Hindu, Spanish, Mandarin Chinese and Indonesian languages.

(10) Practice of the Christian religion will be prohibited. All churches closed (like in Cuba), church property seized under RICO statutes and forfeited to the UN. Only Buddhism and Judaism will be exempt.

(11) All licensed and ordained Christian ministers will be sent to the FEMA crematoria at South Bend, IN. “Outlandish,” you say? Why do you suppose the phrase “Under God” was deliberately left out of the pledge of allegiance at the Democratic National Convention?

(12) All bank accounts, IRAs, 401Ks, etc., will be seized by the UN/IRS. They will then return what they think you ought to have.

(13) Foreign treaties will become the law of the land. NAFTA, GATT, NWO, etc. Clinton at-
tended the summit of the Americas (OAS); Gore went to the ECO-NAZI summit in Brazil; Stephanopoulous attended the Gorbachev summit in SFO. CODEX will outlaw vitamins. US soldiers cannot testify about UN duty.

(14) Clinton’s drones will stage a fake national emergency: HAARP weather disruption, Anthrax/Sarin outbreak or massive race riots in gerrymandered tribal homelands (Watts, St. Petersburg). As in Germany in the ’30s, the people will demand drastic measures and give up law and settle for order. Useful idiots will then become useless eaters and the first to enter the 26 FEMA death camps. (Homosexuals will be allowed to marry before being cremated.)

(15) California’s UN/SMOG 2 will apply to all 50 states who must crush 50,000 cars a day to the Eco-God Gaia. (And see to it you stay in your tribal homeland.)

On this day of terrible reckoning, which will come like Pearl Harbor and the Tet Offensive (Certainly not here, certainly not me?), there will be two groups: the dumbed-down deer staring stupidly at the oncoming headlights and those of us drawing a bead two inches below the lip of the blue UN helmet. Are you ready to do what is necessary, or would you prefer to go directly from the star chamber to the death chamber?

/s/ Joe L. Jordan
From THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR, 9/27-10/3/96, [quoting:]  

TORONTO—For decades Newfoundland, craggy Atlantic home to half a million hardy souls, has weathered high underemployment, devastated cod fisheries—and that “awful contract” with Quebec. Quebec agreed in the 1960s to buy loads of electricity from Newfoundland’s massive Churchill Falls hydroelectric plant, a contract some industry experts now call the deal of the century for Quebec. Quebec still pays a quarter of a penny per kilowatt hour—reselling it for 10 times that price in Quebec and the United States.

But last weekend, Newfoundland’s swashbuckling new Premier Brian Tobin declared the old, pre-energy crisis, pre-inflation deal a dead duck. Mr. Tobin, a populist who earned the nickname “Captain Canada” as federal fisheries minister, is not the first Newfoundland premier to want a new power deal with Quebec. Yet unlike two predecessors, he seems willing to flip a switch and cut the power that flows to Quebec—and New England and New York.

“Honestly what choice do I have,” Tobin wondered aloud to Canadian news media last weekend. “Am I going to explain to the province that we’re losing money and for the next 40 years we’ll borrow, tax, or close down hospitals and schools in the province to pay for the privilege of pumping power to Quebec so they can make a billion-plus [Canadian dollars] a year?” Technically, the deal becomes a money-loser in 2000.

Two Supreme Court of Canada rulings have upheld the contract. Despite this, Tobin plans to travel across Canada to gain support, shooting to win in the court of public opinion.

Tobin has a reputation for skating near the edge. He became “Captain Canada” on a chill day in March 1995 when, as federal fisheries minister, he ordered the Canadian Navy to seize a Spanish fishing vessel scooping up baby fish outside Canada’s territorial waters.

Risking a violent international incident, Tobin flouted international laws governing access to the high seas, faced down the Spanish, and thrashed the European Union in the arena of public opinion. The “turbot war” was shortly resolved in favor of saving a few fish.

But the real winner was Tobin. Newfoundlanders, including many out-of-work fishermen, liked the spunky federal minister of fisheries so much they elected him premier early this year. Now he seems set to sail again into murky legal waters.
Mark Graesser, a political scientist at Memorial University in St. John, says Tobin’s main aim is to woo Newfoundlanders just as his post-election honeymoon period is ending.

Like the turbot war, “he’s playing to the Newfoundland public first and foremost,” Professor Graesser says. “This will generate a positive response here, because everyone in Newfoundland regards this contract as outrageous.”

Tobin is also not beyond using the delicate issue of Quebec’s future within—or outside of—the Canadian federation to make his point. He reportedly informed separatist Quebec Premier Lucien Bouchard of his plan to pull the plug earlier this summer. Mr. Bouchard this weekend called for Tobin to obey the rule of law on the contract. Tobin responded by asking why the law applied to Churchill Falls when separatists, led by Bouchard, say they can proceed with an unconstitutional secession from Canada if the province votes for it.

“I’m in favor of the rule of law,” Bouchard persisted. “Ottawa would even have to intervene through its institutions in order to stop Newfoundland from violating the law.”

But Prime Minister Jean Chretien is not touching the spat with a pole of any length. He says Ottawa will not intervene.

Hydro Quebec says a deal’s a deal, because it put up money to make Churchill Falls viable when no one else would.

Today, losing the cheap Churchill Falls energy for resale would be a financial neutron bomb for the provincial utility. Last year, the company’s net profit was US $284 million. Sales of Churchill Falls power (not broken out by the company) nets Quebec an estimated $400 million to $730 million a year.

“Churchill Falls is extremely important to them,” says Damian DiPerna, senior analyst at the Canadian Bond Rating Service in Montreal. “Hydro Quebec would have lost money 19 out of the last 20 years without it.” If Tobin throws the switch, it could trigger a debt review and possible downgrading for the utility and even the province...

Churchill Falls is also one-sixth of Hydro Quebec’s total power-generating capacity and a key to keeping New York and New England well lit. The New England Power Pool, a cooperative that distributes power throughout the region, soaked up 10 terawatt hours from Hydro Quebec last year—the equivalent of two large 600 megawatt coal-fired plants.

Quebec energy analyst Pierre Lamonde believes Tobin will never turn off Churchill Falls. Others, like Graesser, also believe a lot of good poker playing may be involved.

“Tobin’s ‘Captain Canada’ role worked out pretty well for him,” he says. “He enjoys the part of the indignant leader of...” [End quoting]

It looks like there’s a real fight going on for control of their power. Shortly they will probably have
a dictator who will settle it for them. Remember the NWO (New World Order)?

iceland volcano

DON’T ALLOW YOUR CHILDREN TO BE ENTERTAINED BY DISNEY

From the INTERNET, 10/22/96, [quoting:]

While surfing the Internet I came across an article stating that Disney will put a music album on the market named *SNAKES OF CHRIST* with a line in it, “serpent Jesus snake of Christ”, plus other derogatory, evil words about him. [End quoting]

It’s best that you keep a close eye on everything Disney produces before you allow your children access to it, including what’s on the Internet. *CONTACT* has warned you in the past that you cannot trust Disney and the subtle methods they use to propagandize your children and adults. They’re not being subtle any longer. Also, the media has recently publicized that many fundamental Christians are boycotting Disney Parks and products because they are putting filth on the market.

FASTER THAN A SPEEDING MAC

Excerpted from *THE DAILY NEWS*, Los Angeles, 10/22/96, [quoting:]

A start-up company announced the speediest micro-processor yet, a chip able to run Macintosh software at up to 533 megahertz, more than twice as fast as current chips. Exponential Technology Inc. said its X-704 chip should be available in volume next spring. Exponential started in 1993, with financial help from Apple Computer Inc. George Taylor, Exponential’s founder and chief technology officer, says the new chips will cost about $1,000 each, which would put them into high-end computers used mostly by graphic designers and creators of multimedia. [End quoting]

SUPER CHIP

From a recent newspaper clipping—name unknown, (quoting:)

Texas Instruments will start manufacturing, next year, a computer chip with 20 times the processing power of current desktop computers, the company said Tuesday. “Thumbnail-sized chips using the new technology will usher in an era of automatic teller machines that can recognize a user’s face, a PC on a wristwatch, or simply laptop computers with longer memory life,” said the Dallas-
based company.  [End quoting]

I also read an article in the 10/21/96 *Daily News* that IBM is producing a chip with 15 million transistors on it. This is a big advance in technology for public computing. *CONTACT* readers know that the public only gets old technology compared to what the Elite have under their control.

**U.S. ARMS COLOMBIA**

**FOR DRUG WAR**

Clinton is donating gear to fight leftists involved in narcotics.

Excerpted from *THE ORLANDO SENTINEL*, 10/11/96, [quoting:]  

WASHINGTON—Stepping up its drug war in Latin America, the United States is arming Colombia’s military and police to fight a war against leftist insurgents who also are involved in narcotics.

The Clinton administration is donating helicopters, observation planes, patrol boats and other military gear to Colombia, one of the hemisphere’s most violent countries and the source of 80 percent of the cocaine in the United States. The U.S. equipment is part of a $112 million package of anti-drug aid for Latin America that was announced last month. [emphasis mine]  [End quoting]

Do you recall what I said in my earlier article, 10/15/96, on how the Elite use the money and equipment to fight drugs? I feel that most of this money and equipment is an excellent example of what was said then.

If you realize that Clinton and his cronies love leftists and drug dealers, would you expect them to use this situation to stop the drugs and wipe out their competitors, or help them consolidate if they are their friends? Either way—we lose.

**GOLD CLAIMS RULED OUT**

From *THE MODESTO BEE*, 10/8/96, [quoting:]  

WASHINGTON—Burlington Northern Santa Fe Corp. won’t have to come up with an estimated $2 billion worth of gold, after the Supreme Court today rebuffed claims by holders of decades-old bonds who demanded to be paid in the precious metal instead of cash. The high court refused to consider an appeal of a lower court’s ruling. [End quoting]

Do you still think you have freedom when the Supreme Court refuses to make Burlington pay their debts according to their contract? How long do you think it will be before they confiscate all gold and silver?

**CRITICS SAY ALTERED CORN**

**COULD AFFECT CONSUMERS**
A new variety of corn has reigned debate over the safety of genetically engineered foods. At issue is a variety of corn endowed with genes that protect the crop against insects and weed-killing sprays. Developed by the Swiss chemical giant Ciba-Geigy, the maize has been deemed safe by every relevant regulatory body in the United States, where the first year’s crop is about to be harvested. But a majority of European ministers recently refused to authorize imports of the corn, citing concerns about possible environmental or health consequences. Some critics worry that the genes could “jump” from corn to consumer—mostly cattle—rendering the corn’s ampicillin-resistant gene useless in the medical treatment of corn-fed cattle or even in people who eat the affected beef. [End quoting]

One can only imagine what has been programmed into the genetic structure of this corn that makes the European ministers want to run the other way!

STEAL SODA POP, GET CAUGHT—
STEAL MILLIONS, NO WORRY

Excerpted from THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles, 10/22/96, [quoting:]
The company, which has annual sales of $13.3 billion, admitted it colluded with world competitors to fix prices for the livestock feed supplement lysine, as well as for citric acid, used in soft drinks, foods and detergents. ADM agreed to pay $100 million in fines to end the price-fixing case brought by the Justice Department after a four-year investigation. Analysts say the fine probably equaled the ill-gotten profits from the scheme.

The settlement was not large enough to seriously harm the company, but it was significant; the largest previous fine levied in a price-fixing case was $15 million. ADM agreed to pay so much because its guilt was so clear. For years, an informant had been secretly taping ADM managers meeting with competitors to set prices. Also two of the company’s international competitors recently pleaded guilty and are cooperating with the U.S. government’s investigation.

So, between the tapes and the confessions of co-conspirators, ADM was cornered. The quickest way out was to admit guilt and stick stockholders with the fine.

But if there was a crime, where are the criminals? Who are the people on those tapes and why aren’t they behind bars?

The Justice Department says it is still investigating Terrance Wilson, an ADM division chief who is retiring, and Michael Andreas, ADM vice chairman and son of the company’s politically influential chairman, Dwayne Andreas.

Michael Andreas is now on a leave of absence. Federal officials consider him and Wilson to be “available for prosecution,” said Gary Spratling, deputy assistant attorney general.

The government eventually may indict Andreas and Wilson. But wouldn’t such an elaborate pricing scam involve more than just two people? Shouldn’t a whole gang be indicted?

At ADM, the prices didn’t fix themselves. Individuals decided to break the law by setting prices in ways that hurt farmers and manufacturers. Meanwhile, the senior executives themselves enjoyed fat salaries.

ADM certainly is not the only company in which executives have unfairly enriched themselves at the expense of others. Here in Atlanta, former employees of Eastern Airlines are still bitter about corporate raider Frank Lorenzo’s plunder of their company’s assets to keep his holding company, Texas Air, afloat.

If Eastern had been robbed by the Crips or the Bloods, the police would have investigated. But because Eastern’s assets were siphoned off by its corporate parent, no one could call 911. Yet workers, shareholders and customers surely lost out.

The Justice Department, the Securities and Exchange Commission, state attorneys general and the FBI should make a much greater effort to stop white-collar crime by collaring the criminals, not nicking the innocent pension funds that happen to own some stock. We will have no effective deterrent of corporate crime until executives face the risk of jail time. [End quoting]
The Elite make or have the laws made (by their puppets) and consider themselves above the law and always have done so. Until we have an honest government, most Elite thieves will never see the inside of a prison. The ones who do are the ones who have crossed their partners in crime, or their buddies got too envious or/and jealous of them.

**SPIRIT OF MILLION MAN MARCH THRIVING**

Excerpted from *THE CHICAGO TIMES*, 10/13/96, [quoting:]

Louis Farrakhan and the Nation of Islam may have done little to harness the energy of the Million Man March over the last year, but others certainly have.

Participants banded together on their own and plunged into the work of improving the African American community as Farrakhan urged them last Oct. 16.

In Chicago, these groups have taken names such as The Brotherhood of Black Men, the I Am Brotherhood, Black Brothers United, One in a Million, and Black Men United.

They are mentoring schoolchildren and fighting gangs and drugs. Some also are working for economic and political empowerment by getting involved in job training and registering voters.

Farrakhan has been busy touring 23 African countries and hosting a political convention that fizzled because the media wouldn’t give him the publicity he needed. The Nation of Islam has had success at registering voters and Farrakhan is preparing an anniversary event—a World Day of Atonement on Oct. 16 at the United Nations. [We printed the disgraceful response of the media and the law enforcement personnel to that event in last week’s CONTACT.]

“We wanted to try to keep that spirit from the march and channel it into something positive,” Chicago postal employee Jim Saverson said.

He and nine fellow workers formed Black Men United. They have played Santa to a young girl who otherwise would have had no presents. They also have taken young people from the Henry Horner Homes to the DuSable Museum of African American History and horseback riding in Palos Hills.

Men at the Washington, D.C. march took a pledge to strive to improve themselves and their communities morally, economically and politically.

“We are men from all walks of life who took their pledge seriously,” said Bob Wilburn, president of Park Manor Ministry Bus No. 7.

Its 37 members adopted two public schools, and are visiting 27 state prisons on a rotating basis.

As school ended last summer men from Bus No. 7 awarded T-shirts to two classes of students who maintained a C-plus average or better at Carver Prep Elementary School near the Altgeld Gardens.
housing complex.

“We’re going into the schools to present a positive male image,” Wilburn said.

“We’re just regular guys, and kids need to see that there are parts of life other than sports that they can aspire to and still be successful,” he added.

“I went to the march and saw so much unity, but it seemed like it was missing when I got back home, so I decided to do something,” Zack Burton said. [He really heard Farrakhan’s message, “Take responsibility—don’t wait for another.” God bless Zack and all others like him.]

Since then, he has persuaded nearly 100 families to take in Black foster children or to adopt. With a core of march veterans, he also helped start a group called the I Am Brotherhood, which performs neighborhood trash cleanups, attends community policing meetings in three police districts and conducts food drives.

Local march organizer and activist Conrad Worrill said he has seen a difference since the march.

“It sparked new energy. I run into people every day who say they were inspired by the march to get involved,” he said.

The march’s economic agenda struck a chord with contractors Sy Bounds and Skip Ousley. They had met before they rode to the march on Bus No. 53 from Chicago, but on the way back they decided to become partners in training young people to paint and remodel.

Bounds said demand for painters and handymen is “an urban gold mine” that Black youth can exploit without extensive training. He promotes the training program on a weekly radio talk show that runs Saturdays from 8 to 8:30 a.m. on WVON-AM.

Butch Campbell of The Brotherhood of Black Men said that group sets up platforms and microphones on West Side street corners where people have been shot. Members preach against gangs and drugs and register voters.

“We tell brothers to wake up and stop killing each other and respect Black women,” Campbell said.

About 25 people have asked to join the Brotherhood as a result of the rallies, Campbell said.

While organizers admit it’s tough persuading gang members and drug addicts to change, they said the march has been successful in bringing Black middle-class men back into the activist fold. [End quoting]

After reading the above sample of the results of last year’s march, is there any wonder why the Elite-owned media would want to downplay any publicity of this year’s events and then lambast Farrakhan for his trip to Africa? Is it any wonder to you that they wouldn’t allow him to accept any
money from Libya?

With $1 billion he would have had the seed money to help his Black brothers get a good education, start their own businesses if desired, and to develop a feeling of self-worth so they could seek any legitimate goal they wanted.

A RANDOM ACT OF KINDNESS!

From ANGELS ON EARTH magazine, A Guidepost publication, 39 Seminary Hill Rd., Carmel, NY 10512, [quoting:]

I cultivate rose bushes. I give the flowers to people I see at bus stops around town,” Bill says. “It doesn’t matter who they are—I just like to brighten their days.” -Bill Horobec, Tampa, Florida [End quoting]

What can we all do to brighten someone’s day? TODAY! That’s a good question to ponder.
PAUL, THE VENETIAN: MAKING YOUR “SOULUTIONS” HAPPEN

Editor’s note: The following writing is by the Ascended Master known as Paul, The Venetian, or Paul, The Artist, of the Third Ray (or Aspect) of Creator’s spectrum, among the seven great “Rainbow Masters” who are communicating at this time to help us get through Earth-Shan’s planetary-transition and rebalancing.

In Journal #7, called THE RAINBOW MASTERS, Paul relates: “It is most difficult to separate we of the Higher Frequencies. We have a thrust, a talent given, if you will, toward focused purposes. As Morya represents most preciously the ‘will’ of God, Lanto the ‘wisdom’ of God — I, Paul, will focus on the element of ‘LOVE’ and spirit discernment.

“I come on the comfort vibration of what we call the ‘pink’ frequency. My talents have long been in artistic perceptions and projections....

“Please do not confuse my terminology of love with what thee defines as ‘love’. Myself and the Brotherhood with whom I serve, of the Third Ray, are not idle dreamers of poetry and sounds of harmonious music. Ah, would it be that it could be so. We are quite pragmatic of the way of the Holy Spirit. It is through the beauty and purity of the Third Ray through which the wondrous qualities of diplomacy, patience, tact, arbitration, unity, brotherhood, culture, beauty and the perfecting of the ‘heart’ are made manifest.”

He also reminded us of a very important matter for this time of major planetary transition: “Ones upon thy place plead worthlessness and that only a ‘few’ have been given certain gifts of beauty and talent. Nay, not so! Locked within the being of EVERY incarnate soul is a talent unique unto thee. It can manifest as a painting, music, invention, or the special gift of ‘giving’—as in thy Mother Theresa. Most of you have hidden it away, in thy insecurity, and have refused to bring it forth. Ye shall overcome. It matters not what ‘level’ of perceived enlightenment ye may be. Ye can grow, YE MUST GROW! For when ye come right down to the truth of it, the fires of creativity held within the forcefield of man (any hu-man) determine what he can accomplish in his earthly span of perceived ‘time’.”

For more background on this important group of teachers, plus earlier writings by them, refer to the Back Pages of this Journal for ordering information.

PAUL, THE VENETIAN, THE ARTIST
10/26/96

Greetings, my scribe. It is I, Paul, the Venetian, come to commune with you on this wondrous day. I come in the Radiant One Light of Creator God.
What a truly beautiful day it is! You ones truly reside on one of the most beautiful planets in your sector of the universe! For you readers out there, please know that the Sacred Mountains in Tehachapi were blanketed with the surprise of several inches of glistening snow last evening—the first of the season and at least several weeks early. The view is truly magnificent in reflection of God’s splendor.

I have come this day to remind you ones of the beauty that surrounds you, even during the most adverse conditions. You are ever nearing a time on your globe when there shall be need of great effort just to survive. Please know that God (Creator God) never abandons you and will ALWAYS give you an indication of His Presence.

As you move onward into the unfolding segments of the mission, ALL of you will be challenged to various extremes. Many of you may think that you are prepared for anything that can come your way. Let me tell you that there will be many a great soul horrified to the point of overwhelm at what they shall have to witness and endure. These are the experiences that will draw you closer to Creator, for you will need to truly search the depths of your soul in order to tap the currently unseen, infinite potential of your being.

Please know that you do NOT have to wait until you are to the point of overwhelm to connect with this Infinite Source. You could connect at any time. Please note, however, that you will not be allowed to use this power UNLESS and UNTIL you have earned the necessary level of responsibility required, else you would truly have a mess on your hands.

This is why there is the need to have ones, who cannot seem to learn any other way, go through these experiences that will cause them to look within and see where they have made their errors. The ones who are of God intent shall find the Inner Strength to pull THEMSELVES through and out of their own mess. Each will tap the necessary strength in proportion to their own ability to confront their own personal responsibility for having allowed these conditions in the first place to come about and persist.

All souled beings have the same Infinite Potential within for expressing, but very few down there have yet to recognize the path that will allow them to unlock this potential. Meanwhile, the evil bastards who are attempting to destroy your planet are trying to find these “secrets” through all of the external sources that they can find. All the while they do not realize that what they truly seek is Creator God within. These ones are incapable of realizing this basic fact because they have long ignored their lessons and have thus allowed the inner flame of their soul to dwindle to a point of near non-existence.

This is why you CANNOT force anyone to see YOUR truth. You have to earn the ability to perceive Truth. That is to say, you must have a desire to put your ego aside long enough to realize that you do not know ALL the answers. And, perhaps, if you can also put aside your prejudices toward not allowing any belief outside what you have been brainwashed into believing (even though such may be full of contradictions), then you will have placed self in a condition where you can be humble long enough so that new information, such as Truth, can be considered.

For you ones seeking to “make” another hear or see, all you can do is OFFER God’s gifts of Truth—and that is enough! You can NOT be responsible for the free-will choices of another. Stop trying to force your reality upon another! God is not of force, so why should you try to make (force) another see or hear. Realize that these ones will suck the life force right out of
have now been taken, will help you to focus your intent and you will pull in that which you need or desire. However, do keep in mind that if you think you need a new sports car, and your Higher Self does not agree, then you will not likely get the new sports car.

When you are aligned with Higher Intent, and you take action to solidify the intent, you will be well on your way to creating the soul-ution to your own problem.

Now follow through with that which will help you to solve your problems. You do not need physical things to solve the challenges of the soul. The physical, third-dimensional expression is for amplifying these challenges by compressing Light (thought energy of God) into physical matter so that you will have opportunity to see the results of your actions, thoughts, and intent—up close, with extremely high detail, and with almost instant feedback (karma) these days, in most cases.

Getting back to the earlier part of this writing, God will always give you an indication of His Presence, but again: YOU MUST LOOK! Perhaps you are feeling down and a small bird comes and lands on your windowsill. Do you take note and make the connection that perhaps the little guy was sent to cheer you up and to let you know that you are not alone, or do you ignore the gifts sent and go off and wallow in your misery? The choice is yours. You are your own worst enemy in this regard.

Be thankful for the time (opportunities) that you now have. If you think that all we, of the Hosts of God, do is spout-off about great catastrophes and impending doom & gloom, then you miss the larger picture—that we are here to help those who will listen so that they can prepare for the difficult challenges that are coming. When the upcoming catastrophes finally do hit (and they will) you will need to remember these words and go within and draw upon your Inner Light that is, in essence, your direct connection to God.

Look always for the beauty of God around you and you will find it. Out of the ashes of this current civilization shall spring forth in newness a more en-Light-ened world of peace.

Blessings to you who heed the warnings and prepare, for you are the ones who will Light the way for others to see. I am Paul, the Venetian, come as the Ascended Master of the Third Ray of Creator’s Spectral expression. Adonai.